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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine how the new frontier for activism, known as online 

activism and as seen in the resistance towards SOPA/PIPA, affects the conditioning factors 

for the role of the activist. In brief, we seek to investigate how activism as a social phenome-

non is changed by the technologies applied, and how this affects its relation to decision-

making processes. 

To facilitate this study and answer the main question of the thesis, three separate questions 

are deployed, thus defining our analytical strategy. First of all, we intend to shed light on the 

technological evolution of activism. Secondly, to grasp this new frontier of online activism, 

we perform a study of a contemporary case and ask: What, who, where, when and how? 

Third and finally, we conduct a summarizing analysis on the findings of the two analytical 

chapters in order to answer how online activism is different or alike from the genesis of ac-

tivism.  

In order to answer the first question, Foucault’s concept of genealogy is applied as analytical 

method. The analysis discovers through analyses of propaganda, interventions, boycotts, 

strikes and processions over the last 500 years, a dispositif of activism, conditioned by four 

factors: risk, critical mass, capital and time and space.  

The analysis continues with an in-depth study of a contemporary case of online activism. 

Initially, we establish that reddit.com is a central actor and in the centre of the attention 

network in regards to the SOPA/PIPA. Through the qualitative virtual field study, we find 

that the users of reddit apply different online technologies in their resistance against the 

proposals.  

Finally, we conclude that that online activism resembles the offline technologies in many 

ways, but that there are some key differences, especially on the conditioning factors for the 

role of the activist. As a consequence, the subject position of the activist is transformed. This 

has implications for the future role of the activists. Furthermore, our findings raises issues 

calling for further research. 

One indication of our study is that it is impossible to derive, whether online activism will 

have an effect on political decision-making processes. Another is, that scholars who reduce 

online activism to something insignificant will lose substantial potential for future research 

on activism as phenomenon. 
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0.1 Preface 
This thesis is the apex of our respective master’s degree programs in MSc International Busi-

ness & Politics and MSocSc Political Communication & Management on Copenhagen Busi-

ness School.  

We would like to take advantage of the opportunity to thank several people. First of all, we 

would like to thank our supervisor, professor Erik Caparros Højbjerg, who has been an in-

valuable partner for discussion through the process, and for his always constructive feed-
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This thesis is our contribution to the academic understandings of the phenomenon of online 

activism. We modestly believe that the existing research on the topic tend to have a some-

what reductionistic approach to the phenomenon. We hope that we can provide food for 

thought and relevant reflections on the topic and that our contribution can inspire others to 

dig deeper into the nature of online activism. Finally, we hope that the readers of this thesis 

are left curious and intrigued by our findings. 

Enjoy reading! 
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0.2 Introduction   
Andreas: “Have you seen the current online protests about the cutbacks in the state edu-

cation grant?” 

Aunt Anni: “No - what do you mean?“ 

Andreas: “Well, there’s several thousand people who signed an online petition against 

the cutbacks, and there are several groups on Facebook with a significant amount of 

likes.” 

Aunt Anni: “Oh come on! Protesting is not what it used to be… Actually, they don’t do 

anything anymore, the way we did. Calling them activists while sitting behind the desk 

[*hrmpf*]. I recall only 10 students standing in front of the parliament the other day. In 

my day, if we wanted change, we took to the streets and made ourselves heard!” 

Digital and social media have changed the world.  The ability to be in touch with friends, 

family and strangers alike instantly, has changed the way relationships are created and also 

altered the very structure of our social fabric. On a societal level, the digitalisation of the 

world has created unprecedented opportunities for new types of information flows, means 

for communication, affective information, to get social influence. Seemingly, the digitaliza-

tion even created a platform, that facilitated the beginning of the democratic revolution in 

northern Africa (Allagui & Kuebler, 2011). 

The rise of the social and civic engagement on the Internet is indisputable, i.e. 

#StopKony2012, #OccupyWallstreet and latest the #BlackLivesMatter campaign in the 

United States, just to mention a few. And generally speaking, it takes much less to engage in 

an online movement than it takes to participate in one offline – by clicking, liking, retweeting 

and so forth, you can participate in new forms of activism without leaving the safe surround-

ings of you home.  

It also opens up for situations where parts or all of the invokers of a cause are devised by 

people who do not care about or have not bothered to work out what the cause is actually 

about. A peculiar example of this is a social experiment conducted by Anders Colding-

Jorgensen, a psychologist and lecturer on social media at the University of Copenhagen. He 

created a Facebook group entitled “No to Demolition of Stork Fountain”, which said opposed 

the demolition of the Copenhagen fountain and the construction of an H&M clothing store 

in its place. There was, of course, no such proposal being discussed. But within a few days, 

300 people joined the group, despite the text in “About this group” explicitly stated that it 
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was a social experiment. By the end of the week, it was 10,000. When it reached 27,000, 

Colding-Jorgensen shut it down and concluded that the group was “in no way useful for 

horizontal discussion” (Thomson, 2012). The Washington Post said about the experiment, 

that “(...) users wanted not to educate themselves or figure out how to save the fountain, 

but to parade their own feelings of outrage around the cyber-public.” (washing-

tonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/-2009/07/01/AR2009-070103936.html) 

The phenomenon has by critics been defined as “clicktivism” or “slacktivism” (Hindmann, 

2008; Rotman et al., 2011; Morozov, 2012; Lee & Hsieh, 2013), where the engagement is 

reduced to a passive declaration of support. As with our experience at the dinner table, this 

might pose a threat against the future for civic engagement, by downplaying the element of 

actually achieving a meaningful impact by not using the same kind of methods as previous, 

and more successful civic engagements. 

On the other hand, we have seen prominent examples of online activism with substantial 

effects, for instance, digital activism in opposition of the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and 

the Protect IP Act (PIPA). A distinctive characteristic of this protest was that its primary 

platform was in the digitized sphere, without an offline counterpart. Driven by more than 

4.5 million signatures, more than 10 million personal requests to the Congress, a worldwide 

blackout of the Internet with participation from more than 115,000 websites, the protest 

movement has been characterized as “(…) the biggest online protest in history” (Loudon, 

2014). 

The impact was quite apparent. From January 18, 2012, and the following days after the 

Internet Blackout, more than 165 members of the Congress - 26 % of the totals votes - pub-

licly expressed their opposition, and the acts were shelved. Until then, the two proposed acts 

had close to none publicity, and a seemingly limited attention from the members of Con-

gress. 

0.2.1 Research area 

As evident in the introduction, there seems to be some contradictory circumstances. The 

increasing access to easily digestible clicktivism could potentially lead to hypocrisy, the trag-

edy of the commons and in the end, less powerful civic engagement due to failing results. On 

the other hand, they also seem to empower certain protest movements, who realize substan-

tial political results.  
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We’re intrigued to explore and find an answer to what has changed - because, what is so 

different from the original modes of activism, and what are the future prospects? The sub-

stantial part of the political decision-making is the same - civic engagement is about the 

same, no matter if it’s online or offline. But how about the technologies applied?  

Our question thus becomes a matter of investigating, how activism as a social phenomenon 

is changed by the technologies applied, and how this affects its relation to decision-making 

processes. Furthermore, how does it change the role of activist? 

We are both curious and puzzled by the questions posed above. In order to investigate and 

explore how and on what terms these changes have entailed, not to mention their implica-

tions, we present the following question: 

How does the new frontier for activism - activism online -, as seen in the resistance 

towards SOPA/PIPA, affect the conditioning factors for the role of the activist? 

It is the overarching purpose for us to answer this question through a comprehensive ana-

lytical design. The analytical design is devised/controlled by three subquestions which serve 

as the delimitation and operationalisation of our research area.  

1. First of all, in order to comprehend implications of a new frontier, we need to look 

into the historical conditioning of the term activism. More specifically, we intend to 

shed light on the technological evolution of activism - through which means and 

methods have activism previously occurred, and how has this constituted the phe-

nomenon?  

2. Second, in order to grasp this new frontier of online activism, we perform a study of 

a contemporary case in which we investigate the technologies applied in the biggest 

online protest in history. In order to do so, we will ask the following questions in 

regards to the case: What, who, where, when and how?  

3. Finally, having extrapolated the historical conditions for activism and having show-

cased an example of contemporary activism, it is crucial to note similarities and dif-

ferences in the technologies and the implications of these differences. How is online 

activism different or alike from the genesis of activism? 

The three questions make up the analytical strategy as the answers to each of the 

subquestions enables us to answer our overall research question. 

We realize that other questions could also provide answers to our research question. It is 

obvious that our approach is only one of many, which could provide fruitful or promising 

grounds for an analysis of online activism all which would have provided answers different 
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from the ones where will be able to produce. However, as we will argue in the analytical 

strategy, we believe that our operationalisation and delimitations enable us to produce new 

and meaningful understandings of the phenomenon. 

To begin with, before diving into our analytical strategy, we will produce an investigation of 

the phenomenon in contemporary and previous academic contributions.  

0.3 Literature review 
In order to examine the research area presented above, it is crucial to direct attention to-

wards the term activism. Simplified, the common definition of activism refers to “the policy 

or action of using vigorous campaigning to bring about political or social change (Oxford 

dictionary). However, it is precarious to confine our understanding of the concept, and 

thereby the delimitation and operationalisation of the phenomenon, to a definitive defini-

tion. By dismissing the use of a definition, the articulation and observation of the phenome-

non activism remain open and undisclosed, thus not constraining ourselves to a simplistic 

definition. 

Instead, we seek to enlighten ourselves and the readers by a literature review of the discus-

sion and research of the phenomenon at hand. What kind of issues and approaches has been 

discussed among scholars? What has been the pivotal point in different traditions? And with 

what differences do scholars observe the current state of the phenomenon? By exploring 

contributions to these questions, we qualify our approach to the phenomenon, which enables 

us to develop an analytical strategy to address how the new frontier for activism - enabled 

by the Internet - change the relation between activism and political decision-making pro-

cesses.   

One academic tradition that investigated the concept of activism is that of national and in-

ternational political relations and the rise of the concept of international non-state political 

actors.  

0.3.1 Activism in International Relations perspective 

Since the end of World War 2, the world has seen an explosion in the amount of intergov-

ernmental (IGO) and international non-governmental organisations. This growth has given 

rise to debates within the academic fields of international relations and sociology as to what 

role these new non-state actors play in international politics. In consequence, the role of 

non-state actors and transnational activism as a concept is attached to the given school of 

thought within international politics.  
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Nye and Keohane (1971) were the first to point towards transnational relations within the 

field of international relations. What was new with Nye and Keohane was their newfound 

term “transnational relations” (Nye & Keohane, 1971).  

Building upon Nye and Keohane’s work on transnational relations and specifying how activ-

ism runs both vertically, toward international institutions, and horizontally, across states, 

constructivists such as Keck and Sikkink (1999), with their seminal work “Activists Beyond 

Borders”, gave a new understanding of the role of transnational activism in international 

politics. 

The significance of the work by Keck and Sikkink is their attempt at bridging the gap between 

domestic and international politics. Furthermore, by showing the significance of norms and 

ideas for change in national and international arenas, the scholars introduced constructivist 

ideas in IR theory (Keck & Sikkink, 1999). Additionally by arguing that the international 

system is “(…) made up not only of states engaged in self-help or even rule-governed 

behaviour, but of dense webs of interactions and interrelations among citizens of different 

states which both reflect and help sustain shared values, beliefs and projects”, they created 

a cautious extension of the concept of international society. Keck & Sikkink furthermore 

identify four clusters of strategies and techniques applied by advocacy groups: information 

politics (gathering and distributing information), symbolic politics (publicize and framing of 

issues), leverage politics (linking issues to transnational actors) and accountability politics 

(endorse commitment).  

With their renewed concept of advocacy in international relations, Keck and Sikkink gave 

non-state actors such as activists a legitimate place within the academic field of international 

relations thereby decreasing the gap between national and international politics.  

However, one shortcoming of the international relations and its ‘transnational-constructiv-

ist turn’ is it homogeneous presentation of the forms of activism within clear transnational 

or national institutional boundaries. As it is argued in other academic traditions, activism 

emerges in different forms and technologies, and is not limited by institutional logics and 

boundaries: 

“The term activism describes political activities which are based on a conflict 

of interests, challenge (or support) existing power structures, and take place, 

at least in part, outside formal political institutions“ (Piper & Uhlin, 2009). 

As evident, this isn’t captured in international relations school contributions to the phenom-

enon of activism. In Piper & Uhlin’s articulation of the phenomenon, activism becomes a 
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backdoor entrance to political decision making. Hence, it could be argued that activism and 

political decision making enters into a relationship as the backdoor and that which it pro-

vides entrance to. Later in the thesis, we will introduce this relationship as what Foucault 

calls a ‘dispositive/dispositif’ (Raffnsøe & Gudmand-Høyer, 2004).  

To understand this concept, it is crucial to pinpoint the practices as we see them when de-

scribing political interaction and participation by non-state or non-official actors (Harrebye 

& Thomassen, 2016, 15-17). To explain these practices, we have to turn our attention to social 

movement theory. 

0.3.2 Activism and early social movement theory 

Within social movement theory, several scholars have turned their attention toward the 

technologies or methods applied in pursuit of civil change. Charles Tilly argues that the ways 

people act together in pursuit of shared interest could be coined as “repertoires of conten-

tion” (Tilly, 1995, 41). Tilly’s work is based on a sociological-historical examination of the 

shifting shapes of protests, in which he argues that this repertoire of contention has changed 

significantly over time, due to technological, sociological and political development (ibid). 

Consequently, to understand social movement and activism, two focal points are necessary: 

first of all, the primary unit of investigation is not the individual activist itself, but rather the 

interaction between individuals. Secondly, sociologist should concentrate on exploring 

boundary pushing activism which strive on the edge of ‘acceptable’ public debate. 

Another contribution to the field of social movement theory is Tarrow, who extended the 

work of Tilly’s repertoires. Additionally, he proposed that social movement should be de-

fined as collective challenges by people with common purposes and solidarity in sustained 

interaction with elites, opponents and authorities (Tarrow, 1994). Tarrow stress that this 

action takes place in political ‘opportunity structures’, and that the action of activist are de-

pendent on the existence – or lack – of a specific political opportunity. People are for in-

stance likely to mobilize when a stable situation takes a turn for the worse, e.g. a recession 

in the economy.  

According to Miller, the question of risk has been neglected in research on social movements, 

either in the form of repression, censorship, threat or costs (Miller, 1999). Miller argues that 

repression in the form of violent or nonviolent measures, legitimate or not, to control or 

destroy a social movement, is the primary reason to the deceleration of a social movement 

(ibid.).  This is backed by more contemporary studies, where these factors hindered individ-

uals from participating in mass mobilisation (Osa & Schock, 2007). 
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Finally, the factor of mobilisation in the form of organisation and resources appear to be 

vital. Although the types of resources may vary, the availability of applicable resources and 

activists abilities to use them effectively are fundamental for successful collective action 

(Buechler, 1993). The resource aspect of social movements is important, as it highlights the 

costs of coordination. The resource mobilisation theory thus focus on organisation and com-

munication as the key condition for the formation of social networks.  

0.3.3 Online activism and political decision making 

As it appears in the introduction and our research area, we are interested in how the different 

natures of the phenomenon of activism affects and conditions the role of the activist. In order 

to do so, we also need to explore the situations in which activism appears - the situations 

that we argue are handled by a dispositif of activism. 

Starting with recent media theory to frame the ‘online’ from the ‘not-online’, scholars argue 

that networked social movements have altered the media ecology. Previously, it was argued 

that social movement need news media for “(...) three major purposes: mobilisation, vali-

dation and scope enlargement” (Gamson & Wolfsfeld, 1993, 116), much in line with resource 

mobilisation theory. In this classic approach to framing, these three purposes rests on mass 

media’s power to control the attention (Benford & Snow, 2000) and is subject to media ide-

ologies (Gitlin, 1980) However, these times are shifting, as argued by Tufecki (2013), by par-

ticipatory social media, which actors can capture attention through, thereby render the “(...) 

era of broadcast dominance” superfluous (Tufecki, 2013, 855). Mora (2014) suggests that 

the most important aspects of the new technologies is their ability to provide channels for 

building relationship and connection through which information can flow. Along the same 

line, Gonzalez-Bailon et al., identifies how the new social media has changed the cost of 

mobilisation and coordination for activism significantly (Gonzalez-Bailon et al., 2013).   

Several critics warn that a consequence of the new media is that low-risk, low-cost activism 

gives a “sense of moral justification without the need to actually engage” (Hindmann, 2008; 

Rotman et al., 2011; Morozov, 2012; Lee & Hsieh, 2013). Despite minor deviations in termi-

nology, these critics argue online activism is merely ‘slacktivism’, meaning that it has no ef-

fect on political decision-making beyond that of enhancing the feel-good  factor for partici-

pants. Morozov for instance highlight signing online petitions, joining Facebook groups or 

participating in short-term boycotts are key examples of ‘clicktivism’ or ‘slacktivism’. From 

Lee & Hsieh’s perspective, slacktivism is defined as a low-risk, low-cost activity on social 

media, for the purpose of raising awareness, produce change or grant satisfaction to the per-

son engaged in the activity. While they acknowledge the asset of low-risk, low-cost activism 
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on social media is both cost and risk is approaching zero, the fundamental issue is that these 

types of activism doesn’t create any significant change (Lee & Hsieh, 2013, 9). As Coleman 

and Blumler argue, online networks are not able to influence policy because governmental 

policy is greatly disconnected from online networks (Coleman & Blumler, 2009).  

On the other hand, many scholars agree that dismissing internet activism as merely slack-

tivism or clicktivism is both premature and misleading, as more research is need on the area 

(Bennett et al., 2008; Klotz, 2007; Norris, 2005; Builianna, 2009). Although several studies 

have been conducted so far, they primarily focus on how online activist campaigns can suc-

ceed better (Klotz 2007; Bennett et al., 2008), affect individuals political participation 

(Boulianne, 2009) or the broad effects on politics (Norris, 2005).  What remains clear is, 

that the effect and effectiveness of online activism has been widely disputed among scholars. 

As Christensen (2011) remarks, the drawback of current literature is it is not possible to de-

termine the general impact of online activism on policymaking because it’s all based on al-

most contemporary case studies without clear methodological procedures. In other words, 

the strong focus on making an assessment of the effects in terms of political effects in offline 

versus online activism has to some extend not been as rewarding as hoped.  

What we find remarkable in the contemporary literature on social movements is the de-em-

phasis on the some of the crucial points seen in the previous works of activism scholars such 

as Tilly (1994) and Tarrow (1995). Their focus on the historical-sociological approach to the 

study of how repertoires shapes activism itself, and that this should be studied with a rela-

tional approach could potentially be rewarding as a method to assess how the new frontier 

of online activism change the relationship between activism and technology and political 

participation. This is where we, the authors of this thesis, seek to direct our attention.  

Inspired by Scott (1990), we find that the most prominent way to research contemporary 

activism is a narrow focus on that, which is at the edge of what is considered ‘public debate’. 

This is what Tarrow refers to as new opportunity structures (Tarrow, 1994), and what Har-

rebye & Thomassen (2016) describes as the “cracks (...) that represent a space below the 

surface, a space in-between known terrain”. We could ask ourselves why a social movement 

just doesn’t adhere to more common methods of activism, e.g. editorial letter, political party 

participation or by direct lobbying. Why do they form online activist groups that makes 

memes, initiate DDoS attacks, and harass other communities? The shape and form, in which 

protests emerge, are constantly transforming. On the one hand, contemporary activism 

stands on the shoulders of those, who previously shaped the phenomenon. On the other 

hand, the conditions of the phenomenon have changed so dramatically that it’s hard to com-

pare.  
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In order to understand how the new frontier for activism - enabled by the Internet - affect 

the conditioning factors for the roles of the activist, we have to understand history upon 

which a new frontier appear, and thus we have to turn our attention towards an historical-

sociological focus on the phenomenon, with special emphasis on the forms in which it ap-

pears. Additionally, to understand the new frontier, we need to investigate a contemporary 

case of the phenomenon. Finally, in order to answer the research question of our thesis the 

findings in the two analytical chapters will be compared with eye for the role of the activist. 

With this in mind, we will now proceed to chapter one, where the analytical strategy, meth-

ods and theory of science will be presented.  
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Chapter 1 

Analytical strategy 
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Dear Reader,  

You have now reached chapter one, in which we will elaborate on the structure and reasoning 

behind this thesis.  

This chapter begins with an establishment of our epistemological standpoint which adheres 

to the school of social constructivism. The consequences of this choice on our analysis fol-

lowing our research question if furthermore elaborated. 

Second, and in continuation with our school of thought, we present the selected and applied 

theories, and subsequently their eligibility in regards to our answering of the research ques-

tion as well as the empirical data they are applied to. As indicated in the literature review, 

the technologies of activism will be a central focal point.  

Finally, we introduce the specific strategies applied to investigate both the case and phenom-

enon in general, their possibilities and limitations, as well as elaborate on their synergies. 

In-depth qualitative virtual field studies, socio-historical unravelling as well as broad-spec-

trum qualitative longitudinal - including big data - data is used to extrapolate and investigate 

how the new phenomenon of online activism is constructed and appear now, and how this 

compares to other articulations and constructions of activism in a historical light.  

1.1 Theory of science: Social constructivism 
The scientific approach of this thesis is inadvertently controlled by our research question. As 

we ask how the technologies of activism have constituted and transformed the phenomenon, 

as well as how the new technology, online activism, in many ways affects the dispositif of 

activism and subsequently the roles of the activist, we implicitly analyse change - we analyse 

something that is not given, something mutable, something constructed in the social. It 

directs our focus and moves it away from an ontological approach, in which it is assumed 

that the world exists independently of the observer and that a true realisation can be 

achieved by using special methods. As our analytical object is a social construction, we move 

towards an epistemological oriented approach. We ask how the world came to be - not what 

is in the world (Andersen, 1999, 13). Thus, we tie ourselves to social constructivism, where 

there is no normative standpoint from which we can speak of an actual truth, and where any 

finding must be considered as constituted by the analytical choices made in the thesis (ibid.). 
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1.2 Analytical strategy 
We have established that our way of understanding the world and therein also our field of 

analysis is based on principles of social constructivism. Implicitly this has implications on 

the way we are to perform our analysis. It conditions the way we problematize. Niels Åker-

strøm Andersen notes that: “This mode of questioning contain a scientific theoretical dis-

placement from ontology to epistemology” (Andersen, 1999, 12 (our translations)). We ask 

and problematize not why or what, but how the technologies function and how they influ-

ence certain social phenomena. We ask in what ways and with which analytical strategies we 

are able to produce new and different understandings of the object in focus. This is not a 

question of methods, but a question of strategy.  

By choosing to work with an analytical strategy, we also implicitly establish the fact that the 

strategy is ours to phrase. Since “(...) there is not a single correct analytical strategy” (ibid., 

27 (our translation)), one strategy can be as valid as the other, and the value of our analytical 

strategy is defined by the choices we make. We have to make a series of choices all with 

certain consequences conditioning how the analytical object presents itself in our analysis - 

had we made other choices, the results would not have been the same. 

The fact that the strategy is ours to phrase also poses a set of challenges. In order for our 

analytical strategy to have scientific value, we need to be thorough in our description of the 

principles on which we analyse. We have already performed a short literature review, that, 

as well as giving an overlook of the theoretical field, conditions our gaze, and helps us focus 

on the aspects of interest. In the following, we will clarify how we intend to perform our 

analysis on a general level, followed by a clarification of the analytical strategy we intend to 

follow in the thesis’ analytical chapters. 

1.2.1 ‘The Political’ and Foucault’s ‘dispositif’ 

In a previous section, we stated that activism, in Piper & Uhlin’s articulation of the phenom-

enon called activism, becomes a backdoor-entrance to political decision making. Hence, it 

could be argued that activism and political decision making enters into a relationship acting 

as the backdoor and that which it provides entrance to. This raises two analytical questions. 

First, what do we understand as “political”, and second, how do we understand this relation-

ship?  

In order to sharpen our analytical gaze, we need to determine our understanding of ‘the 

political’. We have established that our analysis is shaped by an understanding of the world 

tied to social constructivism. Our analytical object is a social phenomenon - a construction 
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in the social sphere. The literature review indicated that the phenomenon is something mul-

tifaceted and something that takes many shapes. It was also indicated that the phenomenon 

is something that emerges and happens when certain actors is faced with the problem of 

being unable to influence political decision-making - another social interaction. For us, in 

order to be able to understand these interlinked social phenomena, we find it beneficial to 

adhere to Ernesto Laclau’s (1990) understanding of ‘the political’.  

Laclau articulates social structures as something that is never complete - our society and ‘the 

social’ has a fundamental “undecidability” to it (Laclau, 1990, 36-41). This does not mean 

that the social necessarily is something chaotic and incoherent, but it can be understood as 

a sphere where everything is contingent. This raises the question of what it is that equips the 

social actors with certain interests and shapes the structures with a minimum of coherence? 

According to Laclau, what brings changes as well as stability to the social order is ‘the polit-

ical’ (ibid., 33-35). In this understanding, the political is something more than activities of 

legislative or deciding organs on a state level. The political becomes that which constitutes 

the social. This means that any social setting inherently possess a political ability. In case of 

a dispute, the political becomes the settling factor that reorganizes the social in a certain 

way. When we claim that activism is a backdoor to the political, it implicitly has the effect 

that we need to look at activism as something that can influence the constitution of a social 

setting. As something that can reactivate the political ability in the social. This mechanism 

is what we, using the terms of Foucault, have proposed could be regarded as the dispositif of 

activism - the critical potential of activism. 

We argue that this relationship could be regarded as a dispositif. But what does this imply? 

According to Raffnsøe & Gudmand-Høyer (2004), dispositifs are measures that create social 

technologies while simultaneously the technologies create the dispositif. It is phenomena 

that over time has proved to be decisive for the way in which individuals operates in inter-

action with each other, and the way that individuals are “likely’” to act (Raffnsøe & Gud-

mand-Høyer, 2004, 6). In other words, a dispositif is “something” that installs itself in the 

social sphere, in order to “manage” situations and relationships - to manage ‘the political’.  

In the context of our field of study, this “situation” could be regarded as the situation where 

an agent have tried to influence the institutionalized processes of political decision-making 

through the conventional channels and failed. In other words, the agent, in this case, has the 

problem that he or she lacks the ability to influence the political decision-making processes. 

Raffnsøe & Gudmand-Høyer states that the dispositif  
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“(...) is composed as a solution to a problem complex, as a digestive tract that is able 

to process something otherwize difficult to digest. The composition of a particular 

layout can be viewed as a solution to a social indigestion where problems and solu-

tions unfurls as the dispositif takes shape. As the dispositif is created, it becomes 

part of a larger context and fills an overall function which it - during its construc-

tion - helps to select and design.” (Raffnsøe & Gudmand-Høyer, 2004, 19 (our inter-

pretation)). 

In other words, in this thesis, the technologies of activism, becomes something that installs 

itself in a social sphere to ‘manage’ and ‘order’ situations and relationships.  

1.2.2. Methodological eclecticism   

In order to investigate how these technologies install themselves - how they “manage”, “con-

dition” and “transform” the aforementioned dispositif, the thesis will use an eclectic meth-

odological approach. We stated in section 1.2 that we intend to follow an analytical strategy 

that enables us to produce new and different understandings of the object in focus. In order 

to do so, we believe that the best strategy is an eclectic strategy. By “methods”, we do not 

mean methodologies. “Methods” is simply a denomination of ways of analyzing as composed 

by the analytical strategy.  

By eclectic, we mean that we take a stance, where our selection of methods support our am-

bition of building a strong analytical strategy that can compose a complex argument that 

bears on substantive problems to both scholars and practitioners (Sil & Katzenstein, 2010). 

First, by downplaying unresolvable divisions and presumptions between different method-

ological schools this enable us to be pragmatic in our selection of methods for in our analyt-

ical strategy. Second, we believe, that by being eclectic in our selection of analytical ap-

proaches, we are able to address our selected issue, in a way that is more comprehensive 

than other approaches, which adhere more religiously to research traditions.  

With an eclectic approach to the exploration of the technologies of the dispositif, our analyt-

ical strategy will rest on the following approaches:  

1. Genealogy: The historical extrapolation of the genesis of the technologies of ac-

tivism. A thorough story of their shared traits and differences. 

2. Big Data Social Network Analysis: A quantitative big data analysis of central 

actors in the attention-network in regard to SOPA/PIPA.  
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3. Quantitative longitudinal data: A quantitative analysis of coherence between 

activities related to SOPA/PIPA in congress, media, and central actor to establish a 

timeline.  

4. In-depth field research: Qualitative insight as to how internet activism 

emerged in the specific case through in-depth virtual ‘field research’.  

5. Comparative analysis: Similarities between genealogical analysis of technolo-

gies of activism versus contemporary online activism.   

The reasoning behind our construction of the analytical strategy will now be elaborated. 

First, the analytical strategy is designed so it enables us to understand the dispositif and 

phenomenon of online activism in a historical light. That is, to understand the present, we 

have to understand the historical heritage. The genealogy serves this purpose. Secondly, we 

need a thorough, in-depth understanding of a contemporary example of online activism. 

This is enabled by the case-study, where quantitative measures qualify our analytical gaze, 

but also gives an understanding of the subject itself. Finally, the comparative part of our 

qualitative case study, juxtaposed to our findings in the genealogy, facilitates an analysis, 

which will address the overall research area of the thesis.  

With this reasoning of our selected analytical strategy, we will now continue with an in-depth 

explanation of the selected approaches, their application, and limitations.  

1.3 Genealogy 
Drawing on the suggestions from both Tilly (1995) and Tarrow (1994), our school of thought 

and overall cause of wonder, chapter two will consist of a sociological-historical extrapola-

tion of the technologies of activism over several decades. More specifically, we focus on how 

the phenomenon appeared through and in-depth investigation of the applied technologies, 

and how the application and development of different technologies have shaped the con-

struction of the phenomena itself.  

1.3.1 Foucault as inspiration 

We have found our analytical inspiration for Chapter 2 in Foucault's genealogy, albeit we do 

not follow Foucault rigorously. This is also difficult to do, as Foucault throughout his author-

ship changed the meaning of various concepts, let them appear by negative delimitations 

and updated them in new ways in his analysis (Andersen, 1999, 29-30). Foucault has studied 

how phenomena such as the mad, the perverted and the criminal have occurred. These stud-

ies demonstrate the inherent potential of the genealogy in regards to problematizing current 
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understandings of contemporary phenomena. Foucault often made clear that it was not his 

ambition to create a “scientific school” (Villadsen, 2006, 87). Therefore, there is no system-

atic recipe for applying his concepts nor is there a clear methodological procedure for con-

ducting a genealogical analysis. However, by creating a strategy of analysis inspired by Fou-

cault’s own works, it is possible to show how the modern form of activism in the shape of 

online activism both break with the past and also continues or reactivates certain historical 

elements (Villadsen, 2004, 13). In the following section, we will present our strategy for a 

genealogical analysis inspired by Foucault. 

1.3.2 Executing our genealogy 

1.3.2.1 Points of interest 

Our genealogy produces a second order analysis of activism as a phenomenon. This means 

that our presentation of the phenomenon is formed by a series of statements concerning 

events of either activism or statements related to these events. As mentioned earlier, we are 

working on the thesis from the constructivist premise that the nature of the phenomenon of 

activism is not something constant and fixed. Instead, we understand this as something un-

settled, which is in constant development over time and therefore often emerges in new 

forms. Therefore we intend to explore how activism as a phenomenon emerge and evolve 

through history by examining statements concerning various incidents of activism. These 

incidents become our points of interest in the analysis. As every incident must be considered 

a construction of discourse, what actually becomes our points of interest is monuments in 

the discourse and the objects of analyses is the statements concerning these monuments. It 

is also relevant to point out that even though these incidents are the primary point of interest 

in the thesis, we are also aware of how specific roles of the activist is shaped in by these 

incidents. 

1.3.2.2 The operationalization of our genealogy 

Genealogy translates into analysis of kinship. Its purpose is to demonstrate how contempo-

rary phenomena are defined by their history (Villadsen, 2006, 87). For us, the ultimate pur-

pose of the genealogy is to show how the phenomenon of online activism is constituted by 

the overall history of activism. Our focal point is the technologies of activism. We are inter-

ested specifically in how activism is performed - not in why or by who. In order to opera-

tionalize this analysis, we have made some strategic choices. Instead of writing one collective 

genealogy of activism, we have chosen to write a genealogy of the technologies of activism.  

This enables us to explore - on a technology-oriented level - how activism is performed.  
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As a consequence, the genealogy will be divided into 5 “part-genealogies”. Each “part-gene-

alogy” writes the story of a certain form of activism exploring when and how particular tech-

nologies has been applied, and how these applications have been defining, not only for the 

context in which it was applied but also for the performers. Together, these “part-genealo-

gies” becomes the story of the phenomenon of activism, thereby enabling us to examine 

shared traits and differences in the technologies - or in foucauldian terms, continuities and 

discontinuities. Ultimately, this will enable us to extrapolate ‘the dispositif of activism’.  

1.3.2.3 Continuity/discontinuity 

When writing a genealogy, you are searching for shared traits over time, or what Foucault 

calls continuities. But at the same time, and equally important, you search for historical 

differences or discontinuities. Typically you would search for fractures in history, and iden-

tify continuities and discontinuities in those, but in our case, this have proven difficult as 

most often the technology as it is applied today has great resemblance with how it was ap-

plied in the past. We, therefore, treat the genealogy as a character that has changed over 

time, not in fractures, but in constant evolution. 

The genealogy is operationalized around continuities, as we divide it into predetermined 

categories. This might be controversial to some extent, but we consider it a necessity in order 

to extrapolate the technological discontinuities of activism in regards to online activism.  

This determination is made in the construction of the archive. As material is gathered and 

indexed, each piece of empirical data is valued, assessed and compared to the existing data 

in the archive.  

However, we do have an equal focus on continuities and discontinuities within our “part-

genealogies”. We identify specific points of interest in history where continuities become 

visible, in the sense that we display how certain historical technologies of activism are car-

ried forward to other technologies within the category concerned. We also identify disconti-

nuities in history where certain technologies seem to have been marginalized over time. 

In the genealogy, discontinuities and continuities are not necessarily explicated, as it is not 

tradition for Foucault nor his successors to explicitly write in the end of a genealogical anal-

ysis which continuities, that have been carried forward and which discontinuities that have 

been marginalized (Villadsen, 2004, 251). However, in order to answer our research ques-

tion, the chapter will end with a conclusion that shows how the technologies have been a 

constitutive factor in the dispositif of activism. 
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1.3.3 The archive 

In “Archaeology of knowledge” (Foucault, 2002, 11), Foucault states that in the selection of 

empirical material the analyst has to make some choices in his selection of relevant material. 

Because we are not able to collect and process everything about everything, due to lack of 

resources and time, we are obliged to define a set of criteria for the contents of the archive.  

The archive consists of all the empirical data we have collected that in some way relates to 

the phenomenon we are exploring. You might say that the process of building our archive 

consisted of a set of controlled coincidences. The search for the information for the archive 

started with overall broad searches in library databases, online as well as in scientific librar-

ies. We searched for words such as activism, non-violent resistance or technologies of activ-

ism. Then we qualified our search pattern by narrowing in on different technologies as we 

discovered them. In this process, we went from random discoveries to accurate and targeted 

tracing of information until we had a web of interconnected references thus constituting our 

archive. 

The archive is constructed through strategic choices and a lot of reading. The selection of 

sources to be included was made on the basis of an assessment of whether the sources con-

tributes with additional and relevant information, and furthermore, shows discontinuities 

or continuities. The archive is thus a particular design applicable only on this particular ge-

nealogy - also it is worth noting that in the collection of data, as described in the section on 

continuities and discontinuities, some strategical choices were made as to how the data was 

processed. 

It is worth noting that the empirical data introduced in the thesis does not reflect the amount 

of empirical data gathered, as we have explored an excessive amount of sources in our ar-

chive - many more than what is possible and relevant to include as actual sources in the 

thesis. 

Conclusively it is worth noting that our archive consists of many types of material including 

everything from reports, newspapers and online articles, but also scientific papers, both in 

the form of studies and theoretical explanations. For us, though, in the archive, everything 

becomes equal empirical data and from here on out we will treat all sources, statements, 

incidents, reports, etc. as historical monuments (Foucault, 2002, 8).  
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1.3.4 Delimitation in the genealogy 

In order to perform a genealogy of the somewhat modest size presented in this thesis, 

obviously, we have had to make some delimitations. In the following, we will clarify exactly 

which delimitations we have chosen to apply to our genealogy. 

The first delimitation is that we exclusively introduce nonviolent incidents as our points of 

focus. We have chosen to impose this delimitation based on a strategic assessment of what 

we are able to process in this thesis. If we were to include violent forms of activism, the dis-

tinction between activism, riots, rebellion and war would be difficult if not impossible to 

determine. At the same time, during our literature review, it became clear that traditional 

scholars on the issue such as Tilly (1995), Tarrow (1994), Scott (1990) and Harrebye & 

Thomassen (2016), not to mention Sharp & Finkelstein (1973) all make the same distinction.  

The second delimitation that we impose on our genealogy is that we look exclusively for in-

cidents of activism in which the acting part has attempted to seek influence via the estab-

lished channels before deciding apply technologies of activism. This delimitation is derived 

from Piper & Uhlin’s (2009) articulation of the phenomenon, where activism becomes a 

backdoor-entrance to political decision making. This delimitation enables us to understand 

activism as a social construct that articulates the political in certain situations - or as we have 

presented it earlier, as a dispositif. 

The third delimitation is imposed by our focus on technologies. We look for how, not why 

or by who. This is reflected in our empirical data as we have chosen data that is somewhat 

connected to how the act of activism was carried out. 

Fourth and finally, a derived effect of our presentation of activism as a backdoor-entrance to 

political processes is a rather strict, longitudinal delimitation. As we speak of processes that 

are established or in other words, institutionalized, we must only deal with acts of activism 

carried out in a time where “institutionalized processes” existed. But when do these institu-

tionalized processes begin to emerge in our society? This has shown to be tricky to pinpoint 

exactly. We have chosen to identify the church as one of the first strong and broad institu-

tions of our world. Hence an act by Martin Luther upon the Catholic Church emerges as the 

historical delimitation of our genealogy and becomes the first point of interest in the gene-

alogy. As well as imposing the “starting point” of the genealogy, this delimitation also im-

poses some constraints. It makes us unable to address and assess earlier incidents that might 

have had some effect on the dispositif of activism, and that could have been included in 

another analytical design with a broader scope, timeframe, and magnitude. 
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1.4 Case study 
Our study of the new frontier of activism, online activism, takes the shape of a study of a 

contemporary case. We have chosen to focus on the resistance towards SOPA and PIPA. In 

the following, we will apply a set of quantitative analyses of the attention network surround-

ing the issue of SOPA/PIPA, followed by a qualitative analysis of text extractions from red-

dit.com which will provide the basis for the in-depth understanding of the technologies ap-

plied in the resistance against SOPA/PIPA. 

1.4.1 Quantitative methods 

1.4.1.1 Mapping the network of activist opposition against SOPA and PIPA 

In order to discuss how the new activist technologies install themselves, how they ‘manage’, 

‘condition’ and ‘transform’ the aforementioned dispositif, it is crucial to identify the central 

actors in the attention network surrounding the issue of  SOPA/PIPA. This question could, 

for instance, have been answered through a method of qualification and by finding charac-

teristics that appear as proxies for social networks, e.g. number of visitors, critics’ consensus, 

and quality of content, brand or other factors. 

Another and more thorough method is by combining Social Network Analysis with Big Data 

sampling methods. By deploying the concepts of Social Network Analysis as part of our an-

alytical strategy, the work will be further qualified with ‘relational data’. The strength of 

relational data is that the data itself is not reduced to properties related to the individual 

actors, but rather concerns the contacts, ties, connections and attachments of meaning, that 

relate one agent to another (Scott, 2012, 20). These relations are not properties of the agent, 

but rather properties of the system, established through connections and interactions. 

Through relational data, we are able to establish what is at the centre of the attention-

network, and thus establish where ideas, concepts, and articulation seem to have diffused 

from and to. We would argue, that this could serve as a measurement for the diffusion of 

ideas, thus as a proxy for discursive power in a given network. 

Along the same line, Knoke & Yang (2008) argue that the purpose of SNA is to measure and 

represent structural relations accurately and to explain both why they occur and what their 

consequences are. According to them, SNA has three distinct characteristics: 

1. Structural relations are essential for understanding observed behaviours 

2. By controlling information and resources to particular locations, networks help to 

create interest and shared identities and to promote shared norms and values 

3. Structural relations are not static, but dynamic processes 
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By applying a social network approach to the research at hand, we acknowledge the im-

portance of relational data in order to understand structural relations, which have both ex-

plorative and explanatory value to the attention-network in regards to SOPA/PIPA. 

In this thesis, the social network analysis is deployed through analysis of hyperlinking pat-

terns on the Internet. In other words, we map the actors of the SOPA/PIPA attention-net-

work by mapping internal and external hyperlinks on selected internet sites, to make a com-

prehensive map of ties between the most prominent actors. Our justification of hyperlink 

extraction as a Social Network Analysis-method is based on the premise, that hyperlinks 

between web-pages reflect a relational value. This is based on the fact, that hyperlinks are 

an “integral to the functioning of the World Wide Web” (Mills, 2013, 28) and is today used 

by the biggest search engines such as Google as an indication of a website’s quality, 

relevance, and importance (Brin & Page, 2012). In other words, a website with many in-links 

have a stronger position in the network than others because it’s the very structure of the 

Internet, and is - in the same manners as it is known with academic citations – a somewhat 

objective measure of relevance (Gonzalez-Bailon, 2009, 274). This is supported by the fact, 

that one can put forward an argument on the internet, but no one will notice it unless you 

are at the top of the link economy - also called the power law distribution (Barabási, 2003; 

Hindman, 2008). 

A central limitation of this method is that it only represents an online relationship, and can-

not represent conditions offline. Another is that organizations may try to associate them-

selves with other organizations, lending it credibility online, but without the connection be-

ing present offline. However in our perspective - and since we are focusing on online activism 

- the absence of an offline counterpart in our analysis is not fatal for the conclusions. In 

addition, the lack of an intention-dimension behind the linking is also less relevant, as we 

primarily try to identify the central actors, and not whether the actors are agreeing or disa-

greeing. 

The visualization of the network is done with the analytical tool Gephi, more specifically the 

ForceAtlas2 algorithm. The advantage of using this algorithm is its superiority on large net-

works, and its ability to visualize relational data in a “(...) generic and intuitive way to spa-

tialize networks” (Jacomy et al., 2014). The visualization relies on relative node-size. The 

bigger the node, the more inlinks toward the respective internet site.  

The data-visualization is based on a data sampling from MediaCloud.org, a collaboration 

between the Berkman Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University, and the Center 

for Civic Media at MIT. Using MediaCloud, we have compiled a dataset of 8519 stories based 
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on different search terms related to SOPA and PIPA. The data is limited to U.S. media but 

includes U.S. Mainstream Media, U.S. Top Online News, U.S. Top Digital Native News and 

U.S. Political Blogs. A full list of each mediaset can be found in appendix 1.    

The data compiled is from May 1st, 2011, where Senator Wyden introduced PIPA, until May 

1st, 2012, where the attention to the now dismissed bills seems to be diminishing.  

 

Figure 1.1: Google trend for “Stop Online Piracy Act”, “Protect IP Act” and their respective acronyms 

(www.google.com/trends). 

To begin with, we mined a small sample of stories and reviewed them for an actual relation-

ship with the legislation. Afterward, we crawled the web for stories similar, based on the link 

structures in the relevant stories.  This iterative crawl continued until we had a complete 

dataset, and the crawler could not find any more stories, totalling in 8519 results. By insert-

ing each story into the MediaCloud Text extractor, we managed to extract only the substan-

tial text from each of the crawled stories, this was done so to avoid the extraction of links 

related to navigation, ads, related-stories, banners and so forth. The methodology behind 

this feature in the MediaCloud tool is further described in Benkler et al., (2013) but basically 

relies on HTML mark-ups, HTML density, and text ratios to determine whether an outlink 

is represented in the body tekst or in different content (Benkler et al., 2013, 48-51). Based 

on the links from the stories crawled, the final result is a dataset, in which the amount of 

story-to-story links between sources determines their relative size.  The dataset is available 

in appendix 2.  

In addition to our Big Data Social Network Analysis, we have also extracted data about an-

other aspect of the dispositif - that which it emerges in a relation to - the institutionalized 

political decision-making processes, in this case, the U.S. Congress.  
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1.4.1.2 Gathering data on congressional action 

In our case, the target of the resistance towards SOPA/PIPA was the two institutions, U.S. 

House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate respectively. Therefore, one of the quantitative 

methods applied in this case will be a mapping of congressional action on a timeline. We 

examine the legislative process of both SOPA and PIPA respectively, by gathering data to 

construct a comprehensive timeline of the process. Our primary focus in this mapping is 

determining when and who was in support and opposition of SOPA and/or PIPA. This is 

done to investigate the development of the process in correlation with actions of online ac-

tivism, based on the expectation of some kind of feedback loop. Ultimately, this will help us 

qualify our gaze on the activities in the resistance. 

To create the timeline, we relied on the data from ProPublica, a non-profit organization for 

investigative journalism (projects.propublica.org/sopa/sopa.html.). 

A clear methodological advantage by gathering data from ProPublica is that they do not only 

focus on official action taken on SOPA/PIPA. We believe that in order to understand the 

congressional stance on the issue, it is also vital to include the aspect of what “the talk of the 

town” in the congress. Hence, ProPublica was chosen as they include posts on Face-

book.com, tweets on Twitter.com, and quotes in interviews mainstream media in the da-

taset. The data was coded into three categories, based on the following definition:  

● Support: Co-sponsoring either PIPA or SOPA, voting for progressing action in the 

committee, defending the proposals in public 

● Opposition: Arguing against the bill both internally and externally, withdrawal of co-

sponsorship, supporting alternative legislation that would undermine the bill 

● Neutral: Non-stance taken, two-sided commentary 

 

A limitation to this process is the difficulties as to verify the authenticity of all the 

information because some of the commentaries on their respective stance have been e-

mailed to ProPublica privately. A second limitation is that this approach decimates congres-

sional action to these three forms, and nuances could be lost.  However, due to our focus on 

the longitudinal and accumulative amount of congressional actions in correlation to specific 

applications of activism, we find this decimation of limited importance. The coding of con-

gressional actions are available in appendix 4.  

1.4.1.3 Extracting data intensity on central actors in the activism network 

In addition to congressional data, we also seek to extrapolate data flows from a central actor 

in the Social Network Analysis, reddit.com. This is to identify peak periods of activity on 
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reddit.com - is the activity of a proactive or reactive nature in relation to congressional 

change, public attention and so forth? The extraction of activity data from reddit.com is 

based on the same time interval as previously and is connected by scraping the amount on 

post pr. day, based on the following key terms relevant for reddit.com’s coverage of the 

SOPA/PIPA Legislation:  

● “SOPA” 

● “Stop Online Parasite Act” 

● “PIPA” 

● “Protect IP Act” 

● “E-PARASITE Act” 

 

A Python Script was developed and executed, feeding 37.000 data hits. A methodological 

limitation is that we were not able to find a method to extract search results from the com-

mentary track on reddit.com. Hence, only the submissions were extracted through this 

method. Additionally, we have some marginal errors in regards to hits that was triggered by 

“SOPA” which e.g. also is Spanish for soup. However, as the majority of the analysed sites 

are in english, we consider this margin acceptable. The data is available in appendix 3.  

1.4.2 Selection and processing of qualitative textual empirical data  

As a central part of the case study, several qualitative text extractions from reddit.com will 

provide the basis for the in-depth understanding of the technologies applied in the resistance 

against SOPA/PIPA.  

The processing of the data is based on the Laclau’s discourse analysis. “The aim of discourse 

analysis is to map out the processes in which we struggle about the way in which the mean-

ing of signs is to be fixed” (Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002, 26). In Laclau’s discourse analysis, 

the starting point for the analysis is a disruption. From this point on, the analyst must iden-

tify and describe how different discursive projects fight for hegemony by articulations of an-

tagonisms. Laclau states that: “Hegemony is the contingent articulation of elements in an 

undecidable terrain and deconstruction is the operation that shows that a hegemonic in-

tervention is contingent” (Laclau, 1993, 281, in ibid., 48). For us, this deconstruction is done 

in order to understand how and by what means the opposition towards SOPA/PIPA was 

articulated on reddit.com. As it will be described later in the thesis, reddit.com is an online 

forum onto which, subscribers can create posts and thereby express their beliefs. In the anal-

ysis, these posts become discursive statements or moments. Each extracted statement acts 

as articulations of moments on the discourse. On reddit.com, other users are able to either 
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upvote or downvote the posts in the forum. We see these upvotes as re-articulations of the 

particular discursive statements. That way, each upvote becomes a strengthening of a dis-

cursive formation. We will later describe how exactly this upvote-system functions, but for 

now, it suffices to establish that the posts that receive most upvotes ultimately make their 

way to the front page. At this point, we consider the discursive formations to have reached a 

degree of hegemony on reddit.com. Hence, we intend to focus on the posts that reach this 

point, as they to some extent can be considered indicative of the general opinion on reddit.1 

We intend to explore these opinions by deconstructing the statements and by identifying 

how the chains of equivalence are established around specific nodal points (ibid., 47). This 

enables us to construct an analysis capable of comprehending how different technologies are 

represented in the discourse around SOPA/PIPA on reddit.com. 

Ultimately this enables us to perform a comparative analysis of the relationship between 

contemporary forms of activism and it’s technologies in relation to the historical conditions 

for activism, ultimately providing an answer to our research question. 

1.5 Summary of analytical strategy 
The purpose of this chapter was to enlighten the reader on our stance on theory of science 

and to provide a thorough introduction to the design and argumentation for our analytical 

strategy. First of all, we adhere to a social constructivist approach and thereby asks how the 

world came to be - not what is in the world.  

Our analytical strategy is based on an eclectic design, meaning that we don’t adhere to one 

certain discipline, mode or scholarship, but rather take a stance, where our strategy enables 

us to produce new and different understandings of the object in focus.  

The first part of the thesis, chapter two, will be composed of five in-depth ‘part-genealogies’ 

exploring the historical continuities and discontinuities of activism technologies. A compre-

hensive library, the archive, provides us with means to analyse technological “monuments” 

within the phenomenon of “activism”.  

In chapter three, we apply a big data-driven quantitative approach to map out the network 

of contemporary internet activism, in order to identify the most prominent actors in the 

field, thus establishing grounds for further analysis. In addition, the chapter applies quanti-

tative measurement of activity regarding the given case and correlates it with changes in the 

                                                        
1 Submissions that reached the front page and is related to SOPA/PIPA are available in appendix 5.  
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political decision-making process. This is followed by a qualitative discourse analysis of se-

lected text extractions from reddit.com 

Finally, in chapter four, the thesis initiates an analysis of the relationship between contem-

porary forms of activism and it’s technologies in relation to the historical conditions for ac-

tivism, ultimately providing an answer to our research question. 
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Chapter 2 

The genealogy of activism 
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Dear Reader, 
You have now reached chapter two - time for analysis! 

In this chapter, we seek to shed light on the technological evolution of activism - through 

which means and methods has activism previously occurred, and how have this constituted 

the phenomenon?  

As mentioned in the analytical strategy, the genealogy is divided into several sections. Each 

section presents itself as its own genealogy on the specific technology of activism addressed 

in the section. At the same time, the sections represent a division of activism technologies in 

5 major categories. These categories have their own distinct traits, but some of them also 

have some overlaps. The sections are divided into different categories, and function as inde-

pendent genealogies. Accumulated, however, they provide an all-encompassing genealogy 

of the technologies of activism.  

In addition, the sections are presented in chronological order. However, due to our focus on 

technologies, and not on historical periods, the chapters will overlap, we hope nonetheless 

that the genealogical development over time will come across.  

It is also worth to mention, that while the sections focus on technologies, the depiction of 

the technologies will actually be constructed around real historical events. The sections will, 

therefore, contain a series of events that serves as examples of that particular technology. 

The events, however, often contain many different technologies in their activist nature. Con-

sequently, the reader might stumble upon the same events in different sections within this 

chapter, but with a different focus each time. The aim of each section is to elaborate and 

explicate the nature of the different technologies, their aim and methods, but also how they 

form the activist through the act itself. 

Each section in this chapter is structured as follows: each begins with a year-date and a 

presentation of a historical incident, setting the tone and theme of the chapter. Thereafter 

the contents of the chapter are presented in the form of a short introduction. Every chapter 

ends with a conclusion and summary of the distinct traits of the particular technology.  

We now move on to the first part-genealogy, concerning the category “propaganda”.  
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2.1 Propaganda 
In the beginning of the 16th century, the teaching of the Catholic Church was that indul-

gence could be given by the priests, and the practice of selling indulgences had become both 

the norm and increasingly corrupt. Luther, believing that salvation could only be achieved 

through faith and divine grace, strongly opposed the practice of indulgence-selling. He, 

therefore, sought to change this practice via discussions internally in the Catholic Church, 

but to no avail. Acting on his belief, he wrote “The 95 Theses” - his disputation on the matter. 

According to the legend, after fighting the development internally in the catholic church 

without results, in October 1517 Luther made a copy of his 95 theses, walked up to the Wit-

tenberg Castle Church, and nailed the disputation to the front door. In doing so, Luther 

started the protestant reformation while at the same time committing the first documented 

non-violent act of activism in the 2nd millennium (history.com/topics/martin-luther-and-

the-95-theses). 

This section will portray a variety of technologies that can all be described as forms of prop-

aganda. Propaganda as an act of activism is nonviolent in its nature, and it is also one of the 

first technologies that researchers are able to clearly distinct from association with violent 

action. Hence it is also where our genealogy begins. Propaganda has been a permanent part 

of activists’ “tool belt” throughout the part of history in which we can document acts of ac-

tivism. In this section we will present a group of technologies all in the propaganda category 

- the section will be further divided into four. Each technology will be displayed via real life 

incidents. In this category, activism is very much something “real” in the sense that the issues 

take the shape of e.g. leaflets, music, paintings, speeches, journalistic elements, and adver-

tisements. In short, propaganda is most often something told through art in its broadest 

definition. 

This section begins in 1517 and has an “open” ending, as ‘propaganda’ as a technology is still 

applied in acts of activism. 

2.1.1 Propaganda as expressed art 

In 1517, as described, Luther faced a development of the church he had given his life to, that 

stood against everything he believed in. He fought through established channels in order to 

change the direction the church was headed, but with no result. Instead, he chose to turn to 

activism and expressed his concerns in a scientific art form - a disputation which he nailed 

to the front door of a church. But propaganda as expressed art has since then taken many 

forms, including various written artefacts, music, theatre and others. 
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During the early 1780s, the opposition towards slavery and slave trade was on the rise in the 

UK. Slave trade had been one of the most profitable trades in the history of the UK, and 

power holders were not fond of the idea of an abolition of slave trade. However, non-con-

formists and certain churches formed groups that became the backbone of the abolition 

movement in Britain in that period. Out of these groups, the ‘Society for the Abolition of the 

Slave Trade’ took shape (historyextra.com/slavery). The society had some support within 

parliament, but not enough, and their case was overheard. They, therefore, decided that they 

had to sway the wider public in their favour. Their technology of choice was amongst others 

a variety of leaflets, pamphlets, and other artefacts.  Through vigorous campaigning, they 

managed to sway the public and political opinion, and The Slave Trade Act of 1807 made it 

illegal for British ships to carry enslaved people between Africa, the West Indies, and Amer-

ica - hence in effect making slave trade illegal. In other words, leaflets and pamphlets among 

other technologies opened the otherwise closed door to the political decision making.  

The incidents described above is examples of propaganda through written technologies, but 

there are other technologies that falls in this category, and also, what are the characteristics 

of the technologies of propaganda as expressed art? This, we will investigate in the following. 

Propaganda as expressed art has existed as long as any other technology of activism. Exam-

ples of technologies of this category are leaflets, pamphlets, books, cartoons, journalistic el-

ements, music, theatre and other similar forms of art. What they all have in common is their 

physical nature and the fact that they in a way is a form of mass-communication. Certain key 

recipients might exist, but all in all, this is information for the many. The authors of this kind 

of propaganda might be anonymous, but most often they are not. It is a keystone of the tech-

nology to express a certain ethos in the appeal. The reader is to be swayed and convinced 

that the information expressed in the written propaganda is accurate and true. If it fails to 

do so, to effect is potentially zero.  

The overall purpose is to sway the public opinion. By doing so, the activists increase the 

number of people sympathising for their cause, thereby increasing the legitimacy of the opin-

ion and applying increased indirect pressure on the power holders. And the historical exam-

ples are many: labour movements used pamphlets and disputations as a way of motivating 

their cause. Polish activist handed out flyers in their early attempts to oppose the Nazis. The 

American civil rights movement wrote books, handed out flyers, wrote music, gave speeches 

and created paintings, all as a way of advocating for the end racial segregation and discrim-

ination. Especially the public speeches have received a lot of attention.  
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The sub-technology “public speeches” is essentially just a verbal expression of opinion made 

by either an individual, group or institution, and not actually an act of activism. However, 

the circumstance in which the speech is given can alter this. This circumstance can be shaped 

by the political situation in which the speech is given, the status of the person or institution 

giving the speech, the nature of speech itself or the risk involved in making such a statement 

as the one made in the speech. 

A public speech that falls within the category of activism is most often addressed primarily 

to the person or group, which is being supported or opposed, but secondarily they may also 

be intended to influence a wider public (Sharp & Finkelstein, 1973, 119). A great example of 

this is Martin Luther King’s “I Have A Dream”-speech. A close friend and supporter of King, 

Andrew Young, has said about the speech: “The country was in more turmoil than it had 

been in since before the Second World War. People didn't understand it. And he explained 

it. It wasn't a black speech. It wasn't just a Christian speech. It was an all-American speech” 

(theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/09/martin-luther-king-dream-speech-history).  

Most people are familiar with the speech, and it has been praised as one of the greatest 

speeches in history, but what made it such a powerful tool of propaganda was the circum-

stance in which it was delivered. It was given on an occasion where politically the stakes were 

high. The recipients were alert and felt strongly for the cause and King was already a strong 

figure in the fight for civil rights. Speech analyst Anthony Trendl has written the following:  

“Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech is one of those perfect speeches. 

The right man delivered the right words to the right people in the right place at the 

right time. As a leader, he walked the walk -- he lived the way he was calling others 

to live.  He spoke to the faith of the nation, and more so, from his own faith in Jesus 

Christ. He was more than a social activist, but a man whose beliefs were as much 

as doing the right thing as they were about living out his faith.” (ameri-

canspeechwriter.com/I_Have_a_Dream.html). 

Turning our attention back to pamphlets in more contemporary times, protests against war-

fare has used these technologies in their fight for a more cautious approach to warfare. An 

example of this is the many anti-war protest provoked by the Iraq war. These anti-war pro-

tests mainly took the form of marches, but they also created pamphlets filled with infor-

mation about casualties, expenditures and other relevant information (theguard-

ian.com/uk-news/2016/jul/08/we-were-ignored-anti-war-protestors-remember-the-iraq-

war-marches).  
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Propaganda as expressed art has become a cornerstone of the activist’s tool belt ever since 

the 16th century and still is today. So the technology has withstood the test of time, so to 

speak. And that, with a form that is very much the same. The evolution though has been 

towards less art in a classic sense, and towards a more informational form of propaganda. 

Books are still being written, songs still sung, plays still performed, but overall, propaganda 

in this form has evolved into something providing the broader public with relevant infor-

mation about an issue - in a more or less biased version. Also - even though we just wrote 

“broader public” - there has been a development towards flyers, speeches, pamphlets and 

other artefacts that are aimed at smaller groups of recipients.  

What all of the technologies in this category had in common 500 years ago, still defines them 

and links them together today. They have been put into play on many occasions, in many 

different settings, but the disputation of Luther or the slave abolition pamphlet has many 

resemblances to modern disputations and anti-war pamphlets i.e. on the Iraq war. And fur-

thermore, they are still often based on Ethos appeals through named and clear authors. 

2.1.2 Petitions 

Petitions have many similarities with the earlier category of propaganda but is also very dif-

ferent on central aspects. Where the direct recipients of propaganda as an expressed art is 

the broader public, the direct recipient of the petition is the power holders. Petitions are a 

piece of written propaganda, aimed at power holders, delivered through the official and es-

tablished channels. But if we reduce petitions to an attempt of influencing democratic pro-

cesses through official channels, we might miss a central characteristic of the technology. 

While we acknowledge that petitions can be used as a tool to influence through institution-

alized channels, we also argue, that petitions can also work as a form of display.  

In 1832, a reform act was passed in Britain. It granted owners of property the right to vote. 

But is also failed to extend the vote beyond those owning property. The political leaders of 

the working class claimed that there had been a great act of betrayal. The sense that the 

working class had been betrayed by the middle class was strengthened through the 1830s 

where various reforms were made - all failing to improve the rights of the working class (par-

liament.uk/about/living-heritage/transformingsociety/-electionsvoting/chartists/over-

view/chartistmovement/).  

In 1838, six Members of Parliament and six working men formed a committee and published 

the People's Charter.  
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“There were [radical] associations all over the county, but there was a great lack of 

cohesion. One wanted the ballot, another manhood suffrage and so on ... The radi-

cals were without unity of aim and method, and there was but little hope of accom-

plishing anything. When, however, the People's Charter was drawn up ... clearly 

defining the urgent demands of the working class, we felt we had a real bond of 

union; and so transformed our Radical Association into local Chartist centres ... “ 

Quote by an activist (Thompson, 1984, 30). 

The People's Charter arranged enormous meetings over most of northern England in 1838, 

in their process towards creating their first petition. In June 1839, the petition, signed by 1.3 

million working people, was presented to the House of Commons, but MPs voted, by a large 

majority, not to hear the petitioners (parliament.uk/about/living-heritage/transforming-

society/electionsvoting/chartists/overview/chartistmovement/). Over the course of the fol-

lowing decade, the chartists continued drafting petitions. Both as an official and real attempt 

towards reform, but also as a form of propaganda. The petitions acted as a way of displaying 

the aims of the movement, as well as demonstrating the sheer size and strength of the Peo-

ple’s Charter. After almost a decade of fighting for their rights, reform was passed in parlia-

ment, granting voting rights for all men. 

Generally, there are two types of petitions. Group petitions, signed by a confined group with 

a specific aim - often in their self-interest, and mass petitions, signed by anyone willing, often 

with a greater cause (Sharp & Finkelstein, 1973, 124). 

The example of the people’s charter is somewhere in between the two. Simply due to the 

sheer number of petitioners, but also due to the cause - right to vote for all men, not only 

workers. So even though the movement sprung out of the labour movement, their aim, and 

therefore also appeal, was of a wider nature. 

Another example of a large group petition used as propaganda took place in 1989 in China. 

The Tiananmen Square protests were student-led demonstrations in Beijing in 1989. The 

incident ended when Chinese troops stormed through Tiananmen Square in the centre of 

Beijing, killing and arresting thousands. At that point, the students had been there for 

months, applying all kinds of pressure on the Chinese government, calling for democracy, 

greater accountability, freedom of the press, and freedom of speech. The backdrop for the 

incident was a decade of failed struggle for reform, and at this point, the students felt com-

pelled to drastic action. They applied a variety of activist technologies, and at more than one 

point in the process, they formulated petitions. Like in the case with the People’s Charter, 
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the aim of the petitions were two-sided. They did serve the classic purpose of a petition, by 

being a proposal for reform directed at the power holders. But during the conflict, the stu-

dents created multiple other petitions that were just as much aimed at the public itself. A 

way of displaying their views and opinions to the people not only of China but to the world. 

Their petitions, however, shared fewer similarities with the concept of group petition, but 

more of the mass petition. The petition itself was started in the narrow group of the demon-

strating students, but people from all over China petitioned, thereby expressing their sup-

port. This meant, that even though the petitions directed at the government had no real ef-

fect, and that the incident had the devastating outcome that it had, it still sparked what is 

known as the '89 Democracy Movement - a wish for increased democracy, anchored more 

widely in the people of China (history.com/this-day-in-history/tiananmen-square-massa-

cre-takes-place). 

In more recent history, another form of petitions has emerged with the increased number of 

NGOs (Non-Governmental-Organisations). Sharp & Finkelstein (1973) refers to the phe-

nomenon as petitions for moral authority. This form of petition is not aimed directly at the 

power holders but instead utilized more directly as a way of legitimizing a cause. An example 

is NGOs asking their followers to sign all sorts of petitions - not in order to directly push for 

political action, but merely to establish a moral authority and to legitimize their cause 

(b.dk/personlig-udvikling/velgoerenhed-over-mobilen). This is in many ways the purest 

form of mass petitions with an activist purpose since it is aimed directly at the public, and 

that anyone is invited to sign the petitions - which are often of a somewhat politically neutral 

nature (Sharp & Finkelstein 1973, 125). 

To summarize, petitions is a form of propaganda which originally was a way of influencing 

political decision making through established channels and thereby not propaganda. It has 

since then evolved into a technology that can be applied as to clearly state a movement’s 

cause, as well as display the size of the backing of the movement. More recently it has become 

more of a tool to display e.g. NGOs moral authority and less of a technology for smaller 

groups. The petition for moral authority leads us to the final technology in the propaganda 

category. Propaganda in modern campaigns will be explored in the following section. 

2.1.3 Propaganda in mass mediated modern campaigns 

Since the evolvement of modern mass media in the late 19th century, the possibilities for 

propaganda has widened significantly. The modern media are used by a variety of actors, 

including political parties, government authorities, and NGOs. In this connection, we are 

mostly interested in the NGOs use of modern campaigns. 
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In the section above we described how NGOs applied the technology of petitions for moral 

authority. That technology along with all the other propaganda technologies are joined to-

gether in the mass mediated modern campaigns. Large NGOs spend millions of dollars every 

year creating propaganda campaigns that use a variety of propaganda technologies (i.e. 

greenpeace.org/international/Global/international/-publications/greenpeace/2015/AN-

NUAL_REPORT_2014.pdf).  

Propaganda in mass mediated campaigns is a technology that essentially is a collection of 

the other propaganda technologies. It has evolved through the 20th and 21st century into a 

technology that is highly efficient, affects a very wide group of recipients and requires access 

to very large funds. 

2.1.4 Summary: Propaganda as technology  

We have explored propaganda as a technology, and the development of the different tech-

nologies through the last 500 years. We have described how propaganda as a technology is 

still being applied very much in the same way as it always has. What seems to have changed 

is that in recent years is has increasingly been done by larger actors. Beginning with a single 

man in the form of Luther, over labour movements, civil rights movements, and student 

groups to the large modern NGOs backed by large amounts of funds.  

A strong continuity in this category from the beginning until the most recent example is a 

need for capital. Whether it is social capital in the form of Ethos or it is monetary capital in 

the form of campaign funds, all of the explored technologies demand a degree of capital on 

the activist’s part. Another continuity in this category is the recurring feature of not targeting 

the decision makers or power holders but instead seeking to sway the public opinion.  

2.2 Intervention 
On the night of December 16th, 1773, a group of 30 to 130 American colonists approach 

three British ships in the Boston harbour. The band of colonists, some dressed as Mohawk 

Indians, board the three vessels, and dump all 342 chests of tea into the water, destroying 

an entire shipment of tea sent by the East India Company. They leave the ships unharmed 

and only destroy the tea. Thereby sabotaging British tea trade in an effort to revoke the 

Tea Act of May, 1773 (Labaree, 1964, 141-144). 

This section will explore the technologies within the category of intervention. Interventions 

can be both violent and nonviolent, and as we have delimited our focus to non-violent tech-

nologies, only non-violent forms of interventions will be explored. 
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In this section, we will explore different forms of intervention. The section is divided into 

two sections - ‘sabotage’ and ‘obstructions and occupations’. Each section will explore the 

technologies within the sections through historical incidents. 

2.2.1 Sabotage 

“The Tea Party” was the culmination of a resistance movement throughout British America 

against the Tea Act of May 1773, which had been passed by the British Parliament. Colonists 

believed that the act violated their rights as Englishmen to "No taxation without representa-

tion" - to be taxed only by their own elected representatives and not by a parliament in which 

they were not represented. As the resistance grew stronger, the movement wrote resolutions 

and sought to influence the consigners of the Tea Act to revoke it. They had already suc-

ceeded earlier in Philadelphia and in Boston on December 16th, about 7,000 people had 

gathered around the Old South Meeting House. But when they got word that Governor 

Hutchinson refused, people poured out of the Old South Meeting House to prepare to take 

action (ibid.). Some accounts say that it happened in the ‘heat of the moment’, but in fact, it 

was well-prepared, which the mohawk attire also speaks to (Raphael, 2013, 53).  

The characteristics of The Tea Party is that it was planned, had specific purpose, was some-

what organized, and that it used the intervention in “business as usual” as a means to send 

a loud and clear message. Supposedly, Samuel Adams (one of the founding fathers of the 

United States) described the incident as a “principled protest and the only remaining option 

the people had to defend their constitutional rights” (Alexander, 2002, 129). 

In more contemporary times, sabotage has often been something political minorities have 

sought to. However, in these cases, it is quite difficult to distinguish between cases where the 

activists have actually tried their cause through the established channels, and therefore we 

will not spend any effort in describing them here as they fall outside our scope. The typical 

contemporary performer of sabotage is often the more aggressive NGOs such as Greenpeace 

or the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (SSCS). 

The SSCS is a marine conservation organisation that believes that marine life can no longer 

be saved by traditional political processes. In the last twenty years, they have carried out a 

number of interventions, including a lot of acts of sabotage such as disabling whaling vessels 

at harbour, shining laser light into the eyes of whalers, and seizure and destruction of drift 

nets at sea (newyorker.com/news/news-desk/street-fight-on-the-high-seas). The SSCS 

claims that their aggressive actions are necessary, as the international community has shown 

itself unwilling or unable to stop species-endangering whaling and fishing practices. 
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Their way of sabotaging is different from the Tea Party’s in the way that they do not destroy 

a piece of product, but instead, disables the whaling companies from whaling. The act is also 

different in the way that the aim is not merely to send a message. The aim in these cases is 

to effectively prevent something from happening. The logic is that if they keep destroying 

the whalers’ nets and disabling their vessels, they will at some point give up their business 

as it will become too costly to continue (ibid.). Hence, this form of sabotage - in the eyes of 

the activists - is not as much a backdoor to political decision-making as it is a last resort 

when politics fails.  

That being said, sabotage committed by NGOs has also been a way of gaining attention to-

wards a cause. An example of this is Greenpeace’s efforts in the same area as the SSCS’. 

Greenpeace also tries to intervene, and they at some points have chosen to sabotage the nets 

or the whale hunts.  However, most often they are less aggressive, and they tend to utilize 

the situation as leverage for intensive media coverage of whaling (greenpeace.org/interna-

tional/campaigns/oceans/fit-for-the-future/whaling/). 

In brief summary, sabotage as a technology balances on the edge of what we understand as 

activism. Much like the petition, sabotage is an act, which in its raw form seems to be some-

thing other than activism - probably an act of crime. But like the petition, the act can serve 

another purpose. It can be a way of gaining attention towards a cause, as well as a way of 

forcing power holders to re-address an issue, and ultimately maybe even invoke some form 

of change. Hence, sabotage as activism becomes something more than the act itself. It be-

comes a mean to an end, and in many cases, the argument seems to be that ‘desperate times 

calls for desperate measures’ and thereby arguing that ‘the end justifies the means’.   

2.2.2 Obstructions and occupations 

This category of activism covers a broad spectrum of technologies. The common nominator 

of this category is the fact that it often involves the body as a physical tool with which to 

create the obstruction or occupation. Some of the earliest examples of occupation are the 

many sit-ins during the civil rights struggles in America in the 19th and 20th century. In a 

sit-in, the activists occupy certain facilities often with the sole objective of disrupting the 

normal pattern of activities. The objective may be to establish a new pattern, perhaps con-

nected to the occupied facility, but many time also to make protests that are not directly 

connected with the facilities occupied. One of the earliest examples in America occurred in 

1870. “Negro protests” had advocated the abolishment of segregated education, where black 

children were forced to attend the so-called “Black School”. The protests failed. Black chil-

dren and parents then chose to apply a sit-in. The parents sent their children to the school 
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nearest their homes, were the black children - even though the teachers refused to assign 

them to classes or gave them lessons to do - “attended daily, taking their seats in an orderly 

fashion throughout the controversy that ensued” (Drake & Clayton, 1945, 44).  Six months 

later, the Black School was abolished.  

The Sit-In has had many shapes through history. Variations include: stand-ins, walk-ins, 

drive-ins, pray-ins and many more. What they all have in common is a disruption of status 

quo using the body to occupy facilities and thereby displaying a protest. 

In the section on petitions, we described the actions by students on Tiananmen Square. 

However, the incident is also a great example of how obstructions are applied - and dis-

solved. In an obstruction, the body is used as a physical obstruction. The obstruction hap-

pens when a large number of people place themselves so that the work, vehicle, police, 

troops, or the like cannot proceed without injuring or killing the activists. In the Tiananmen 

Square incident power holders eventually became tired of the student protests, and chose to 

invoke the army in an attempt to dissolve the protests. The students, however, refused to 

dissolve and created obstructions of the army’s progress using their bodies. Most people 

have seen the famous picture by Jeff Wiedener of a student standing in the way of a series of 

tanks. The obstructions lasted several weeks before the army chose to dissolve the protests 

using brute force (global.britannica.com/event/Tiananmen-Square-incident). The protests 

ended, and even though there has never been a definite number of casualties, it is assessed 

that more than a thousand people were killed and that more than 10,000 people were ar-

rested. On June 5th, The Guardian wrote: “The horror of a people attacked by its own army” 

(theguardian.com/world/-1989/jun/05/china.jasperbecker). 

In more contemporary times, obstructions and occupations have been applied in revolutions 

such as the “Orange Revolution” (theguardian.com/world/2013/dec/11/kiev-protests-po-

lice-barricades-chainsaws), and the “Arab Spring” (theguardian.com/books/2016/jan-

/23/arab-spring-five-years-on-writers-look-back). In both cases, large open spaces in big 

cities has been occupied by large numbers of people, refusing to move even when faced with 

the threat of an incoming aggressor. In both cases, though the nonviolent activist actions 

have been replaced by violent struggles, and in some cities what could be described as armed 

revolt.  

Another contemporary example obstruction is what was also described in the sabotage sec-

tion. We described how large NGOs take on the whaling industry by sabotaging their hunt. 

A part of their tactic is also to obstruct the hunting-ships. They place themselves in between 
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the hunting ships and the whales and implicitly state that if they want to reach the whales, 

they will have to go through the activists.  

2.2.3. Summary: Intervention as technology  

In conclusion, obstructions and occupations have been an integrated part of activism since 

the early 19th century. The main continuity has been the very physical aspect that the body 

is the tool with which the activist apply their actions. A break in the use of the technology is 

seen over the observed period, where the development of the use of intervention has gone 

from a display of political stance to a comprehensive dis-enabling of agents, when politics, 

in the eye of the obstructer, have failed completely. Though being non-violent in its nature, 

the technology of obstruction has in later years become more violent in its form thus sepa-

rating it from the fundamentals of the form of activism we aim to investigate. In addition, 

this means that the associated risk with application of this form of technology has increased 

dramatically, as well as the coordination efforts have risen, due to an increasingly complex 

and prolonged applications of both obstruction and sabotage.  

2.3 Boycott 
Ireland, 1880. The harvest that year was particularly poor and Lord Erne offered his ten-

ants a ten percent reduction in their rents. By September the tenants were protesting, de-

manding a twenty five percent reduction - Lord Erne refused. In response, the lord’s land 

agent, Captain Charles Boycott, tried to evict eleven tenants from the lord’s land. The 

strong local politician Charles Stewart Parnell had earlier proposed that when dealing 

with tenants who started working at farms where another tenant had been evicted, rather 

than resorting to violence, everyone in the locality should instead shun them. While Par-

nell's speech did not refer to land agents or landlords, the tactic was first applied to Boycott 

when the locals heard about the evictions. Despite the economic hardship to those under-

taking this action, Boycott soon found himself isolated – his workers stopped work in the 

fields and stables. Local businessmen stopped trading with him, and the local postman re-

fused to deliver his mail (Joyce, 1973, 133). The concerted action against Boycott meant 

that he was unable to hire anyone to harvest the crops in his charge. Eventually he suc-

ceeded in hiring 50 men from another county. They were escorted by a large number of 

policemen and soldiers, despite the fact that the local Land League leaders had promised 

that there would be no violence - and in fact, no violence materialized (ibid., 157). The pro-

tection of the harvesters ended up costing far more than the harvest was worth. 
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After the harvest, the “boycott” was continued, and within weeks the press had picked up 

on the story. Through 1880 and 1881, the term “boycott” was used in several connections 

and by the end of 1881, the term was being used figuratively (ibid., 165). 

This section will describe the history of boycotts as a technology. Boycott as an act of activism 

is non-violent in its nature and has been applied on many occasions over the last couple of 

centuries. In this section, we will present how the technology as we know it today has taken 

shape since it was first applied and denoted as “boycott” in 1880.  

This section begins in 1880 and has an “open” ending, as ‘boycott’ as a technology is still 

being applied in acts of activism. 

In 1880, as described above, the term “Boycott” was born. The incident in Ireland in 1880 

and 1881 was an example of how a social boycott of an individual can become a way of ap-

plying pressure on a body of power holders. This form of activism has also been known as 

“ostracism” (Sharp & Finkelstein, 1973, 184). This type of incident can also be described as 

an economic boycott as it had an economic scope, but the categories of boycott overlap. Over-

all boycotts have been applied in two different manners. The social boycott, which is the 

ostracism of persons. And the economic boycott, that in many ways resemble the strike 

(which will be explored in the following section) in its scope.  

In a social boycott, it is the social isolation of one or more persons that acts as a way of ap-

plying pressure. A later example of this is V.J. Patel’s advocacy of a social boycott of all gov-

ernment employees for the duration of Gandhi's imprisonment (ibid., 187). In June 1930, 

the All-India Working Committee of the Congress called upon the people to “(...) organize 

and enforce a strict social boycott of all Government officials and others known to have 

participated directly in the atrocities committed upon the people to stifle the national 

movement” (Pattabhi, 1935, 684 in Sharp & Finkelstein, 1973, 187). In this case, the social 

boycott is applied to a group of people more or less associated with the party identified as 

“the enemy”. The aim is to pressure them into withdrawing themselves from that party and 

instead joining the opposition, ultimately undermining the strength of “the enemy”. 

In December 1955, Rosa Parks - an African American woman - was arrested for refusing to 

give up her seat to a white person hence performing an act of intervention. On the eve of her 

arrest, the Women’s Political Council printed out flyers (and thereby applied another tech-

nology of activism) stating that: 

“Another woman has been arrested and thrown in jail because she refused to get up 

out of her seat on the bus for a white person to sit down. It is the second time since 
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the Claudette Colvin case that a Negro woman has been arrested for the same thing. 

This has to be stopped. Negroes have rights too, for if Negroes did not ride the buses, 

they could not operate. Three-fourths of the riders are Negro, yet we are arrested, 

or have to stand over empty seats. If we do not do something to stop these arrests, 

they will continue. The next time it may be you, or your daughter, or mother. This 

woman's case will come up on Monday. We are, therefore, asking every Negro to 

stay off the buses Monday in protest of the arrest and trial. Don't ride the buses to 

work, to town, to school, or anywhere on Monday. You can afford to stay out of 

school for one day if you have no other way to go except by bus. You can also afford 

to stay out of town for one day. If you work, take a cab, or walk. But please, children 

and grown-ups, don't ride the bus at all on Monday. Please stay off all buses Mon-

day” (boston.com/news/nation/-articles/2005/10/25/rosa_parks_civil_rights_-

icon_dead_at_92/?page=3). 

Over the course of the following six months, pressure increased across the country. The re-

lated civil suit was heard in federal district court and, on June 4, 1956, the court ruled in 

Browder v. Gayle (1956) that Alabama's racial segregation laws for buses were unconstitu-

tional. As the state appealed the decision, the boycott continued and the case moved on to 

the United States Supreme Court. On November 13th, 1956, the Supreme Court upheld the 

district court's ruling, issuing its decision in December, followed quickly by a court order to 

the state to desegregate the buses. 

The boycott officially ended December 20th, 1956, after 381 days. The city passed an ordi-

nance authorizing black bus passengers to sit virtually anywhere they chose on buses 

(sites.si.edu/exhibitions/exhibits/archived_exhibitions/381/main.htm).  

In more contemporary times, the boycott has increasingly been applied in cross-border in-

cidents. In 2005, the Danish newspaper, Jyllands-Posten published 12 drawings of the 

prophet Mohammad in an attempt to excersize the right to free speech and freedom of the 

press (kristeligt-dagblad.dk/laeren-af-muhammed-krisen). The depiction of the prophet led 

to massive uproar especially in the middle-east. The rage and resistance towards Denmark 

spawned violent demonstrations, flag-burning and chaotic scenes in many islamic countries. 

However, it also spawned nonviolent acts in attempts to demand an apology or a retraction 

of the drawings - which the Danish government and Jyllands-Posten had refused. One of the 

technologies that the muslim activists applied was a consumer boycott of Danish products. 

From 2006 and the following years, the boycott became more comprehensive, and in 2008 

large Danish producers began to feel the boycott via dwindling revenue (pol.dk/480886). 

The consumer organisation “Consumer Protection Society in Jordan” worked with other 
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organisations to make sure that grocery stores all over the middle-east stopped stocking the 

Danish products. A spokesperson from the consumer protection society said that: “We will 

not tolerate it anymore. Religion is sacred.” (ibid. (our translation)). The boycott was a way 

of applying pressure on the Danish government by targeting some of the largest producers 

of consumer goods in the country. Whether or not the boycott had any effect on the Danish 

government’s reluctance towards apologizing is hard to say - though no apology was given. 

The only definite effect was a cut in revenue for the affected companies (ibid.). 

2.3.1 Summary: boycott as technology 

In summary, the boycott as a technology can be divided into two sub-categories; the social 

boycott and the economic boycott. Even though the two overlap, and have a set of consistent 

continuities, due to how the technologies are applied, overall there seems to have been an 

evolution of the technology, where in its early applications a boycott was most often applied 

to a single person - as well as the term being derived from an ostracism of a single person. 

But over the following 250 years, there have been fewer social boycotts and more economic 

boycotts. And the latest evolution of application of the technology is towards cross-border 

conflicts. Also the application of what can be described as an indirect boycott, where one 

party is targeted in the hope that this party will affect the “reel” target. 

2.4 Strike 
In 1853, after a large meeting of around 3,000 cotton workers at Chadwick’s Orchard, a 

strike broke out. The cotton workers pledged to strike until they had fair wages for their 

work. At the rally before the strike, the workers were accompanied by multiple music 

bands, and on the chorus, the workers joined in, singing:  

“But we’ve risen from our sleep, a holiday to keep, 

Determined to work under price no more 

(...) 

And we will never be content, 

‘Till we get the ten per cent”  

(Dutton & King, 1981, 2). 

This section will describe the history of the strike as a technology. A strike as an act of activ-

ism is is somewhat of an umbrella term. All the different variations of the technology are 

non-violent, and strikes have been applied on many occasions over the last couple of centu-

ries.  However, the term “strike action” didn’t become an integrated part of the English lan-

guage until the 19th century. In this section, we will present how the technology as we know 

it today has taken shape since it was first applied and denoted as “Strike Action” in the in-

dustrial era.  
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This section begins in the middle 19th century and has an “open” ending, as the ‘strike’ as a 

technology is still being applied in acts of activism. 

When describing the history of the strike, a necessary focal point is the labour movement in 

Britain during the beginning of the industrial revolution. Before that, workers had refused 

to work, they had opposed their superiors, and they had sabotaged their own workplace. 

But it was not until the onset of the industrial revolution that the strike became a feature of 

the political landscape. With the industrial revolution, the largest number of people in his-

tory were members of the industrial working class. They lived in dense city areas and ex-

changed their labour for payment. As described in the section about petitions, the chartist 

movement had grown stronger, and during the 1830s and ‘40s what has been described as a 

‘workers consciousness’ (term inspired by Lukács, 1920) had been awakened. 

In 1842, the demands for fairer wages and conditions for workers across a number of indus-

tries led to the first large wave of general strikes, as workers responded to the wage cuts 

imposed by their employers. Workers went on strike in 14 English and 8 Scottish counties. 

The strikers ceased to work until wages were increased. Local leadership aimed to inspire a 

tradition in the growing working class to politically organize themselves in order to mount 

an articulate challenge the ruling “capitalist” political establishment (Thompson, 1984, 50). 

Friedrich Engels, acting as an observer in London at the time, wrote: “by its numbers, this 

class has become the most powerful in England, and woe betide the wealthy Englishmen 

when (…) The English proletarian is only just becoming aware of his power, and the fruits 

of this awareness were the disturbances of last summer.” (marxists.org/ar-

chive/camatte/origin) 

As the 19th century progressed, strikes became a fixture of industrial relations across the 

industrialized world, as workers organized themselves to collectively bargain for better 

wages and standards with their employees. The strike had become the primary technology 

for the workers to collectively apply pressure on their employers (Thompson, 1984, 63). The 

aim of collective bargaining is for the employer and the union - at the time, the chartist 

movement - to reach an agreement on wages and working conditions. The strike becomes a 

way of instigating conditions where such agreements could be fertile for the workers. 

Since the strengthening of the working class in the industrial revolution, workers and strikes 

have been inadvertently connected. But as we mentioned earlier there are many different 

types of strikes. During the last 200 years, the world has seen many strikes each year all over 

the world. They vary from worker strikes, student strikes, solidarity strikes, peasant strikes 
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and many other. They all resemble each other in how the technology is applied though they 

may have slightly different aims.  

2.4.1 Summary: Strike as technology 

To conclude, the strike as a technology is characterized by the fact that it can be applied by 

any group that attends something. What they all have in common is the fact that the strike 

acts as a lever and instigator for a change in the status quo. The enactors wants a change in 

something, and as way to put pressure on those in power, they apply a strike. The strike 

becomes a way of creating a situation in which a negotiation is unavoidable and where the 

opposition is put under pressure to come to an agreement as fast as possible. 

2.5 Processions 
On the 12th of March, 1930, Gandhi and 80 satyagrahis set out on foot for the coastal vil-

lage of Dandi, over 390 kilometres from their starting point in Sabarmati Ashram (gandhi-

heritageportal.org/dandi-march-details). 

As the gathering passed through villages along the way, thousands of satyagrahis 2 joined 

him. Every day, the gathering grew bigger until the procession of marchers had become at 

least two miles long. 

Upon arriving at the seashore on April 5th, Gandhi, greeted by thousands of people and 

several international journalists, gave interviews, said a prayer and went to bed. The fol-

lowing morning, Gandhi lifted a lump of salty mud and declared: ”With this, I am shaking 

the foundations of the British Empire.” He urged his thousands of followers to begin mak-

ing salt along the seashore and to instruct villagers in making illegal, by necessary salt 

(scholarblogs.emory.-edu/postcolonialstudies/2014/06/20/gandhis-salt-march-to-

dandi/). 

This section will describe the history of processions as a technology. A procession as an act 

of activism is probably the best-known technology of activism. Two overall variations of the 

technology seem to emerge. The organized procession, and the unorganized procession. The 

procession and all the different variations of the technology are by default something non-

violent. However, many processions throughout the history of activism have had a violent 

ending. This poses an analytical challenge. For in which cases was the activists aiming for a 

violent end, and in which cases was the violence merely a result of abuse of power by those 

                                                        
2 Satyagraha is a synthesis of the Sanskrit words Satya (truth) and Agraha (insistence on) – ‘Satyagrahis’ is the 
word used to describe the supporters of the cause (denstoredanske.dk/Mahatma_Gandhi) 
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opposing the activists? This is an unanswerable question and in order to address this issue 

we have made an analytical choice. In the following, we will only include processions in 

which the activists remained calm and did not resort to violence no matter what they faced. 

Hence, in this section, we will present how the technology as we know it today has taken 

shape, with an analytical starting point in the incidents on ’Red Sunday’ in St. Petersburg in 

January 1905. 

This section has an “open” ending, as processions as a technology are still being applied in 

acts of activism. 

Red Sunday is the name given to the events of Sunday, 22nd of January 1905 in St. Peters-

burg, Russia, when unarmed demonstrators led by Father Georgy Gapon were fired upon by 

soldiers of the Imperial Guard as they marched towards the Winter Palace to present a peti-

tion to Tsar Nicholas II of Russia (Sablinsky, 1977, 233). The background for the march was 

4 wrongful firings of ironworkers in December 1904. They were said to have been fired be-

cause of their membership of the Assembly, although the plant manager claimed that they 

were fired for different and unrelated reasons. As a result, the entire workforce of the Putilov 

Ironworks went on strike. Sympathy strikes in other parts of the city raised the number of 

strikers up to 150,000 workers in 382 factories. By the 21st of January 1905, the city had no 

electricity and no newspapers whatsoever and all public areas were declared closed (ibid., 

15). Other than applying the strike-technology, the activists fighting for better working con-

ditions also decided to apply two other technologies. They decided to draft a petition that 

should be presented at the end of a worker’s march (ibid., 33). 

The petition made clear the problems and opinions of the workers and called for improved 

working conditions, fairer wages, and a reduction in the working day to eight hours (ibid.). 

In the early winter morning of Sunday the 22nd of January 1905, striking workers and their 

families gathered in the industrial outskirts of St. Petersburg. While holding religious 

artefacts and singing hymns and songs, a crowd of approximately 3,000 marched towards 

the Winter Palace without police interference. The marchers came from six different parts 

of the town and were planned to converge in front of the palace at a definite time. It was 

estimated that the total numbers would be somewhere in between 3,000 and 50,000 (ibid., 

233). As the crowds neared the palace, it became clear that the military was prepared, and 

that they were not going to let the protesters reach the palace. At several occasions the mili-

tary and police unprovoked started shooting into the masses, killing hundreds or even thou-

sands (ibid., 249). 
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This incident has been included even though it ended violently. We have chosen to do so 

because there are no reports of protesters instigating in any form of violence. And at the 

same time, the incident in many ways portrays how a procession often is linked with other 

technologies of activism. In this case, the Russian workers marched in an organized proces-

sion towards the Winter Palace, but they did so to present a petition. With them they carried 

religious artefacts, banners while singing songs – all acts that fall into the propaganda cate-

gory. The procession in itself acted merely as a setting for the application of the other tech-

nologies. The procession in itself served only as physical demonstration of unity amongst the 

workers and their numbers. 

Gandhi’s ‘Salt March’ in 1930 is another example of an organized procession. However, the 

level of organization is very different from the processions on “Red Sunday”. When Gandhi 

started his march, he was accompanied by 78 people. A fairly small number considering that 

the protest had been planned since 1929 by the ‘Congress Working Committee’ (scholar-

blogs.emory.edu/postcolonialstudies/2014/06/20/gandhis-salt-march-to-dandi). How-

ever, as described earlier in this chapter, the number of people marching grew considerably 

on the way to the ocean. This is where the procession became less organized. Gandhi, and 

his plan was still the driving force, but who was to be involved and where they would become 

involved was not organized.  

It is a great example of how some of the largest processions have formed suddenly and au-

tonomously. This kind of processions has formed on many occasions over the last century 

including marches against apartheid, the marches in relation to the protests on Tiananmen 

Square, The Orange Revolution, The Arab Spring or even something as domestic as the pro-

cessions – some violent, some non-violent – following the clearance of ‘Ungdomshuset’ - 

Jagtvej 69, in March 2007. The events following the clearance have been described as violent 

and destructive. But in relation to these events, scattered processions of non-violent people 

gathered different places in Nørrebro in an attempt to show their support – though some of 

the processions ended in violence (nyheder.tv2.dk/politik/article.php/id-10541716). This is 

a good example of how a gathering of people can suddenly turn into a mass, and from there 

into a procession of many (Le Bon, 2005). According to Le Bon, processions can sometimes 

be the manifestation of an indefinable and sporadic sensation in the individuals that are 

gathered. This sensation can unify them in a mass with a common sense of purpose.  This 

theory can very well describe the more unorganized processions such as those in relation to 

the clearing of Ungdomshuset and in relation to the Arab Spring. 
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2.5.1 Summary: Technology of Procession  

In conclusion, processions are a tool that the activists most often apply in relation to other 

technologies. The aim of the processions can itself be to underline other technologies such 

as the strike or the petition. At the same time, for the procession to have stronger appeal, the 

activists most often incorporate elements of propaganda in the procession. The processions 

as a stand-alone technology functions as a physical demonstration of unity, engagement, and 

strength. 

We have derived that processions can be both organized and unorganized. Especially the 

unorganized processions have an interesting trait. Le Bon (ibid.) have described how the 

procession itself can be the physical manifestation of a feeling of togetherness that in some 

cases spawn suddenly and without warning.  

2.6 The dispositif of activism 
Above we have written the history of the technologies of activism and explored different cat-

egories of technologies and displayed their unique and shared traits. In the forthcoming 

chapter, we will focus on a particular case in which activism was applied in order to shed 

light on the contemporary technology of online activism, but before we move on, we consider 

it crucial to extrapolate a higher level of understanding on the above. We have earlier intro-

duced the idea of a dispositif of activism. Raffnsøe and Gudmand-Høyer states that: “The 

dispositif is thus the device that one can subsequently determine has appeared through the 

analysed events” (Raffnsøe & Gudmand-Høyer, 2004, 22 (Our translation)). In the sections 

above, we have described how the different technologies have been applied in a series of 

social incidents. What we have done is to meticulously describe each technology and how it 

has evolved over the last 500 years. These technologies account for a part of what can be 

described as the dispositif of activism - and hence, the base from which the technology of 

online activism has emerged. In the following, we aim to describe this dispositif with point 

of reference in the technologies of activism in order to determine which traits and modalities 

that have predisposed the technology of online activism (ibid., 38). 

At the beginning of the thesis, we claimed that the dispositif of activism acts as a backdoor 

to political decision-making. That activism is a way for agents, unable to influence the insti-

tutionalized processes of our world, to reactivate the political in these processes. In section 

two we have described and explored different social technologies applied by agents in an 

attempt to do just so - to reactivate the political in certain political decisions.  
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As mentioned, the explored technologies, whether that be acts of propaganda, interventions, 

boycotts, strikes or processions, all possess the critical ability to reactive the political in cer-

tain political decisions. But in doing so, certain characteristics seem to emerge as common 

denominators. It is the sum of these denominators that constitute the dispositif of activism.  

Over the last 500 years, the world has seen many different acts of activism. We have not 

included all of them, but we believe that we have included a selection that suffices in order 

to describe how the phenomenon has evolved. One of the traits that seem to characterize the 

technologies as they have been applied is the aspects of time and space3. In the application 

of all of the described technologies, time and place seem to have played a vital role in the act. 

When the petitions for a more open society in China was delivered by the students on 

Tiananmen Square or when the SSCS sabotaged the nets of whaling companies or even when 

Gandhi marched towards the sea, time and place played a vital part. In order for the students 

to deliver the petition they had to physically be present at the “Great Hall of People”. The 

SSCS physically needs to put themselves near the nets of the whaling companies if they were 

to destroy them, just as Gandhi needed to physically march to the sea in order for him to 

carry out his protest of illegal salt-making.   

Another shared trait of explored technologies seems to be a certain degree of risk. Or in other 

words, uncertainty. There seems to be a certain degree of uncertainty as to the sanctions that 

follow the act of activism. When the Irish cotton workers decided to go on strike, they did so 

knowing that this also meant them risking their jobs. They hoped for better-working condi-

tions, but such a conflict might as well also have ended with them being fired or the closure 

of the factory. However, they accepted this risk. This also applies to the Russian workers who 

marched with their families on “Red Sunday”. Though they had no way of knowing that the 

Russian military would respond with such great violence, they did know and accept that 

there was a deal of uncertainty as to how their march would be received by the government. 

They performed their protest in spite of this Risk. Lastly, there was even an element of risk 

connected with the sit-ins performed by the black children. The parents and the children had 

no knowledge of the outcome when they decided to attend class on non-black schools. In a 

conflict as inflamed as the civil rights struggle, the respond to their act could very well have 

been violent. They performed their act in spite of this risk. 

                                                        
3 We are aware that ‘time and space’ can be descriptive of a broad mass of terms. In this case however, 
time and space is connected to the physical aspect. E.g.: “being physically present in the right space at the 
right time”. 
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All of the explored technologies also presuppose a certain amount of people backing the 

cause. No matter if it is a procession in support of Ungdomshuset, a labour-strike or an act 

of propaganda. The effect of the applications of the technologies partly depends on the num-

ber of participating activists. And furthermore, they need to participate physically. This 

means that this characteristic is linked to the characteristic of time and space. We derived 

that the technologies demanded that the activists were physically present in the right time 

and space, but furthermore, the analysis shows that the potential of the technology also de-

pends on the amount of people that are present. In order for the technology to release its 

inherent potential, a critical mass needs to be mobilized. The greater the numbers, the 

stronger to appeal. 

Lastly, there seems to be a common denominator in the fact that almost all of the explored 

technologies were instigated by a person or group that possessed a degree of capital. This 

could be financial capital, social capital or other sorts of capital - what is noteworthy is that 

for the technology to be applied with a sufficient strength, in the majority of the explored 

incidents, the instigators possessed a degree of capital. 

We have now described four shared traits of the explored technologies, and hence some of 

the mechanisms that constitute the dispositif of activism. In the following, we will perform 

a case study on the resistance against SOPA and PIPA. A resistance that was based on a new 

technology - the technology of online activism. During the case study, we will explore the 

characteristics of this new technology and ultimately identify in which ways those character-

istics align with those of the dispositif of activism. 

2.7 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, we have explored how different technologies through history have shaped 

the phenomenon of activism. The purpose was to shed light on the technological evolution 

of activism - through which means and methods have activism previously occurred, and how 

has this constituted the dispositif of activism?  

Beginning with the category propaganda, one remarkable development is from single-man 

propaganda to increasingly larger and better-organized actors. As explored, this requires an 

increasing amount of capital, either in the form of ethos, social capital or economic.  

Next, we looked at the category of intervention. Here, it is found that there is a break in the 

usage, from a display of political stance to a comprehensive attempt to dis-enable agents, 

when the establish channels apparently fail.  
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In the third category, boycott as a technology was explored. In conclusion, boycott can be 

assessed in two different sub-genres; economic and social. Shun through social boycott has 

been in decline, as problems have developed from local to global. This has also led to an 

increase in economic boycotts.  

Strike has been seen in the dictionary since the middle of the 19th century and has become 

a much-used way to create leverage in negotiations. Strike was and remains universal in its 

form, as in a sense that it can be applied in any social sphere which requires any kind of 

attendance. 

Finally, procession as a technology was assessed in the genealogy.  It is concluded that this 

type often is used in addition to other forms of activism, such as strike or petition.  

The technology is in addition characterized by limited moderation, leading to explosive de-

velopment, thus often ends as unorganizable in effect. Further, the procession itself can be 

the physical manifestation of a feeling of togetherness that in some cases spawn suddenly 

and without warning, thus the technology becomes the enabler itself. 

Finally, the technologies analysed above account for a part of what can be described as the 

dispositif of activism - and hence, the base from which the technology of online activism has 

emerged. As argued, the aforementioned technologies shape the dispositif in a certain way, 

which both demarcate and constitute the construction of new technologies of activism as 

well as possibilities as to apply activism on an individual level. As we have seen, the individ-

uals is provided certain subject positions where certain characteristics dominate in terms of 

the relationship to technology applied. First of all, critical mass or opportunity. Second, risk 

directly and indirectly. Third, time and space. Fourth and final, capital - either ethos, eco-

nomic or social.  These factors constitute the dispositif of activism as analysed in light of the 

genealogy.  

The dispositif of activism will be reapplied in chapter four. However, we begin with an in-

depth examination of the SOPA/PIPA case, and the activism related hereto.  
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Chapter 3 

Contemporary online activism – a case study 
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Dear Reader,  

You have now reached chapter three. In this chapter, the thesis will divert from the genealogy 

and focus on the chosen case of activism and thereby contribute to the answering of the 

overarching research question by investigating the new frontier for activism - online activ-

ism.  

We have chosen to focus on the case the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and Protect IP Act 

(PIPA), as the resistance against this bill has been coined as the “(...) largest online protest 

in history” (Loudon, 2014, 2).  

The purpose of this chapter is to shed light over a contemporary example of online activism. 

In order to do so, first, we need to make a technical account of the underlying structure if 

the Internet, which can be seen in section 3.1. This is necessary if we are to understand the 

proposition of SOPA/PIPA. With this technical assessment at hand, we proceed to a short 

analysis of the two bills in section 3.2. In addition, we will make a short assessment of other 

scholars’ remarks and comments on the consequences of the SOPA and PIPA proposals.  In 

section 3.3, we dive into the question of ‘who’. By applying a social network analysis, we are 

able to identify key players in regards to the opposition and activism against the proposed 

bills in the attention network surrounding the SOPA/PIPA legislation. In section 3.4, we turn 

our attention towards the central actor in the attention network, namely reddit.com. Here, 

we present a thorough deconstruction of the platform itself, without focus on action. This is 

done, so it is clear how reddit work as a catalyst for individual activist initiatives, and not by 

the platform itself.  

In section 3.5, we look into qualitative aspects of activity on reddit, in order to establish a 

timeline with focal points. Finally, in section 3.6, we dive into an in-depth analysis of the 

actions on reddit, and how the opposition is formed. 

This analytical structure enables us to answer the question of a what, who, where, when and 

how in the light of contemporary online activism, thus giving the reader a comprehensive 

insight into a specific case of online activism.  

With this in mind, we move on to the technical assessment of the architecture of the Internet.  
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3.1 Architecture of the Internet 
In order to provide a detailed description of the consequences of the SOPA/PIPA -proposal, 

the thesis considers it essential to provide an assessment of the underlying, technical struc-

ture of the Internet. This section will thus introduce a brief account on the history of the 

Internet, key terms and abbreviations known as Critical Internet Resources (CIRs), and 

highlight some of the technical features and challenges, a necessary prerequisite to 

understand the SOPA/PIPA proposals.  

Amongst the CIRs is a vast amount of technical intermediaries, usually described with cryp-

tic abbreviations: ASN, RIR, IPX, TLD, IP, and DNS - just to mention a few. Although the 

CIR’s collectively are the “(…) primary virtual identifiers that keeps the Internet opera-

tional” (Denardis, 2014: 25), it is out of the scope to give a comprehensive insight to the 

dynamics of all aspects. However, we regard it as essential to understand the basic dynamics 

of IP addresses, the Domain Name System and the organizational hierarchy behind this, in 

order to decipher the issues surrounding Internet governance and specifically the 

SOPA/PIPA case.  

3.1.1 The Internet Protocol (IP) 

Back in December the 5th 1969, four different universities were connected to what was then 

called ARPANET. To effectively communicate to each other, engineers had to designate a 

specific unique identifier to each node, as seen in the telephone number system. This was 

the beginning of the IP-protocol (ibid., 38).  Contrary to the telephone system, the IP-proto-

col relies on a 2-base binary system, 0 and 1, since a digital device consists of transistors, 

which can either be turned off or on.  This is called ‘a bit’ or ‘bits’. Engineers believed, when 

the ARPANET was designed, that 5 bits were sufficient, leaving 2^5 or 32 unique variation of 

00000 or 00001 and so forth (ibid.).  

In 1981, the IPv4 protocol was introduced, a 32 bit system leaving 2^32 or roughly 4.3 billion 

unique identifiers. However, around 1990, Internet engineers identified the future depletion 

of addresses as a crucial design concern and recommended a new protocol. IPv6 was the 

answer, increasing the address size from 32 to 128 bits, providing 2^128 or 340 followed by 

36 zeroes combinations. 

By using the dotted decimal format, a 32-bit internet address can be shortened down to a 

format such as 64.233.191.255 by using a simple mathematical reduction method. However, 

even this simplified address is troublesome to remember, if a user of the Internet wants to 

connect to another user, such as a website or a server. To address this issue, the Domain 

Name System (DNS) was developed.  
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3.1.2 The Domain Name System (DNS) 

As an Internet user, it would be a quite daunting task to type 64.233.191.255 every time one 

has to use Google for searching the Internet. Instead, browsers recognize the request for 

www.google.com, and redirect the user to the server with the unique identifier stated above.  

How? This is where the DNS comes into play. The DNS is a fundamental piece of technology 

in regards to Internet infrastructure, as it translates between domain names and their asso-

ciated IP addresses, necessary for routing packets of information over the Internet. 

At the beginning of ARPANET, a single file called hosts.txt tracked all the domain names 

and their associated IP identifiers, which was done manually at the Stanford University. 

However, this file had to be uploaded to every single computer on the network and updated 

every time a new computer joined the network. 

In 1984, Jon Postel and Joyce Renold shaped the architecture of today’s domains, by defin-

ing several crucial aspects of today's DNS structure. First of all, DNS was reduced from a 

series of distributed files to one, central file, synchronized between several servers. Second, 

these servers were divided in a hierarchical structure, called ‘top-level domains’ – TLDs 

(ibid., 43).  To begin with, only a handful of codes were added, such as .gov for government, 

.org for organization, .com for commercial and 18 other top-level domains. However, the 

number of TLDs expanded during the following years, with the rapid rise of several new 

TLDs such country codes (.dk, .no) and generics (.travel, .tv). 

In the DNS, the technical apex consists of the Internet Root Nameservers, known as the “root 

zone file” (ibid., 44). The root zone file is the starting point for every DNS operation, thus 

the beginning of every connection between two IP addresses. 

It is crucial to highlight, that the Internet - as we know it today - would not function without 

the DNS root zone file, and this requires some degree of centralized coordination in order to 

ensure the reliability and operation of the Internet.  

3.1.3 Centralized coordination of the DNS 

Before any institutional interference, the DNS root zone was managed by one single person, 

Jon Postel. Through his organization, the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), 

Postels team provided the necessary voluntary governance of DNS’ and IP’s to network ac-

tors. IANA eventually became a subdivision of Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and 

Numbers (ICANN) back in 1998, who contractually operates with the US government as a 
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private, non-profit organization (ibid., 48). In other words, ICANN has the fundamental gov-

erning authority for both Internet TLDs and addresses, but its function is contractually pro-

vided by the National Telecommunications & Information Administration, a subdivision of 

the U.S. Departments of Commerce. The indirect U.S. administration of the root zone file, 

although delegated to a private organization, has remained a global power struggle that un-

derlies many of the efforts to modify Internet governance (ibid., 49). 

Below the IANA is a great amount of ‘registry’ operators, who oversee specific domains (such 

as .com, .org.).  The role of the registry operators is to maintain the database of domain 

names and the associated IP, within a particular top-level domain, such as .com. There is a 

‘registry’ operator for each TLD, such as country codes and generic TLDs. Below the registry 

operator is the ‘registrars’, which is companies that sell web domain names to end-customers 

such as companies or privates (ibid., 53).  

3.1.4 Internet infrastructure as proxy for intellectual property enforcement 

Denardis argues that digital content industries and law enforcement has turned their atten-

tion from enforcement at the individual level or content level to enforcement via intermedi-

ary infrastructure (ibid., 181). An example of such is the use of the DNS to block access to 

certain websites and servers, who distributes content that violates Intellectual Property 

Rights. However, the method deviates from other IPR enforcement, by not targeting the vi-

olator, but rather the regular internet user. According to Denardis, this is where the com-

plexity of the internet governance and regulation of IPR begins. 

An example is how the US Customs Enforcement (ICE) handles national enquires from U.S. 

IPR-owners. Technically, ICE carries out a domain name seizure after investigation of vio-

lations reported by the IPR-owners. This means, that the DNS, redirecting the user from the 

domain name to the actual IP, is blocked, and instead redirects to an official government site 

with warnings of copyright infringement (ibid., 185). The content itself is not touched, and 

the server hosting the copyrighted material neither. In other words, the effect is the same as 

deleting the name from the phonebook; the person still exists, albeit is harder to get to with-

out knowledge of the precise address or telephone number - in this case, the IP address. 

However, the question thus becomes how ICE can seizure sites, through DNS blocking, with-

out the content being on US soil? According to ICE themselves, the questions become “(…) 

whether the domain names are of course registered (…) in the United States (…) even if the 

websites is operated overseas” (ibid., 186). In other words: if the domain name is operated 

by a U.S. organization – either as ‘registrar’ or as ‘registry’, it falls within U.S. jurisdiction, 
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even though the DNS only is an expression of a redirection from a domain name to an alpha 

numeric IP-address. 

As indicated above, the DNS-based approach to intellectual rights enforcement is not very 

effective, if the end-users understand the underlying logic of the DNS architecture. From the 

technical perspective, the DNS redirecting approach are easily circumvented by using a dif-

ferent, unblocked DNS-server, by changing domain-names, changing TLD, or by letting us-

ers access directly with IP-address. Although the DNS – in the eyes of the IPR-owners – is a 

seemingly easy way to enforce copyright infringement, the DNS-system was never designed 

as an Internet control point or content gatekeeping (ibid., 187-189).  

However, and as the next section will show, this is exactly what the SOPA/PIPA is trying to 

achieve.  

3.2 SOPA/PIPA legislation 
In addition to the technical examination of the backbone of the Internet, the following sec-

tion will now relate this to a text-near examination of the content in the two bills. In exten-

sion to the examination, viewpoints from the most cited academic articles on the topic of 

Intellectual Property Rights, Constitutional Rights, and Cyber security law will be presented. 

This is done to exemplify some of the consequences in case the law gets pushed through, 

thus giving an insight into some of the reasons for the opposition against it.  

3.2.1 Co-sponsors’ purpose with the bills 

The overarching purpose of both SOPA and PIPA is to “[…] protect U.S Customers and pre-

vent U.S. funding of sites dedicated to theft of US property” if the internet site is primarily 

“designed or operated for the purpose of (… or ) is marketed by its operator or another 

acting in concert with that operator for use in, offering goods or series in a manner that 

engages in, enables or facilities..” copyright infringement (H.R, 3261, Title I, § 103.a Para 

1.B.i).   

The overarching purpose of the two proposed bills are to mandate U.S authorities the power 

to go after websites and intermediaries, which are distributing or using copyrighted content 

– especially those located outside the U.S.  In contrast to previous attempts to combat piracy 

and copyright infringements, both SOPA and PIPA is targeting foreign websites.  

Both bills provides measures that require service providers to redirect users from the site 

they are trying to access through DNS-redirect, prohibit ISPs from serving traffic to foreign 

infringing sites via IP addresses, and also create mechanisms to limiting search engines to 
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link to these sites, as well as mechanisms to cut off these site’s access to advertisers and 

financial services (Herman, 2013, 194).    

Proponents of the bills argue that online piracy is a substantial problem for the U.S. business 

society, and is supported by statistics from U.S. Chamber of Commerce, who estimates that 

U.S. companies are losing roughly 135 billion dollars in profits a year to counterfeiting and 

piracy.  

It is out of the scope for this thesis to provide a full account of these two proposed bills. 

Instead, the account will primarily focus on Title 1, section 101, 102, and 103 of the SOPA 

and Sections 2, 3 and 4 of the PIPA, since these are considered the most significant (Herman 

2013; Carrier, 2013; Crocker et al., 2011; Lemley et al., 2011).  

3.2.2 Foreign and domestic internet sites 

One important distinction in these acts are the differentiation between a ‘foreign internet 

site’, and a ‘domestic internet site’. 

In SOPA, the term ‘domestic internet site’ refers to an Internet site for which the correspond-

ing domain name, or, if there is no domain name, the IP address, is a domestic domain name 

or a domestic IP address (H.R., 3261, Title I, § 101, Para 5). The act defines a domestic do-

main name as a one registered or assigned by a domain name registrar, domain name regis-

try or other domain name registration authority, that is located within jurisdiction of the 

United States (H.R., 3261, Title I, § 101, Para 3)  As previously mentioned, examples of some 

of the domestic top-level domain names are ‘.com’, ‘.org’ and ‘.us’.  

In both SOPA and PIPA, a ‘Foreign Internet Site’ is simply defined as a site that is not a 

domestic Internet site (H.R., 3261, Title I, § 101, Para 6-8; S., 968, § 2, Para 9)  

3.2.3 Actions and jurisdiction 

The bills grant power to the Attorney General, who can obtain a court order to take action 

against a foreign internet site, or portions thereof, if the following conditions are met: 

SOPA conditions 

1. The site is U.S. directed or used by U.S citizens. 

2. The owner or operator of the foreign internet site is “committing or facilitating the 

commission of criminal violations punishable under section 2318, 2319, 2319A, 

2319B or 2320, or chapter 90 of Titles 18, United States Code”   
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3. The internet site would be subject to seizure if it were instead a ‘domestic internet 

site’.  (H.R., 3261, Title I, § 102a) 

PIPA Conditions:  

1. The Internet site is used “primarily as a means for engaging in, enabling, or facili-

tating activities” of copyright infringement or counterfeit products  

OR 

2. The Internet site is designed by its operator “as a means for engaging in, enabling 

or facilitating the activities” of copyright infringement (S., 968, § 2, Para 7[own un-

derlining]) 

If either of the conditions under SOPA or PIPA is met, the office of the Attorney General can 

serve a court order to entities in the U.S., requiring them to take the following actions against 

the internet site:  

● Require U.S. sites and search engines to remove all links to the foreign sites 

● Require U.S. advertising services to no longer service ads linking to the site, or dis-

play ads on the foreign site 

● Require U.S. payment networks to cease any transaction between the foreign internet 

site and U.S. customers 

● Require U.S. service providers to block customer access to the foreign site by DNS 

blacklisting (H.R., 3261, Title I, § 102.c, Para 2.A, 2.B, 2.C, 2.D;  S., 968, § 2, Para 

2.A, 2.B, 2.C, 2.D)  

3.2.4 Actions by other entities than the Attorney General 

In addition to the powers granted to the Attorney General’s office, qualified plaintiffs, being 

a holder of an intellectual property right harmed by the activities (H.R., 3261, Title I, § 103.a 

Para 2), can also send notice to advertising services and payment networks, requiring them 

to cease interaction with a foreign infringing site immediately (H.R., 3261, Title I, § 103.d, 

Para 1.A and Para 2;  S., .968, § 4.c, Para 2 & Para 3).  

This means that IPR-owners, as ‘plaintiffs’, can proceed against allegedly offending sites, 

without any court hearing or any judicial intervention or oversight (Lemley et al., 2011, 36). 

In sum, the intentions behind SOPA/PIPA was to curb international copyright infringement, 

by increasing the liabilities of website operators, service providers, and intermediaries. The 

bills require a vast amount of services, i.e. search engines, advertisers and payment net-

works, to withhold their services in relation to websites engaging, enabling or facilitating IP 

infringing content.  
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There has been much debate about SOPA and PIPA-proposals among academic scientists. 

As it is out of the scope to provide a comprehensive literature review, we have chosen the 

three most cited articles within the field of IPR, constitutional rights, and cyber security. We 

consider the amount of citations as proxy for those with the biggest impact in the academic 

field. Thus, these articles are most likely an expression of the dominant position on the mat-

ter in their respective fields.  

3.2.5 Review of consequences - constitutional, technical and IP rights 

Criticism of the SOPA/PIPA among academics is broadly divided into three debates: consti-

tutional rights, technical aspects of the infrastructure and governance of the internet, and 

lastly the development of intellectual property rights. 

Starting with freedom of speech and constitutional rights, Lemley et al. claims in the article 

“Don’t Break the Internet” (2011) from Stanford Law Review, that the enforcement philoso-

phy proposed in the bills pose “grave constitutional problems” (Lemley et al., 2011, 34). 

Initially, the authors argue that the bills is an unprecedented assault on the Internet’s critical 

infrastructure.  

The authors argue that the most important aspects of SOPA/PIPA is the bill's aim to take 

away not only the core technical infrastructure of the internet but also the economic and 

commercial. As explained previously, financial institutions and online advertisers could be 

ordered to “prevent, prohibit or suspend” all dealings with a potentially copyright infringing 

site, and search engine could be ordered to “(...) remove or disable access to the site”. (ibid., 

35).  

“These drastic consequences would be imposed against persons and organizations 

outside of the jurisdiction of the U.S. courts by virtue of the fiction that these prose-

cutorial actions are proceeding in rem, in which the “defendant” is not the operator 

of the site, but the domain name itself. Both bills suggest these remedies can be 

meted out by courts after nothing more than ex parte proceedings - proceeding at 

which only one side (the prosecutor or even a private plaintiff) need present evi-

dence the the operator of the allegedly infring site need not be present, nor even 

made aware that the action was pending against his or her “property.”” (Lemley et 

al., 2011, 35).     

The authors argue that this not only violates basic principles by depriving people out of 

property without a fair hearing and a reasonable opportunity to be heard. It also constitute 
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an unconstitutional abridgement of First Amendment rights.  When websites can be com-

pletely removed from circulation - invisible to internet users in US - without any reasonable 

opportunity to be heard, it falls short of what the U.S. Constitution requires before speech 

can be eliminated from public circulation (ibid., 36). The authors state in their concluding 

remarks, that it would be “(...) not just ironic, but tragic, where the United States to join the 

ranks of these repressive and restrictive regimes by erecting our own ‘virtual walls’” (ibid., 

37).  

3.2.6 Technical consequences: 

Regarding the technical consequences of the proposed bill, several scholars have raised con-

cerns regarding the balance of cyber security.  In the paper “Cyber security in the Balance”, 

Friedman argues that it requires minimal computer expertise to change to a DNS server lo-

cated outside of the bills’ jurisdiction in another country (Friedman, 2013). Friedman asks 

rhetorically if there is any reason to believe they would do so, and replies with a ‘yes’. Evasion 

of DNS blocking in previous cases from Sweden shows that it would be naive to expect any-

thing else. In effect, the effect of DNS blocking would thus be very limited. But. Using this 

also serves as a huge risk for all American internet users, as the DNS sit as the ‘man-in-the-

middle’ in all internet transactions, and could potentially initiate an attack against the aver-

age PC user. 

In addition, Friedman proclaims that the bills will further burden the cyberspace with three 

new risks: First of all, it will add undue complexity to the backbone, which makes the goals 

of stability and security on the internet more difficult. Second, the expected reaction of in-

ternet users will lead to demonstrably less secure behaviour. Finally, and most important, 

the bills will set back other efforts to secure cyberspace, both nationally and internationally.   

3.2.7 Development of IPR practices if proceeded 

Focusing on the wording in the legislation, several law scholars have raised concerns regard-

ing the vague and far-reaching consequences that would harm innovators, and potentially 

stifle innovation. As we highlighted in section 3.2.4, an operator is violating the laws if the 

operator is offering goods or services, that “engages in, enables, or facilitates” copyright 

infringement. According to IPR scholars, this would not only punish sites that directly in-

fringes copyright laws, but “(...) also those that help others infringe” (Carrier, 2013, 21). 

Carrier argues that this means any communication tool, any user-generated-content web-

site, any search engine and any e-mail, etc.:  

“Such a standard could ensnare in its grasp numerous websites and services, in-

cluding Youtube, Google, Facebook, Flickr, Dropbox, and blogs, each of which could 
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be found to enable or facilitate infringement. In fact, the “entire internet itself” 

would satisfy this standard.” (ibid., 22).  

A consequence of the vague and broad wording is, that new IPR-standards will be less pre-

dictable than existing U.S law, and could lead to copyright holders employing litigation as 

an even more potent threat to thwart innovators, start-ups and SME’s (ibid., 30).   

3.2.8 Summary: What was the issue?   

To sum up section 3.1 and section 3.2, the Internet is defined as the combination of the IP-

based addressing system and the DNS system which translate latin characters into IP-ad-

dresses. The DNS system is managed in the Root Zone File, which distributes top-level do-

mains to private registrars and registries. Some of the most prominent top-level DNS-do-

mains (e.g. .com and .org), are physically based in USA, thus under US jurisdiction. The DNS 

system can metaphorically be described as phonebook, and function as an intermediary be-

tween two peers.   

The SOPA and PIPA legislations overarching purpose is to provide US authorities with 

measures to combat foreign IPR infringement. The wording in the law provides broad rem-

edies for authorities to target any site that is “engaging in, enabling or facilitating” IPR 

infringements, by DNS blockage and cease interaction with U.S. advertising services and 

payment networks without trial.  

With this extensive introduction to the issue at hand, the thesis now proceeds to the next 

question: What actors were involved in the online protest against these bills, and are some 

actors more central than others?  

3.3 Identification of central actors in SOPA/PIPA  
As explained in the analytical strategy and the literature review, the purpose of analyzing 

web-stories and inter-linkage in an online network is to identify the central actors of the 

SOPA/PIPA online mobilisation. We argue that this method is promising for social network 

assessments, based on the fact that hyperlinks essentially are an “(...) integral function of 

the World Wide Web” (Mills, 2013: 28; in addition Scott, 2012; Brin & Page, 2012; Barabasi, 

2002).  

The links in the crawled stories were extracted in order to show which internet sites links to 

which, thereby giving us an answer as to who was in the centre of the attention network? 

This was done by crawling more than 8519 online published stories for links to other internet 

sites. Subsequently, this data is visualized with the ForceAtlas2 algorithm in Gephi, based 
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on network principles of repulsive forces (Jacomy et al., 2014). Consequently, bigger nodes 

are those most heavily connected to the rest of the network. The visualization of the data is 

presented below: 

 

Figure 3.1: Visualization of SOPA/PIPA attention network  

The figure above depicts the network surrounding the stories covering the topic of 

SOPA/PIPA. To recap from section 1.4, the network visualization shows a mapping of the 

interlinkages between sources used in media coverage of the issue. In other words, it shows 

which and to what extent sources are referred to in the time period from 1st May 2011 to 1st 

May 2012.  
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As it appears, approximately a dozen of internet-sites dominates the network, which consists 

of 1245 nodes in total. This is supported by an indegree analysis, which shows that the ten 

most dominant internet-sites account for 83,8% of all in-linkages in the network.  

In relation hereto, the following statistical SNA-values has been processed:  

Site name in-links indegree outdegree 
reddit 281 123 153 

Techdirt 337 117 64 

CNET 274 114 82 

americancensorship.org 192 108 1 

eff.org 277 106 43 

en.wikipedia.org 275 95 12 

Ars Technica 216 85 71 

judiciary.house.gov 130 64 0 

thehill.com 146 61 7 

torrentfreak.com 114 52 15 

Table 3.1: In-links, Indegree, outdegree and closeness centrality.  

Table 3.1 shows the level of in-links, indegree, and outdegree on the ten most prominent 

nodes in the network of SOPA/PIPA online. The indegree refers to the amount and strength 

of the links referring to a given node. The outdegree refers to the amount and strength of 

outgoing linkages to the remaining nodes in the network.  

As evident in the table above, the actor with the highest level of indegree is reddit. Hereafter, 

Techdirt, a blog platform with emphasis on technology, and CNET, an editorial technology 

news site, follows suit, with high levels of indegree as well. On a side note, Techdirt has the 

highest amount of in-links to an Internet-site in the network but has a lower indegree score 

than reddit, a token of low-strength in-linkages.  

The following two internet-sites, Americancensorship.org and eff.org, are both blogs dedi-

cated to protests against SOPA/PIPA. Both have a relatively high indegree, but especially 

americancensorship.org has a low outdegree. In brief, this is an expression for a limited out-

going connectivity with the remaining 1245 internet-sites in the network. Along the same 

line is the judiciary.house.gov, an internet-site for the standing committee in House of Rep-

resentatives in charge of conducting hearings prior to votes, which has an outdegree of zero. 

This site is important for the network in terms of in-links. Information regarding the pro-

posals are available here, but the internet-site does not contribute to the network by any 

outgoing linkages to other sites.  
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The remaining major internet-sites in the network is Ars Technica, an editorial techmedia, 

en.wikipedia.org, a collaborative online encyclopaedia, thehill.com, a political news media 

with focus on Washington D.C., and torrentfreak.com, an editorial news platform with focus 

on digital copyrights and file sharing.  

As the network mapping depicts, it is clear that one actor specifically had a central position 

in the network. reddit has not alone a high level of indegree, but also a significantly higher 

degree of outgoing linkages than the other site in the network. This means, that reddit not 

alone functioned as a much-used source in the coverage of the issue, but also directed a sig-

nificant amount of attention towards other internet-sites in the network, e.g. TechDirt, Ars 

Technica, Cnet and so forth. In other words, our research suggests that reddit is on top of 

the attention economy, both in as a source, but also as a catalyst for turning its own plat-

form’s attention towards other nodes in the network.   

As we argued in the analytical strategy,  in order to discuss how activist methods install 

themselves, how they ‘manage’, ‘condition’ and ‘transform’ the dispositif, it is crucial to iden-

tify the central actors in the activism network attention in regards to  SOPA/PIPA. The re-

sults from this Social Network Analysis seems to suggest, that we direct our focus towards 

reddit and the methods and initiatives initiated on this platform, as it has a very central po-

sition in the attention network in relation to the topic SOPA/PIPA.   

In order to investigate these initiatives, first we have to ask the questions; what is reddit, and 

what did they do? In the following section, the thesis will make a brief assessment of the 

characteristics of reddit, followed by an analysis - in both qualitative and quantitative terms 

- of the actions of reddit.  

3.4 reddit - what is it? 
This section will make an account of reddit.com in terms of describing the platform and 

functionalities of the internet-site. This enables us to analyse the role of the reddit platform 

itself and to decipher the decision-making mechanisms that led to the opposition against the 

two proposals. 

reddit is an internet community forum based on a play on words, ‘i read it’. According to the 

site itself, it is the front page of the Internet. As it will be explained in detail in the following 

section, reddit is a social news site where users of the site can submit links or short parts of 

text to the main page or to a myriad of sub-communities (subreddits). This content can be 

voted up and down, and further discussed in a comment section. As explained by Loudon, a 

submission’s “(…) vote score and how recently it was posted determine its rank on the front 
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page of the main site of the subreddit” (Loudon, 2014).  This essentially means, that the 

newest and most popular submissions rize to the top of the lists of posts on a given subreddit 

or the main page. 

This form of submission moderation is known as the ‘distributed moderation’ system. This 

means that reddit can be explained as a social news website, where the users’ votes are ag-

gregated in order to rank or grade content and items (Mills, 2013). In brief, the front page 

and subreddits are organized by the users themselves, where a sophisticated voting-system 

and algorithm determine the visibility of posted content. 

Before we proceed to the assessment of the platform, we initially find it necessary to present 

the terminology of the platform. 

3.4.1 Terminology of reddit 

To clarify the terminology applied in the forthcoming sections, a short explanation of the 

central features of reddit is here describes.  

Front page: The front page is where every user of reddit enters. The front page shows a 

vast amount of links, by default 25, from different subreddits. These posts are visible on the 

front page if they meet two criteria: recently submitted and with a certain amount of upvotes 

(Mills, 2014, 321). The front page can be divided into two categories: the default front page 

and the customized front page. The default front page consists of a selection of the most 

active subreddits on reddit. The customized front page is for users, who have customized 

their front page by selecting and subscribing to different subreddits. During a single day, it 

is estimated that approximately 107 different submissions reach the default front page and 

stays there on average for 4 hours and 25 minutes (blog.datastories.com/blog/reddit-front-

page). With more than 200.000 daily submissions, this means that only 0.04% of Reddit 

contributions reach the front page. It is - in other words - rare to appear on the front page.  

Subscription: Registered users can decide what subreddits to follow by browsing and sub-

scribing to new subreddits. This way, users can customize what they see on the front page 

(when you visit reddit.com) by subscribing to subreddits that interest them and unsubscrib-

ing from those that do not. 

subreddit: As explained, the user can subscribe to a subreddit, and thereby see the content 

here as part of the user’s front page. This could, for instance, be www.reddit.com/r/politics 

(hereafter “/r/politics”), which is a sub fora for politics. There are an infinite amount of sub-

reddit available under the reddit.com domain, but there is to this moment approximately 
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930.000 subreddits registered (redditmetrics.com). A subreddit is self-moderated by its 

own moderators.  

Upvotes, downvotes, and karma: Once a user of reddit has registered, they can start to 

contribute. This is done by either submitting content in forms of links, pictures, videos - or 

by giving contributions either upvotes or downvotes. This scoring system serves as the econ-

omy of reddit. Upvotes doesn’t necessarily mean that the user agrees with the content, but 

rather a sign of appreciation, that this contribution might be interesting to others or spark 

discussion, while downvotes are meant for contributions that are off-topic or don’t contrib-

ute to the conversation (redditblog.com/2014/07/30/how-reddit-works-2/). Up- and 

downvotes can both be given to the submission itself, and to the comments in the comment-

section under each submission in a given subreddit. For any popular subreddit, if the accu-

mulated score of upvotes (subtracted with the downvotes) exceeds +2000, the contribution 

will usually be visible on subreddits “hot” section. Contributions with scores above +3000 

upvotes will usually result in front page appearance. Karma is the accumulated score of up- 

and downvotes for each user.  

With this terminology at hand, we can proceed to an assessment of the distributed modera-

tion model and peer production.  

3.4.2 Distributed moderation & peer production 

A webpage based on distributed moderation relies on the concept of peer production. This 

term encompasses any endeavour, where a number of individuals work together on collec-

tive decision-making (Mills, 2013, 39-45), although there is no clear goal for reddit besides 

being ‘The Front Page of the Internet”.  Therefore, what is often considered as the goal of 

collective decision-making is what kind of stories warrants coverage, and the nature of this 

coverage itself. 

The concept of distributed moderation relies on a set of characteristics, which to a great 

extent is present on reddit: 

1. Group boundaries are clearly defined: As a reddit user, you have to log in to participate 

in the moderation. Those who are not logged in can only view the content, not moderate. 

2. Most individuals affected by these rules can participate in modifying the rules: As a 

reddit user, one can apply to become moderator for a given subreddit. 

3. The right of community members to devise their own rules is respected by external au-

thorities: Each subreddit defines its own rules. It could be the type of submissions, rules 
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for naming, etc. These subreddits have almost complete autonomy to devise their own 

rules.   

4. A system for monitoring members’ behaviour exists; the community members them-

selves undertake this monitoring: Each user has their own personal profile, where histori-

cal actions can be tracked, such as liking, commenting and so forth. Each user has a karma-

score, which is the aggregated sum of up- and down votes the user has received, on both 

post submissions and comment submissions, respectively. 

5. A graduated system of sanctions is used: Members, who violate the rules of a reddit 

community, can easily be sanctioned with bans from a given subreddit, blocked as a user 

for an extended time or a complete IP-ban from the site. 

6. Community members have access to low-cost conflict resolution mechanisms:  

Conflict resolution can be found in the form of up- and down votes in both submissions 

and comments, where members can express their concerns in a given case.   

If we accept the premise that the joint effort of reddit is to be the “front page of the Internet”, 

the resource in which the moderation applies to must be quality content and thereby to reach 

the ‘front page’, which is the default site when browsing reddit.com. The flaw with this as-

sumption is that the front page exists no matter if the content is good or bad. Instead, as 

Rheingold suggests, the hearth of social online-communities is human attention (Rheingold, 

2003).  Each submission can thereby be seen as an attempt to gain attention to a certain 

interpretation, which the self-moderated community will applause. 

Users contribute with submissions, but are by default not associated with any real life iden-

tity markers. This led to partially anonymity, where the users themselves decide whether to 

reveal their real life identity. Some scholars argue that anonymity functions to “liberate the 

individuals from the social constraints of embodied identity” (Parrish, 2002, 267). Others 

argue, that these constraints just come into play in other forms, due to the fact that anony-

mous users “(...) are not more ‘equal’ than proximate individuals, [but] we just use different 

criteria to rate them” (Schmitz, 1997, 85).  In the case of reddit, user history, karma score, 

community fame, historical expressions are amongst those criteria. In other words: while 

the average user have nothing at stake in real life when participating in a reddit decision 

making, they risk their online reputation in the community, their ‘karma’ can be dramati-

cally reduced, and they comply with the self-established rules of the given subreddit.  

To sum up, the distributed moderation model of reddit is based on a self-organizing, where 

certain self-defined rules applies to the community. The goal is collective decision-making, 
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which determine what kind of stories warrants coverage, and the nature of this coverage 

itself. The decision-making and contribution hereto is done anonymously, albeit with a clear 

online identity.  At the centre of the ’economy’ of reddit is either reaching the front page or 

to gain human attention, as Rheingold (2003) argues.  

In the light of these conditions, a couple of philosophical questions arise. Is distributed mod-

eration systems capable of representing views held by a minority of their users?  Do users of 

a distributed moderation system expect to agree with all or most of the judgments made 

through the system? And finally, do users who disagree with these judgments drop out or 

migrate to an alternative website? With these philosophical questions in mind, we will briefly 

relate contemporary discussions of political sociology and internet forums to the case of 

reddit. 

3.4.3 Third space politics 

Wright (2012) argues that preliminary academic discussions on the role of the internet in 

political sociology has been too narrow centred on the dichotomy between complete political 

revolution through internet on the one side, and complete political normalization on the 

other side. As we also briefly touched upon in the literature review, the one side argues that 

the internet will revolutionize democracy and politics such that is barely recognisable, while 

the other side believes that the internet will be embedded in the traditional political institu-

tions, and thus political procedures will adapt to the new technology. 

Wright argues that the dichotomy has led scholars to research and interpret their findings 

in an unduly negative way. One reason is the rather unilateral focus on aspect of the Internet 

only directly related to politics: 

“Virtually all research has, until very recently, focused on established political 

events (e.g. elections), institutions (e.g. parliament/party web-sites), activities (e.g. 

government- run online consultations) and actors (e.g. elected representatives 

blogs).” (Wright, 2012, 255). 

Instead, Wright calls for more research on what he coins as ‘third spaces’. These are defined 

as online communities with discussion fora, which not necessarily has a political focus, but 

where political talk emerge within these conversations (Wright, 2012).   

reddit fits the description of a ‘third space’, as it is “(…) not a website dedicated to politics, 

but does see a considerable amount of political discussion”. (Mills, 2013, 25).  In a video 

with the founders of reddit, Alexis Ohanian, insights about the demographic constellation is 
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revealed. Even though the site has a vast among of diversity among its users, there is a pre-

dominance of users with either a leftist or libertarian political stance (Ohanian, 2010). 

3.4.4 Summary of reddit platform assessment 

In brief summary, reddit is a platform which is made up of peer-to-peer submissions and 

contributions. These contributions are moderated through the system of moderated distri-

bution, where the goal is collective decision-making; what kind of stories warrants coverage, 

and the nature of this coverage itself. Finally, reddit is not defined as an internet-site dedi-

cated to politics necessarily but fits the description of a third space. In the following section, 

we sharpen our focus on what the reddit community actually did, in terms of actions and 

articulations, in regards to the reaction to the two law proposals.  

3.5 reddit, media, and political action in numbers 
In this section, an analysis of the activities on reddit is made and compared to activity in 

both mainstream media and to congressional action, with the overarching purpose to create 

a timeline. 

To obtain the full picture of reddit, a few quantitative insights are necessary. Initially, we 

turn our attention to amount of submissions on reddit, which match the keyword ‘Stop 

Online Piracy Act’, ‘Protect IP Act’, ‘SOPA’, ‘PIPA’ and finally, the ‘E-PARASITE ACT’:  

 Graph 3.1: Daily reddit submissions 

As evident on graph 3.1, the issues gained initial momentum around the 16th – 18th of No-

vember 2011. Over three days, more than 650 submissions were made in /r/technology, 

/r/politics and other subreddits. In the following month, the attention is less, but consistent 
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with around an average of 50 submissions each day regarding the topic. However, on the 

15th December, a new spike appears, and more than 2000 submissions is registered from 

the 15th to the 16th December. From here, the topic of SOPA/PIPA has a sustained attention 

from reddit, with more than 500 daily submissions in regards to the topic. Finally, closing 

up to the big Internet Blackout, a maximum appears as the forum turns its attention towards 

the big upcoming Internet Blackout, where more than 10.000 unique submissions appear 

between the 17th January 2011 until 20th January. From here and on, there is a steady de-

cline in attention, averaging below 50 submission pr. day after the 1st February 2012.   

We find it interesting to compare this trendline of reddit attention with the trendline of me-

dia attention. Based on the crawl of stories in U.S. media pr. week from mediacloud.org, 

juxtaposed to reddit submission pr. week, the following graph shows the relationship be-

tween these two.    

Graph 3.2: Weekly media coverage & reddit submissions 

As it is evident in the graph 3.2, there is some degree of correlation between the amount of 

reddit submission and media coverage of the SOPA/PIPA act. Both Reddit and the media 

turn their attention towards SOPA/PIPA in the middle of November, where our search-term 

appears in more than 650 stories in the week of the 13th November. In addition, the media 

coverage intensified magnificently during the Internet Blackout in the middle of January 

2012, spiking in the same manner as the reddit submission. However, the amount of reddit 

submissions about SOPA/PIPA is more persistent than the attention from the media during 

December and January.  
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These insights provide us with some essential insights as to where one should look to identify 

the beginning of this issue. In addition, it gives the reader a better understanding whether 

the submissions on reddit was proactive or reactive.  

Another interesting data insight is to look at the institutional timeline, which can be seen in 

detail in appendix 2. By this, we mean that the timeline of congressional action, as explained 

in the analytical strategy. This is depicted below, in an accumulative graph of supportive, 

oppositional and neutral actions, respectively: 

 Graph 3.3: Accumulated congressional action  

The graph above shows the accumulated number of stance taken by members of U.S. Con-

gress, meaning both the Senate and in the House of Representatives. The timeline begins 

13th May, where the PIPA was introduced by Senator P. J. Leahy and co-sponsored by 10 

members of Congress. In the following months, the bill received a moderate, but steady in-

crease in amount of supporters, while only a single oppositional action takes place, expressed 

by the withdrawal of co-sponsor Rep. Moran.  

On the 26th October, SOPA is introduced to the Congress by Rep. L. Smith, with more 16 co-

sponsors. In the following days, the two bills receive an increased amount of supporters, with 

a total of 70 supporters in the middle of November. At this time, the first significant opposi-

tion begins to surface, but with moderate development. The opposition accelerates a little in 

the middle of December, but has its major take-off around the middle of January 2012. More 

specifically, more than 137 members of Congress express their opposition to either SOPA or 

PIPA the 17th January 2015, and 24 more the following day. In addition, eight previous co-
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sponsors withdrew their support to the bills on the 17th January, totalling to 18 co-sponsor 

withdrawals.  

Zooming in on the potential feedback loop between congressional action and reddit submis-

sions, we narrow the timeline to the middle of October, ten days before the introduction of 

SOPA. As mentioned previously, the reddit community begins to turn their attention toward 

the subject approximately one month later, as illustrated in the graph below.  

 

 

Graph 3.4: Accumulated congressional action & reddit submissions 

As evident in graph 3.4, there is to some extend a relationship between the amount of reddit 

submissions, and the departure of opposition against the proposed bills. As shown, the first 

real appearance of reddit submissions containing either SOPA or PIPA, began the 16th No-

vember, while the first real demonstration of actions in opposition to SOPA took place the 

day after, the 17th November. The next significant increase in Reddit submissions is on the 

12th December and the following days. Four days later, there is an increase in action if op-

position of the SOPA/PIPA, going from 12 to 20 in oppositional stances on the bill. While 

the amount of reddit posts maintain a moderate level, averaging about 500 submissions per 

day, the next significant action is on the 11th and 13th January, where the amount of Con-

gress members in opposition to the bill increases from 30 to 37. Before these actions, a sig-

nificant increase in reddit submission took place. Finally, the 18th January marks the abso-

lute most remarkable increase in both reddit submissions and congressional actions.  
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It is important to note, that the purpose of this section is not to suggest the existence of a 

feedback loop between reddit activity and the response in the form of Congressional action 

in opposition to the bills. However, this section help us to understand what happened in 

terms of magnitude of the situation, and how the relationship between media-attention, 

reddit-attention and Congressional action plays out in a quantitative perspective. As de-

scribed in our analytical strategy, this enables us to turn our focus to the crucial elements on 

this timeline.  

With this analysis of the events related to the SOPA/PIPA timeline and reddit, we continue 

with an in-depth analysis of what happened on reddit from the beginning of October 2011 

till February 2012.  

3.6 What happened? An in-depth insight into reddit actions 
As explained in the analytical strategy, the thesis will now dive into a qualitative study of 

what happened at reddit. First of all, we draw on the timeline presented in the previous sec-

tion, which will serve as a demarcation as to where one should focus. In addition, with the 

explanation of basic functions of reddit, we are able to identify crucial moments, based on 

the amount of appearances of the front page, which signify a broad attention to the topic.  

As explained previously, certain submissions reach the front page if they meet two factors: 

recently submitted and with a certain amount of upvotes (Mills, 2014, 321). In other words, 

when a post reach the front page, it is an expression of an extensive & intensive amount of 

attention and support (upvotes), and could thus be argued - in discourse theory terminology 

- as a temporary hegemonic state, where the majority express their endorsement of the dis-

course of the submission. In addition, by studying the posts the appear on the front page, we 

get insights to the initial and continually framing of the topic and insights, and are thereby 

able to identify how the self-descriptions’ of the reddit community in relation to the given 

case of SOPA/PIPA appeared. This enables us to study how the reddit community took ac-

tion.   

3.6.1 Alert!  

As seen in section 3.5, the first articles regarding SOPA/PIPA began on the 26th October 

2011 and forward, whereas the media (e.g. newspapers and TV) first turn their attention 

towards the topic around the middle of November. The two first posts to reach the front page 

was links to blogs on Techdirt (redd.it/lq2b1) to videos about the legislation (redd.it/lrv38). 

Common for both is their use of vulnerability and sudden sense of emergency. For instance, 

the second post is named “ALERT: Protect IP Bill is WORSE than S.978 and begin 
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RUSHED!” (ibid). Common for the comments related to these two submissions, who both 

reached the front page, is, that the users urge the community to spread the message that the 

Internet is ‘under attack”. Some people suggests that their representatives in congress 

should be notified immediately, other suggest online petitions against the proposed bills.  

Submission #3, #4 and #5 to reach the front page of reddit all motions toward collective 

action from the communities side, by urging the users to actually sign an newly founded 

online petition (redd.it/lvr2x and redd.it/lrux7) or by submitting a personal account on how 

to contact your representative in Congress and a template for this purpose (redd.it/lvr2x). 

Common for these initial posts are a sense of “them versus us”, with emphasis on the unfair 

battle between harmless users and ‘giants’ such as the pro-IPR strengthening Hollywood 

and the music industry. /u/reddit_all_before notes in a much upvoted comment in “Stop 

the E-PARASITE Act” that the online petitions are “bullshit”, and reddit instead should focus 

on calling their respective congress person with “(...) legitimate points and information as 

to why this bill is a clear violation of constitutional rights” (redd.it/lvr2x). Based on this 

top-comment, several users draft scripts for calling or writing to a representative. In these 

drafts, the internet is portrayed as a fragile entity vulnerable not alone to threat, but also to 

a ‘sickness’ in relation to the whole integrity and foundation of the internet. Several users 

refer to experts, hereunder the academic article - previously introduced in the thesis - by 

Lemley et al (2011), where this discourse is consolidated. As they argue, the internet is based 

on the foundation block of the DNS System, which function is critical – any tampering with 

this central protocol will pose a serious threat to the Internet's ability to operate smoothly 

(Lemley et al., 2011, 2). This discourse is repeated along with the threat against the consti-

tutional rights. 

Another point of attention is the legal consequences for ‘the Internet’ as a whole if the bills 

are implemented. On the front page on the 11th of November, users discuss the consequences 

in a post. As explained in section 3.2.4, the section 103 of PIPA allows IPR-owners to take 

action by taking action by themselves, by sending notices directly to payment processors—

like Visa, MasterCard, and PayPal—demanding that they cut off all payments to that website. 

Once the notice has been delivered to the payment processor, they have 5 days to act only 

five days to act. One user nonchalant state, that it “ (…) looks like the Great Firewall of China 

has some competition” (redd.it/m4byf). Several other users express their concern for the 

implications of Section 103: “(...) I can assure you that this will be abused”, and is backed 

by several who fear violation of basic constitutional rights.  

Another high-rated comment considers technical aspects of the solution, and argues that the 

DNS-blocking itself is insufficient against pirates, and will only harm normal internet users: 
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“Once again... the pirates will still be able to pirate... it will just make things shittier for 

everyone else” (redd.it/m4byf). This statement is echoed in several other posts, much in line 

with the later remarks by Friedman (2013), explained in section 3.2.6: The DNS is not suit-

able for policing the Internet. And as a user proposes in the comments: “Much like friends 

of mine in China who use Facebook via proxy server, couldn't we get around the US's im-

pending blacklist by going to sites like pirate bay via proxy server?” (ibid.)  

As this review of the initial posts that reached the front page shows, the community estab-

lished knowledge about the legislation through post #1 and #2, coming from user sources 

and blogs, not conventional media. In addition, the next three posts that call for action in 

the form of taking action against representatives in Congress or by signing an online petition. 

In the discussions with these submissions, the users express concern about what strategy 

has the biggest impact.  

They develop so to say a collective position on the emerging story and try to figure out which 

tactics they will deploy, and by which means. The most upvoted comments and submission 

form a hegemony that the Internet being ‘under attack’ and that the structure of the internet 

(referring to the technical aspects) is fragile. This is formed by the community alone, based 

on layman’s interpretation of the consequences, and without any framing or interference by 

media, as no comprehensive news coverage has yet been published at this time.  

In the terminology of Laclau, the alert phase represents the dislocation, in which the initial 

reactivation of the political occurs. In this phase, the initial construction of chains of equiv-

alence and the fixation of discourses around certain nodal points is observed. One dominant 

nodal point in the alert phase is the ‘fragility of the internet’ and how reddit users articulate 

that the internet is ‘under attack’, should be ‘defended’, thus installing a war-metaphor, that 

highlights the antagonistic contradictions between the “free” Internet and the controlled and 

limited new reality that SOPA/PIPA represents. 

Through the first posts, different moments was linked and added to the chain of equivalence 

around the nodal point ‘fragility of the internet’. For instance, ‘counselling’ became a central 

moment, where the users established identity markers by sending e-mail and call ‘scripts’ to 

potential sympathizers, or by targeting one of the identified opponents, politicians. Another 

addition to the chain of equivalence is the inclusion of “freedom of speech”, thus fixating a 

meaning around the opposition of SOPA/PIPA, that if one supports SOPA, one also repulses 

the concept of freedom of speech. During the alert phase, other aspects of constitutional 

rights also extended the chain of equivalence, such as the bypassing of the system of justice 
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in section 103.  Other examples are the articulation of DNS-blockage as “The Great Firewall”, 

referring to conditions in China. 

A social antagonism emerges when different identities mutually exclude each other. We are 

able to observe how the identity of opposition against SOPA/PIPA entails an exclusion of a 

pro-stronger intellectual property rights. This is constituted through an outspoken hate to 

major players in the IPR industry, e.g. Hollywood and the music industry. 

3.6.2 Search and strategy 

From the primo November to ultimo November, several posts reach the front page with dif-

ferent subjects. 

On the 4th November, a submission link to Google stance on SOPA, and where they express 

concern and opposition to the legislation (redd.it/m0bii). In the comment section, Google 

reaps credit for their stance, followed by several logical conclusions that the legislation 

would mean the end of Google, c.f. previous explanation of being held liable in case of linking 

to “infringing content”. According to several upvoted comments, the end of Google would 

essentially mean the end of the internet. Submissions concerning major technology compa-

nies reach the front page in the following month, all characterized by appraisal in the com-

ment, and additionally, create a sense of a joint frontier against the legislation (e.g. 

redd.it/mer7w, redd.it/mcnjm and redd.it/meg8w). For instance, in the submission with the 

title “Companies against the SOPA bill are being denied the right to testify this Wednesday, 

with all of the available spots being taken by people who support the bill.”, users start to 

identify themselves with the major companies in opposition as ‘us’ a single entity, e.g. as 

seen here “(...) scumbag congress doesnt respect our opinions” (redd.it/mcnjm). 

In addition, this period is also characterized by assessment from the community in regards 

to mapping the opponents in the controversy. On 23 November, two posts appear on the 

front page who both seek to identify politicians who support SOPA. Here, several politicians 

are identified, including some who the community has been keen about. This led to reactions 

of betrayal and disbelief, where the most upvoted comment begins with “First of all, Fuck Al 

Franken (…)” followed by several comments about hypocrisy and a ‘love affair’ with the 

movie and films associations that the community had not seen coming (redd.it/mmsg5). In 

addition, Congress member Lamar Smith is by users articulated as the single ‘founder’ of 

SOPA, and naming him in the post title as “ (...) the biggest douche bag in Washington” 

(redd.it/mnafo), even though the bill is co-sponsored by several other Congress members. 

In the following period, submissions concerning Lamar Smith range from just critical to out-
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right venomous and establish that Smith is a legitimate target for the community. For in-

stance, a submission reached the front page which exposed that Mr. Lamar Smith’s website 

is violating copyrights of a photographer and thereby making himself targetable by the leg-

islative tools in the SOPA/PIPA proposals (redd.it/oe17z). This story was later picked up by 

several mainstream U.S. media i.e. the Observer (observer.com/2012/01/lamar-smith-

sopa-copyright-violation-01122011/). Several other cases of targeted bullying appears on the 

front page the following months, e.g. a submission which proposed that users should “(...) 

FLOOD his inbox, and jam his phones” (redd.it/o5bi9). 

The remaining post in this period concerns different proposals in regards to taking action 

against the legislation. Several suggestions of collective action through petitions are submit-

ted, some especially aimed at the WhiteHouse.org petition, which led to more than 50.000 

upvotes, and thereby commits the White House to make an official statement (redd.it/lvr2x). 

Another example of action is a submission that links to another online community, Tumblr, 

where the reddit community appraize Tumblr’s effort to ‘train’ their users to call to their 

respective representative, in the same manner as reddit did one month previously 

(redd.it/mizfo) The post acted as a reminder to the previous actions performed by reddit, 

but also reengaged users non-familiar to the previous action leading to thousands of calls to 

users respective representatives. 

To sum up, the period from the beginning to the end of November represents a period, where 

the social movement of reddit’s opposition is consolidated through research and discussion 

regarding appropriate collective action. The community agrees to ‘bashing’ of pro-

SOPA/PIPA politicians, by creating a sense of allegiance with external social media sites as 

well as companies, thereby creating a discursive construct of the internet ‘defence’ against 

the ‘attack’ of the IPR industry and hypocritical politicians. In other words, a discourse in 

the community appeared in this period, with a collective aim of spreading awareness regard-

ing the legislation beyond reddit’s own user base.  

Also in this phase, we see how the chains of equivalence was extended and reinforced by the 

entailment of new identities, who agree on the matter of being radically different from their 

opponents, e.g. Google’s stance on the legislation. This is articulated through the increased 

use of “our” for entities, who are not related to reddit. Through the inclusion of both sceptic 

members of congress, other companies and other online communities in the discourse, a 

joint frontier is established. In addition, the chain of equivalence is constantly expanded and 

reinforced through a rather venomous articulation of the opponents as incompetent and cor-

rupt hypocrites. The social extortion of Al Franken reinforces the antagonism by underlining 
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that anyone pro-SOPA/PIPA is an enemy to reddit as whole, regardless of any previous ap-

preciation of the actor.  

3.6.3 The apex of action 

From the beginning of December until the end of December, new trends of action began. 

Until this point, eight submissions on the front page had concerned the identification of al-

lies and enemies, some with focus on politicians, other with focus on corporations. During 

december, the amount of posts regarding which actions could be taken with or against these 

corporations increases significantly. One example of such discussion is a submission of an 

appeal to Google to create awareness about SOPA by a ‘black out’ of their search engine 

(redd.it/ng2cz). 

Another proposal targeted at an articulated ‘enemy’ is submitted the 21st december by user 

/u/selfprodigy, with the title “GoDaddy Supports SOPA, I’m transferring 51 domain & sug-

gest a move you domain day” (redd.it/nmnie). In brief, GoDaddy is an online registrar of 

domain names (e.g. www.domainname.com (this concept is explained in detail in section 

3.1)) who initially expressed their support for SOPA/PIPA. The post received 5213 upvotes, 

and more than 3000 comments, whereas the majority cheers for the user’s decision. The 

following days, the media Techdirt and Ars Technica reported on the suggestion, indicating 

that the boycott was being noticed outside reddit (redd.it/nn4j5). Several posts reached the 

front page in the following days, backing the action, and the effects of the boycott was clear 

after eight days – more than 72.00 domains had been moved from Go-

Daddy(redd.it/npmav).  On the 29th December, two submissions referring to a press release 

by GoDaddy reached the front page, stating the GoDaddy stating that they now actively op-

pose SOPA/PIPA (redd.it/nvdf4 and redd.it/nvg18). Albeit this changed stance, the commu-

nity still considers GoDaddy as a hypocrite, only defending their diminishing income: “Make 

no mistake: The only thing GoDaddy opposes is losing customers” as expressed by /u/kfury, 

the most upvoted comment in the comment section. To sum up: in just one week, one user’s 

decision to transfer his domain names propelled a boycott, which seemingly forced a large 

corporation to change its stance on reddit. 

In the aftermath of the GoDaddy boycott, several other boycott proposals reach the front 

page including movie theatres (redd.it/nq7cy), EA Gaming (redd.it/nqumv), Nintendo 

(redd.it/nr2m3) and Time Warner (redd.it/nob8i). However, while these posts reached the 

front page, the endorsement of these actions were moderate. Some submissions point out 

the hypocrisy that gamers keep playing games developed by EA games, who supports SOPA 
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and call for greater consistency in reddit’s initiatives. But as several users argue, the oppor-

tunity to target these broad institutions are too vague, while “GoDaddy was pretty ideal 

because it was a fairly big name, and we could really get their attention by convincing high 

profile sites, or people who held 1000's of domains, to switch.” (redd.it/nob8i). This seems 

to suggest, that the bandwagon-effect is not necessarily as distinct as imagined. Instead, the 

users continually assess and discuss proposed strategy for collective action and consider if 

the strategy is reasonable to pursue. It also shows that dissenting opinions can obtain mo-

mentum, and reach the front page. In other words, this implies the distributed moderation 

system does not limit the distribution of content that only favors one dominant opinion, thus 

users can easily disagree without their submissions, and personal profiles are being targeted 

by massive waves of downvotes.   

Another central initiative is The Blackout. Starting with a reddit front page post 13th Decem-

ber followed by three posts on the front page the 15 December (redd.it/na2fm, redd.it/nd67r 

& redd.it/nddq7), reddit users express ideas about a protest in the form of a blackout, which 

should be backed by both reddit itself, Wikipedia and online pornography sites. In relation 

to the reddit black out, the top comment in the comment section is by /u/JohnWang, a reddit 

moderator, who express that it would be ”(…) preaching to the choir” (redd.it/nddq7) – im-

plicit implying that reddit administration acknowledges a hegemony of anti-SOPA on reddit, 

and thus have taken a stance on the matter. This is backed by the fact, that the subreddit 

/r/StopSOPA has been added to the default front page. This action is remarkable, as it is the 

first time where reddit is constituted as a unitary actor, thereby making the platform itself a 

political and activist entity. However, and as we stated in the analytical strategy, it is out of 

the scope of this thesis so analyse reddit itself as an actor.   

Until the beginning of January, several submission about the blackout reach the front page, 

albeit not much action takes place. One thought is that reddit during the Christmas holidays 

is occupied with the GoDaddy boycott. However, on the 7th January, the Black out reach 

momentum once again, when a reddit user asks how reddit would feel if the site was blacked 

out for one day (redd.it/o6ymp). The user base is supportive of the idea, as the most upvoted 

comment illustrates: “(...) I'd rather have Reddit go dark for a day in protest than dark 

forever because there wasn't enough protest against SOPA” (ibid). Three days later, the 

10th January, reddit moderators announce, that reddit will go dark on the 18th in protest 

over SOPA (redd.it/obg8v), followed by several submissions on the front page which urge 

major social sites such as Google, Facebook and Wikipedia to follow suit.  
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This is echoed in the mainstream media, e.g. Forbes, with the headline “Reddit's SOPA 

Blackout Admirable, But Google and Facebook Must Follow” (redd.it/oce5g). In the follow-

ing days, several other posts reach the front page with similar messages, and proposals for 

collective action to convince Google, Facebook etc. to follow suit by messaging them on Twit-

ter and other media. On 16 January, a submission reach the front page about Wikipedia’s 

announcement that they will join the black out.  

On the day of the blackout, the 18th January, reddit went dark together with more than 

115.000 websites, including Google, Wikipedia, Wordpress, Mozilla, Tumblr and Amazon 

(Lee, 2014, 217), with an estimated exposure to more than 162 million visitors (Powell, 2016, 

255). On 20th January, the SOPA/PIPA proposal was officially desked by Congress, and the 

following submissions on reddit were characterized by cheering and a shared articulation 

that reddit had been involved in achieving something significant (redd.it/on6q8, 

redd.it/omc0e & redd.it/omclw).   

In sum, in the apex of action, we can identify something interesting about the establishment 

of hegemony – the internal development of the key signifiers in terms of strategy seem to be 

distributed and decentralized. With the distributed moderation, the idea of “resistance 

against the others” becomes the unifying nodal point. This allows room for disagreement 

and discussion as long as it is aligned with the nodal point.  

Another observation is the extension of the chain of equivalence in terms of ethical com-

pleteness and consistency. A moment is the articulation that anti-SOPA/PIPA must prompt 

a boycott of all entities who are not explicitly anti-SOPA/PIPA. This ultimately creates an 

ethical subject in the opposition, where consistency is required across the board, and thus 

the resistance encompass the subject’s identity as a whole. 

3.6.4 Summary: Tendencies, discourses, and technologies 

From the 26th October until the 22nd January, 258 submission about SOPA ended up on 

the front page, written by 233 different users. The discursive constructions and actions can 

be divided into three stages: alert!, research and strategy, and the apex of action.  

In the alert! phase, the majority of the posts originated from /r/technology, a subreddit with 

focus on how legislation affects technology. In this phase, several traditional methods of in-

fluencing the decision process is applied, e.g. the use of phone calls and representatives in 

Congress with an eye to enlighten decision makers about what is articulated as a serious 

threat against a vulnerable and victimized internet. As evident in section 3.5.1 in this thesis, 

this didn’t, however, cause much effect. 
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The next phase, research, and strategy, is characterized by strategizing proposals for action 

through the distributed moderation technique – the most promising proposals reach the 

front page, and is further discussed in the comment section. Here, some of the research leads 

to actions against targeted politicians, where media is fed with controversial stories about 

opponents, alliances are discursively formed by articulation and emphasis of a ‘us versus 

them’. Additionally, information is spread widely to another social news site such as Tumblr 

and Gawkr, and scripts for call-action and e-mail-action are distributed to various fora. Fi-

nally, major petitions are formed e.g. at whitehouse.org, and widely distributed internally as 

well as externally. 

In the third and final phase, apex of action, several methods are applied. The most promi-

nent are the boycott of GoDaddy, a domain registrar, who lost 72.00 domains in 8 days. 

Additionally, reddit orchestrated the initial ideas of the blackout strike, which diffused to 

major internet websites and led to a widespread blackout on the 18 January 2012.  

In sum, several different technologies were applied on reddit, e.g. petitions, boycott, strike, 

propaganda and virtual processions.  

3.7 Chapter summary 
In order to fully understand a case of contemporary online activism, we asked in this chapter, 

what was at stake, who was involved, where and when did it take place, and finally and most 

important; how?  

What was the issue? The purpose of SOPA/PIPA was to combat IPR infringement, by provid-

ing several new jurisdiction to the Attorney Office and to plaintiffs. This had potentially far-

reaching consequences for the foundation of the Internet’s architecture, the DNS backbone, 

and also in relation to constitutional rights and freedom of speech.  

Who was involved in the attention-network? Our issue crawl found, that the major 10 

internet-sites in the attention-network accounts for 85% of the total amount of linkages in 

the network. On top is the social news site reddit.com, with the strongest degree of in- and 

out linkages.  Subsequently, we focus further on the role of reddit.  

Where and when did it take place? In brief summary, reddit is a platform which is made up 

of peer-to-peer submissions and contributions. These contributions are moderated through 

the system of moderated distribution, where the goal is collective decision-making; what 

kind of stories warrants coverage, and the nature of this coverage itself. Finally, reddit is not 

defined as an internet-site dedicated to politics necessarily but fits the description of a third 
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space. Our longitudinal study of reddit activity, media activity and congressional activity 

seems to suggest, the reddit did to some extent act before the opposition obtained momen-

tum in both media and in congressional opposition. However, this suggestion is with a few 

reservations, as we have not examined any potential offline actions or the potential relation-

ship between offline and online.  

Most importantly, it helped us to understand what happened in terms of magnitude of the 

situation, and how the coherence between media-attention, reddit-attention and Congres-

sional action plays out in a quantitative perspective.  

Finally, we investigated how the online activism against SOPA/PIPA took place and how the 

discourse of technologies was constructed through moments and antagonisms in the chains 

of equivalence. These findings will now be related to the key findings of our genealogy in 

chapter 2, in order to answer sub question three.  
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Chapter 4 

Standing on the shoulders, or?  
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Dear Reader,  

You have now reached chapter 4. 

Let us begin with a reminder - what is the purpose of this thesis? To recapitulate, we are 

intrigued to explore and find an answer to what has changed - because, how is online activ-

ism different from the original modes of activism, and what are the future prospects? The 

substantial part of the political decision-making is the same - civic engagement is about the 

same, no matter if it is online or offline. The only difference seems to be the technology ap-

plied.  

As we stated in our research question, we seek to investigate how the new frontier for activ-

ism - activism online - as seen in the resistance towards SOPA/PIPA changes the condition-

ing factors for the role of the activist. 

In order to do so, we have explored how technologies in a historical light have precondi-

tioned the phenomenon of activism. In chapter three, we dived into a specific example of 

contemporary online activism, in order to deconstruct the sociological and technological el-

ements.  

In this chapter, we ask ourselves, if online activism really stands on the shoulders on the 

historical preconditions of activism, how does this manifest itself? In order to do so, we first 

relate our findings in chapter three to the findings in our genealogy in chapter two. We then 

extrapolate how the conditioning factors of the dispositif of activism are transformed in the 

new technology of online activism and thereby formulate an answer to our final subquestion. 

This enables us to conclude on the overall problem area in the concluding chapter.  

4.1 Technologies applied in SOPA/PIPA activism and the historical 
light   
What we saw in the last section of the previous chapter was an example of contemporary 

activism and more specifically, an extrapolation of the technologies applied.  

We saw, how reddit initiated multiple petitions on different platforms thus establishing 

strong chains of equivalence in the discourse. Even though users called their effectiveness 

into question, several petitions was either initiated or empowered by the user base of reddit. 

One petition, the one that was started on whitehouse.org, seemingly induced the White 

House to make an official statement on the matter, which turned out to be in the favour of 
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the opposition. As it appeared in the incidents on Tiananmen Square and concerning the 

British People’s charter, there is a duality to petitions. On the one hand, they are signed by a 

confined group with a specific aim. However, as it was also the case of reddit, the initial 

momentum gained by the response from the White House led to a significant increase in 

attention towards the topic. This has similarity with the Chinese example, where the broad 

public itself was the target of the petition, in this case subsequently leading to more than 4.5 

million signatures on Google’s petition (forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2012/01/19/4-5-mil-

lion-people-signed-googles-anti-sopa-petition/), which among others was funnelled by 

reddit. 

We also saw the application of the strike technology in this specific case. The Blackout, which 

originated from reddit, shares several traits with the traditional technology of strike action. 

First of all, in the genealogy, we described how one of the traits of the strike was the fact that 

it was applicable by anyone who “attends something”. The Blackout did just that. A website 

is essentially an entrance into and an implicit acceptance of the common rules of the Internet 

- it could be argued that hosting a site on the Internet and thereby accepting the norms and 

rules is equivalent to “attending something”. As the blackout enabled the users of the inter-

net who possessed a website to black it out and thereby join the movement, it reversely also 

enabled the user to refuse to “attend”. Secondly, the Blackout to some extent functioned as 

an instigator for changing the legislation, by creating leverage and momentum against it. 

However, there are also differences between our historical examination of strike action and 

that of the Blackout. Whereas strikes has primarily been used in an industrial relationship; 

between employee and employer, the Blackout is used to leverage a political decision mak-

ing, which is another focus than that of terms and conditions of employment, the pivotal 

point in our historical examination. This means that though the application of the Blackout 

resembles the strike, there are also characteristics of the Blackout that resembles those of 

processions.  

On the case of processions, several mediated examples of such is evident in the case, as it 

was the case in the processions in support for Ungdomshuset, which spawned without 

organisation, thousands of memes amplified the rally against the legislation. With inspira-

tion from Le Bon’s display of processions as something indefinable which creates a sporadic 

sensation in the individuals that are gathered (Le Bon, 2005, 29), these memes can be per-

ceived as something easily digested by the users and spread across national borders, espe-

cially if they’re in a mocking tone (Perry, 2010, 427). The technology of processions on reddit 

is unorganized in the sense that they appear sporadically. However, they are at the same 

time organized, as they are continuously moderated through the distributed moderation 
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mechanisms on reddit. In the same manner, as seen in the Red Sunday-incident, the users 

of reddit doesn’t instigate any other kind of reaction than that of making fun of the 

‘oppressors’. This is done with elements of propaganda.  

The use of propaganda is indeed present in the explored case. Virtual leaflets were to a large 

extent produced and distributed to peers internally and externally, in the same way as we 

saw in the group “Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade”.  And in the same way, as 

Luther expressed his concern against the Catholic Church by nailing his disputation on the 

Wittenberg Castle Church, users used the “megaphone” of the front page to express their 

opposition. Through long essays with focus on human rights, constitutional rights and re-

sistance against capitalist self-interest, several users obtained near god-like status in the 

community, for instance, /u/selfprodigy, who initiated the anti-GoDaddy movement.  

In the case of GoDaddy, the application of boycott as a technology was also indeed evident 

in the resistance towards SOPA/PIPA, where both social and economic boycotts was inflicted 

during the period from 1st May 2011 to 1st May 2012. The economic boycott of GoDaddy was 

by far the most significant, and bared resemblance to the boycotts following the Rosa Park-

incident in 1955: If an entity does not change their stance on a political subject, users will 

abandon them. This ultimately led to GoDaddy revising their position on the legislation, ul-

timately opposing it. In addition, social boycotts were also evident in the form of expulsion 

of politicians, who had previously been in reddit’s favour, in the same manner as seen in the 

case of Indian government officials after their imprisonment of Gandhi.  

Finally, several reddit activities also bear a resemblance to the activist technology of sabo-

tage. One explored example of such is the case of Lamar Smith, who was flooded with emails 

and phone calls from reddit users, in effect overburdening the politician’s channels for com-

munication, hence cutting him off.    

In sum, we are able to establish that the technology applied in the opposition against 

SOPA/PIPA to a large extend stands on the shoulders of those, who previously shaped the 

phenomenon. To draw on Tilly’s (1994) terminology, the “repertoires of contention” com-

prises what people know they can do when they want to oppose a public proposal they con-

sider unjust or threatening. By comparing the historical properties of activist technologies 

with a case of contemporary online activism, we have conjured an extensive argument in 

support of Tilly’s belief of repertoires, which we have coined as technologies, as something 

constituted by the predecessors.  
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Our case study shows multiple cases of continuities, where technologies are used online in 

the same manner as offline - the only difference is the digital nature of its embodiment, un-

folding as “bits rather than bricks”. However, there is of course also something different - 

otherwise, we would dispute the work of dozens of scholars. This is not our argument. As we 

explored through our extrapolation of the dispositif, the ‘relationship’ between technology 

and the activist has on a more abstract level shown signs of discontinuities.   

4.2 The subject position of the activist 
In the above, we have explored and extrapolated how the technologies of online activism 

resemble those of the traditional technologies of activism. We have found that though the 

technologies of online activism seem to stand on the shoulders of the offline technologies, 

they are also different in certain ways. Especially regarding the conditions the technologies 

produce for the activist. In this section, we aim to compare the offline and online technolo-

gies, but we aim to do so on a more abstract level. In the following, we will analyse how the 

subject position of the activist is affected as the technologies move from offline to online. 

In order for us to make the comparison, first, we will make a short iteration of section 2.6 - 

the dispositif of activism. In this section, we established that the dispositif of activism seems 

to constitute a certain subject position for the activist to occupy. We were able to identify 

distinct relations between certain traits of the technologies and the subject positions. We 

concluded that the subject position is constituted by four factors in particular - the factor of 

risks, a need for critical mass, a need for capital and a need to physically be present. If an 

agent is to perform acts of activism, these four factors shape and define the conditions for 

the act.  

In the sections above, we made a comparative analysis of the findings in chapter 2 and chap-

ter 3 respectively. As mentioned, it became clear that even though the technologies of online 

activism explored in chapter 3 resembles its offline predecessors, there also seem to be some 

differences in key areas. But what effect do these differences have for the subject position 

offered to the activist in online activism? We shall answer this question by exploring what 

role the defining factors from sections 2.6 - the dispositif of activism play in relation to 

online activism. 

4.2.1 Risk 

Traditionally in the offline technologies, the factor of risk plays a vital role. In a strike, you 

risk losing your job, in a procession, you risk the response of the opposition and so on. In 

these cases, risk is something the activist has to take into account before participating in the 
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act. The activist is forced to deal with the question of risk vs. gain in any incident where 

activism is applied.  

When dealing with interactions in a sphere where the individual is most often protected by 

complete anonymity, however, it is much less palpable. In section 3.4 we touched upon the 

aspect of risk in communities with a high level of anonymity such as reddit. In spheres like 

this, the individuals are liberated from the social constraints of an embodied identity (Par-

rish, 2002, 267), but at the same time - and this is especially true in the case of an established 

community such as reddit - the constraints come into play in other forms such as user history 

or community fame. In other words, an anonymous user on reddit is not subject to risks in 

“the real world”, but instead they risk their online identity and as a result, they comply to the 

self-established rules of a given subreddit. In a case, as the one explored, where the ruling 

discourse is in strong favour of opposition towards SOPA/PIPA it could be argued that as a 

reddit-user, the individual might even risk more by not participating than by being a part of 

the resistance. Hence, the risk factor becomes something that instigates participation in-

stead of restraint or reluctance. However, this applies more to some users than others, espe-

cially those who are very active in the debate. For the users who participate solely on a pas-

sive level by simply up- or down-voting and never engages in discussions and thereby lead a 

somewhat secluded “virtual life”, this factor does not apply, as they are already in fact se-

cluded from the community. For them, the element of risk is just almost absent. But for the 

active users, who participate and engage in discussions and who invest more in their “virtual 

life”, this inverted risk factor is critical. 

To summarize, in the case of the resistance against reddit, risk as a factor played a very little 

role for the activist. As the individuals possess full anonymity in almost any situation, the 

biggest risk amounts from having your true identity revealed. In other words what could be 

described as a risk with very modest implications. The subject position offered to the activist 

in cases of online activism seems to be somewhat risk-free. As noted earlier, there seems to 

be more risk connected with reluctance that with participation and hence, and for those who 

actively engage in the discussions and debates, risk becomes an instigating factor and not a 

constraining factor.  

4.2.2 Critical mass 

The analysis of the traditional offline technologies of activism placed the need for critical 

mass as one of the vital parts in order for an act of activism to have effect. What stood out 

was that the critical mass can be extremely difficult to obtain. At the same time, there was a 

certain degree of uncertainty as to whether a cause would actually be able to gather enough 
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supporters to make an impact, as traditionally there would be challenges in relation to reach-

ing and informing enough people. At the same time, the struggle presented itself as a prob-

lem throughout the timeframe of the effort. As it has been presented in section 4.1 above 

here, the aspect of the critical mass also applies to the efforts in relation to the resistance 

towards SOPA/PIPA. However, what seems to be different is the means by which you can 

procure attention to a cause. 

The power law distribution has great influence on this part. It says that when you put forward 

an argument online, the amount of individuals who are exposed to the argument will initially 

be very little, but soon amount exponentially (Barabási, 2003; Hindman, 2008). This means 

that at first, the activist will face the same adversities as with the offline technologies, but 

the difference is that in the case of online arguments, the power law distribution kicks in and 

when people start to notice the argument, soon the argument will have spread wide and far 

in the online sphere. This changes the conditions for the activist. Because in the case of 

online activism, it is no longer an ongoing struggle of gathering enough supporters. The chal-

lenge instead becomes to form an argument so compelling that it will jump the preliminary 

phase of the power law distribution and move straight to the exponential dissemination of 

the argument, that ensures a swift reach of the critical mass. This matter also presented itself 

in the case. We were able to identify 37,000 posts on reddit about SOPA/PIPA - only 258 of 

those was able to pass the test of the power law distribution and made it to the front page. 

However, as these 258 posts made it to the front page, they received monumental exposure. 

The technological functionalities of the distributed moderation become both a limiter and 

an enabler. For those unable to formulate arguments compelling enough to pass the prelim-

inary phase, the functionality produces the repealment of the argument. On the other hand, 

for those who are able to utilize the laws of distribution, the functionalities are what enables 

the mobilisation of the critical mass. This brings us to the next section on capital, where this 

will be elaborated. 

4.2.3 Capital 

In the section above, we described how the need for at critical mass is inherent in both offline 

and online technologies of activism. In continuation with this, it stood out in the dispositif 

of activism that for an activist to procure a critical mass of support towards a cause, the 

instigators of the act (that be individuals or groups) needed a degree of capital. This capital 

could be either monetary, social or any other sort of capital - what kind of capital needed was 

determined by the particular cause. 
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This need for capital does not present itself in the same manner in online activism. As noted 

in the section on critical mass, certain technological advancements of the online sphere 

changes the need for capital. This does not mean that an instigator of online activism needs 

no sort of capital, however, earlier demands for a being a strong social figure or having access 

to large funds no longer applies in the same sense. In the case study, we saw how the majority 

of the posts that made it to the front page was written by many different users, and further-

more, a lot of these users had not previously written posts that had appeared on the front 

page. This underlines the point that the needed capital is no longer of a social or monetary 

nature. The type of capital now demanded seem to be knowledge - a particular kind of 

knowledge. Knowledge of the technological possibilities in the online sphere and knowledge 

of how to shape arguments that can procure a lot of attention in a short time is now the 

capital needed in order for the instigator to mobilize a critical mass of supporters towards a 

cause. It could be argued that knowledge about SOPA/PIPA was critical for the activists in 

our case study, but in the case of the internet, knowledge about a certain topic becomes less 

necessary. To clarify, a consequence of the internet is the almost unlimited flow of infor-

mation, which has led to what Qvortrup coins as the hyper complex society. In this diagnosis, 

he argues that the basic challenge in society is not to get access to as much information as 

possible, but to deal with a massive information overload (Qvortrup, 2000). In other words, 

gatekeepers in terms of distribution and moderation of information become the crucial re-

source to avoid information paralysation. Consequently, the ability to sort, angle and dis-

tribute knowledge becomes an increasingly important type of capital for the activist in order 

to instigate social mobilisation.  

4.2.4 Time and space 

The last factor of the dispositif of activism that emerged in the examination of the offline 

technologies of activism was that time and place had played a vital part. In order for the 

activist to participate it became an evident prerequisite that the activist was, in fact, present 

in both time and space. This imposed some practical limitations upon the activist and also 

installed an implicit bar for the maximum amount of participants in an effort of activism. 

This seems to change on every level in online activism. As the efforts are online, activists 

from all over the world could participate at any time. This changes the phenomenon from 

something unfolding in a secluded timeframe into something with fewer bounds - to some 

extent on the issue of time, but especially physically. Søren Schultz Hansen explores the el-

ements of time-related and physical presence in a world that is both online and offline at the 

same time (Hansen, 2011). He introduces a shift from the the danish word ‘tilstedeværelse’ 

(presence) to ‘tiltideværelse’ (translates roughly into: time-related presence). According to 
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Hansen, as the users of the online media has a constant online presence, there is no point in 

discussing the level of physical presence as the boundaries between offline and online di-

minishes. Instead, what becomes the key factor is tiltideværelsen - the timing of the effort. 

As the efforts towards forming an opposition towards SOPA/PIPA unfolded on a somewhat 

prolonged period of time, the timing, in this case, became less important - the activist could 

easily become part of the debate by participating in the commentary track of a post two days 

after it was submitted. That being said, a certain aspect of time did adhere to the efforts as 

obviously the activists indeed needed to be virtually present in the exact timeframe, however, 

short or long.  

These new conditions for time and space change the role of the activist. In the offline tech-

nologies, the physical presence of the activist was vital for the effect of the effort. In online 

activism, the effort is devised in the online sphere, and this enables the activist to participate 

from anywhere thus not constraining the activists only to participate when they are able to 

be physically present. 

4.3 Chapter summary  
In order for us to formulate an answer to the overall research question, the purpose of chap-

ter 4 was to investigate the similarities and differences between online activism and the gen-

esis of activism as a phenomenon. Furthermore, we wanted to extrapolate how these differ-

ences affect the role of the activist. 

In section 4.1 we compared the findings of the two previous chapters. We were able to estab-

lish that the technologies applied in the opposition against SOPA/PIPA to a large extend 

stands on the shoulders of the technologies, who previously shaped the phenomenon.  We 

concluded that our case study showed multiple cases of continuities, where technologies 

were used online in the same manner as offline. At the same time, a set of discontinuities 

stood out, especially regarding the conditions that the technologies produce for the activist. 

In section 4.2 we investigated these conditions on a more abstract level. Drawing upon the 

findings of section 2.6 - the dispositif of activism, we extrapolated how the differences be-

tween the technologies of online and offline activism affect the subject position offered to 

the activist in online activism. This was done by exploring what role the defining factors from 

the dispositif of activism play in relationship with online activism.  

In the section on Risk, we concluded that online activism seems to be somewhat risk-free. 

Furthermore, we argue that there seem to be more risk connected with reluctance than with 

participation and hence, risk becomes an instigating factor and not a constraining factor. 
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In the section on Critical mass, we concluded that the challenge of the critical mass is still a 

constituting factor, but the nature of the factor has changed. The power law distribution 

constitutes the challenge as an initial struggle for the activist more than an on-going struggle. 

In the section on Capital, it was concluded that earlier demands for being a strong social 

figure or having access to large funds no longer applies in the same sense. The type of capital 

now demanded is knowledge. 

Finally in the section on Time and space, we were able to conclude that unlike in offline 

activism, where there is strong need for timely physical presence, in online activism, the ef-

fort is devised in the online sphere, and this enables the activist to participate from anywhere 

thus not constraining the activists only to participate when they are able to be physically 

present. 

Overall we can conclude that online activism resembles the offline technologies in many 

ways, but that there are some key differences, especially on the conditioning factors for the 

role of the activist. As a consequence, the subject position of the activist is transformed. 
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Dear reader,  

As we adhere to the constructivist research tradition, the apex of our research is to extrapo-

late new understandings of the phenomenon at hand. We insist that “new understandings” 

should be interpreted within our epistemological view, namely that we extrapolate a new 

theoretical gaze or sight of the phenomenon of online activism. Thus, it is pivotal for us to 

abstain from reduction and simplification of the phenomenon. We do not present our un-

derstandings as being the ultimate or final truth, but only understandings that can condition 

and refine the academic understanding of online activism. 

However, we believe that with our comprehensive analysis in mind, we are able to suggest 

and discuss a set of implications. Furthermore, as we believe the existing academic research 

on online activism to have a somewhat reductionist approach, we feel compelled to present 

certain perspectives that call for further research as they emerge from our analysis.  

 5.1 Contingency 
One significant finding in our study of online activism is that the phenomenon seems to be 

very contingent. By contingent, we mean, that it is unpredictable whether the action of online 

activism will cause any effect on political change and further, how the efforts will transform 

and take shape following the initial instigation of activism. As we have shown, a series of 

rather unplanned and undirected actions eventually led to what has been described as the 

most significant display of online activism in history. 

This implies that there is no “right way” of conducting online activism - as the phenomenon 

emerges in the case study, it becomes difficult to strategize the effort.   

Drawing on the terminology of Laclau, it could be put as though a hegemonic battle about 

the nature of the strategies in the phenomenon is currently taking place, in which different 

moments are continuously competing as floating signifiers - in other words, you could say 

that the phenomenon has yet to settle. This means, that “online activism” is still emergent 

and to be, in a sense that the way it presents itself in the social is very contingent and still 

not sedimented. Due to the nature of distributed moderation, the systematization of the re-

sistance against SOPA/PIPA was more unpredictable and random than for instance other 

forms of activism such as the strike, which for instance in a Danish context is both predicta-

ble in terms of when and why to ‘apply’. This has implicit constituting effects on the outcome 

of the effort. As strike is highly strategized, almost institutionalized even, the effort often has 
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a more certain outcome. This does not apply to online activism which, as noted above, is still 

contingent and where neither form nor effect is a certain factor. Furthermore, it is notewor-

thy how out of the 258 posts that reached the front page of reddit, 223 of those were submit-

ted by users who had never previously appeared on the front page. The action, to some 

extend, consisted of ideas from more or less random individuals. Each idea of a possible 

application was up for negotiation and could possibly be involved in the effort, as no clear 

hegemony about the nature of the technologies applied in online activism has been estab-

lished.  

Thus, this observation implies a paradox: on the one hand, online activism is both directed 

and undirected at the same time. 

Consequently, it can be concluded that it is nearly impossible to derive, whether or not online 

activism will have an effect on political decision-making processes, and furthermore, it 

seems impossible to assess whether or not a certain attempt to mobilize support towards a 

cause will be fruitful. We suggest that the effects and the nature of online activism has to be 

studied further and on a case-by-case basis. 

5.2 Online and offline 
A dominant position in regards to the subject position as it is conditioned in online activism 

is what has been coined as ‘slacktivism’. As shown previously in the literature review in sec-

tion 0.3, several scholars argue that online activism differs substantially from offline activ-

ism, by not achieving anything. 

More recently, Anna Meera Gaonkar and Tarek Omar argued in the Danish newspaper Poli-

tiken, that “(…) online petitions and tsunamis of likes on social media doesn’t create sub-

stantial political change. The masses have to get back to the streets!” (pol.dk/3438823)  

We believe that this is a dangerous conclusion to draw and a drastic simplification of the 

phenomenon, as it is seemingly based on analogies and singular events, where substantial 

political change was not achieved. Or events, where the activists seemingly had such a low 

degree of involvement in the situation, that they subscribe to causes that might even be fic-

tive as seen in the case of opposition against the demolition of the Stork Foundation in Co-

penhagen. 

We recognize that online activism in certain cases achieves great mobilisation without any 

substantial effect on political decisions. However, if you accept this as an indicator for the 

potential of the phenomenon, it could be re-applied to many cases of offline activism which 
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didn’t obtain substantial results either. This was the case in another Copenhagen-based in-

cident, as we saw how, in spite of 100.000 protesters during COP15, their influence on the 

outcome was moderate, to put it mildly.   

We acknowledge that activism can be insignificant, both in an offline and online context. But 

when scholars insist on reducing online activism to something insignificant in terms of po-

litical decision making, we argue that they disrespect the critical potential embedded in this 

new frontier. We would like to encourage future research on this phenomenon, but also 

stress that scholars, who reduce online activism to something insignificant, will lose 

substantial potential for the exploration of future research on activism as phenomenon. The 

nature of this new frontier deserves more attention than a simplistic focus on the immediate 

effects.  

5.3 Political participation and the new subject position 
Another implication of our study is based on the differences between application of technol-

ogies of activism as they are applied in online activism and offline activism respectively. As 

we suggest in the previous chapter, the difference between these two modes of activism can 

primarily be identified in the factors affecting the subject, rather than the technology itself. 

As our study implies, a key dissimilarity between offline and online activism concerns the 

possibilities of sanctions. In acts of online activism, the physical well-being of the activist is 

less at stake than when the effort is conducted on the streets. Although there is still a degree 

of risk present, in the form of e.g. surveillance, there is less risk connected with actions of 

the online activists as they express their political concerns and instigate activism, than with 

the acts of their offline counterparts. What we specifically found in the case study concerning 

reddit was an added safety in terms of representation through pseudonyms, an additional 

safeguard for the individual activist. We found that this also diminished another risk, that of 

social extortion for minorities with opposing views. Putnam argued in his work “Bowling 

Alone: America’s declining social capital”, that diminishing political participation and in-

volvement could be explained by a declining social capital, which he defines as “(…) connec-

tions among individuals – social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthi-

ness that arise from them” (Putnam, 2000, 19). Our research implies a counter-argument 

to this view. By having low costs of participation, independency of physical presence, lower 

risk of sanctions, easier modes of coordination and better information flow, online activism 

conditions new opportunities for increased political participation. However, as we discussed 

in section 5.2, online activism has yet to settle as a phenomenon. This means that to assert 

something definite on the phenomenon and the opportunities it procures might still be too 
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early. With justification in our analysis, we can ascertain that it conditions new opportunities 

for increased political participation, but at the same time, we must not ignore the risk that 

the phenomenon itself could undermine its own critical potential. As more people gain easier 

access to modes of activism, the risk of dilution in the form of slacktivism could be articu-

lated. Hence, the argument that an overall dilution of the phenomenon is a possibility and 

that such a dilution would lead to an undermining of the critical potential to reactivate the 

political cannot be dismissed without further research. 
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6.1 Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis was to examine how the new frontier for activism, known as online 

activism and seen in the resistance towards SOPA/PIPA, affects the conditioning factors for 

the role of the activist. 

We were initially intrigued to find an answer to what had changed – was there any differ-

ences from the previous forms of activism, and what were the potential future prospects? 

More specifically, we were intrigued to answer how activism as a social phenomenon is 

changed by the technologies applied, and how the relationship between technology and ac-

tivist is affected. Thus, the overall research question for our thesis was: 

How does the new frontier for activism - activism online -, as seen in the resistance to-

wards SOPA/PIPA, affect the conditioning factors for the role of the activist? 

In order to answer the overall research question, we chose to deploy three subquestions. In 

combination, the answers to the three sub questions comprise an answer to the overall re-

search question. In addition, they encompasses our analytical strategy. 

The first subquestion sought to shed light over the historical conditioning of activism as 

phenomenon. In chapter one we analysed through which means and methods activism pre-

viously occurred, and how this constituted the phenomenon. Our analysis shows five broad 

historical tendencies in the application of technologies. Starting with propaganda, we con-

clude a remarkable development from single-man propaganda to increasingly larger and 

better-organized actors. Consequently, an increasing amount of different capital forms is 

required of the activist. Second, we explore intervention as technology, and remark a break 

in the usage, from a display of political stance to a comprehensive attempt to dis-enable 

agents, when the established decision-making channels apparently fail. Moving on to boy-

cott as technology, we conclude a development has taken place, moving from social to 

economic boycott. Fourth, we assess the technology of strike, which has become an increas-

ingly institutionalized technology. Finally, we conclude that the technology of procession of-

ten is used in addition to other forms of activism, such as strike or petition. The technology 

is in addition characterized by limited moderation, leading to explosive development, that 

often ends as unorganisable in effect. 

To answer how the technologies have constituted the phenomenon, we conclude that tech-

nologies shape the dispositive of activism. We conclude that the individuals are provided 
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certain subject positions, where certain characteristics dominate in terms of the relationship 

between subject and technology. First of all, critical mass or opportunity. Second, risk di-

rectly and indirectly. Third, time and space. Fourth and final, capital - either ethos, economic 

or social. 

The aim of the second subquestion was to grasp the concept of a new frontier of online ac-

tivism and the technologies applied in the case of online resistance against SOPA/PIPA. In 

chapter two, we rhetorically began with the questions of what was at stake, who was involved, 

where and when did it take place, and finally and most important, how? First, we established 

that SOPA/PIPA pose a threat to the architecture of the internet, to constitutional rights and 

to freedom of speech. Through big data analysis, we conclude that ten actors are in the centre 

of the online attention-network of SOPA/PIPA, with more 85 per cent of the amount of in-

linkages, with reddit as the most connected. Through longitudinal data, we established a 

timeline of important online events on reddit and their respective magnitude related to me-

dia and congressional actions.  

In conclusion, the users on reddit initiated multiple actions in opposition to SOPA/PIPA, 

such as petitions, blackouts, boycotts, processions in the form of meme culture and propa-

ganda. In addition, we conclude that the emergence and application of technologies is 

characterised by contingency and hegemonic battles between users. 

In the third and final subquestion, we investigated the similarities and differences between 

online activism and the genesis of activism as a phenomenon. We conclude, that online ac-

tivism resembles the offline technologies in many ways, but that there are some key differ-

ences, especially on the conditioning factors for the role of the activist.  

Thus, to conclude and answer our grand research question, we argue that role of the activists 

is changed by the nature of the emerging phenomenon of online activism. In conclusion, we 

argue that the subject position of the activist is transformed, especially in regard to four key 

aspects of the relationship between subject and technology. These factors are:  

1. Risk, which we conclude to be somewhat risk-free in online activism. Furthermore, 

we argue that there seem to be more risk connected with reluctance than with par-

ticipation and hence, risk becomes an instigating factor and not a constraining factor. 

2. Critical mass, which we conclude to still be a constituting factor, but with a change 

to the nature of mobilization. The power law distribution constitutes the challenge 

as an initial struggle for the activist more than an on-going struggle. 
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3. Capital, which we conclude to have a shifting demand away from strong social fig-

ures and funds towards a new demand for knowledge distribution.   

4. Time and space, which we conclude to be unlike offline activism.  In online activism, 

the effort is devised in the online sphere, and this enables the activist to participate 

from anywhere thus not constraining the activists only to participate when they are 

able to be physically present. 

However, our research also shows that the phenomenon has yet to settle. By this we mean, 

that online activism is still emergent and to be, in a sense that the way it presents itself in 

the social is very contingent and still not sedimented. Thus, we encourage continued re-

search on the topic as there is yet much to uncover.  
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Appendix 1: Media sources Us Media 
Below is the media sources used for the crawl of stories related to SOPA / PIPA 

 

1. BBC 
2. CBS News 
3. CNET 
4. CNN 
5. Daily Mail 
6. Daily Telegraph 
7. Examiner.com 
8. FOX News 
9. Forbes 
10. Guardian 
11. Huffington Post 
12. LA Times 
13. MSNBC 
14. New York Times 
15. Newsweek 
16. Reuters 
17. San Francisco Chronicle 
18. TIME.com 
19. The Boston Globe 
20. The Daily News New York 
21. The New York Post 
22. USA Today 
23. Wall Street Journal 
24. Washington Post 
25. BBC 
26. BuzzFeed - Latest 
27. CBS News 
28. CNET 
29. CNN 
30. Chicago Tribune 
31. Daily Mail 
32. Daily Telegraph 
33. Dallas Morning News 
34. Engadget 
35. Examiner.com 
36. Gawker 
37. Guardian 
38. Houston Chronicle 
39. Huffington Post 
40. LA Times 
41. MSNBC 
42. Mashable! 
43. NPR : National Public Radio 
44. New York Times 
45. Salon.com 
46. San Francisco Chronicle 
47. TIME.com 
48. TechCrunch 
49. The Atlantic Monthly 
50. The Boston Globe 
51. The Daily Beast 
52. The Daily News New York 
53. The New York Post 
54. US News & World Report 
55. Vox 
56. Washington Post 
57. al.com 
58. bleacherreport.com 
59. businessinsider.com 
60. elitedaily.com 
61. foxnews.com 
62. freep.com 
63. independent 
64. m.vice.com 
65. mic.com 

66. mlive.com 
67. nbcnews.com 
68. news-yahoo 
69. nj.com 
70. slate.com 
71. theblaze.com 
72. themirror 
73. upworthy.com 
74. usatoday.com 
75. BuzzFeed - Latest 
76. CNET 
77. Eleven Warriors 
78. Engadget 
79. FactCheck.org 
80. FiveThirtyEight: Politics 

Done Right 
81. Gawker 
82. GigaOM 
83. Gothamist 
84. Grist | Environmental 

News, Commentary, Advice 
85. Huffington Post 
86. Mashable! 
87. Politico 
88. Re/code 
89. Salon.com 
90. Talking Points Memo 
91. TechCrunch 
92. The Daily Beast 
93. The Record - 

Hackensack,NJ 
94. Vox 
95. adn.com 
96. arstechnica.com 
97. bleacherreport.com 
98. blogs.indiewire.com 
99. businessinsider.com 
100. colorlines.com 
101. dailycaller.com 
102. dnainfo.com 
103. globalpost.com 
104. grantland.com 
105. livescience.com 
106. m.vice.com 
107. mic.com 
108. minnpost.com 
109. mintpressnews.com 
110. mongabay.com 
111. newsone.com 
112. opensecrets.org 
113. pitchfork.com 
114. popmatters.com 
115. propublica.org 
116. qz.com 
117. slate.com 
118. texastribune.org 
119. theawl.com 
120. thebiglead.com 
121. thebolditalic.com 
122. theintercept.com 
123. theroot.com 
124. watchdog.org 
125. Comment is free- A 

Guardian Blog 
126. - BASIL & SPICE 

BREAKING NEWS 
127. -= NONE SO BLIND =- 
128. 22MOON.COM 

129. 24thState 
130. 4international 
131. A Brief History… 
132. A Conservative Teacher 
133. A DC Observer 
134. A Political Season 
135. AAA-Fund Blog 
136. ADF Alliance Alert » news 

from the frontlines of the 
culture war 

137. AN ANGRY DAKOTA 
DEMOCRAT 

138. ARRA News Service 
139. Ablogination 
140. Alan Bedenko | 

WNYmedia.net 
141. Alaskan Librarian 
142. Albany Watch 
143. All Da King's Men — 
144. American Conservative 

Perspective by Conservative 
Pundit 

145. American Power 
146. American Ranger 
147. American Red Tory 
148. Amy Ridenour's National 

Center Blog - A 
Conservative Blog 

149. Anand Gopal 
150. And So I Go: Yesterday, 

Today and Tomorrow 
151. Anderson Cooper 360: - 

CNN.com Blogs 
152. Andy Worthington 
153. Angry White Dude 
154. Angry in the Great White 

North 
155. Anti-Mullah 
156. Antiwar.com Blog 
157. Antony Green's Election 

Blog 
158. Applesauce 
159. ArchPundit 
160. Article Noodle | Article 

Know How | Content 
Submission and Directory 

161. Atlas Shrugs 
162. Attorney In Immigration 
163. Author's Diary - Raul 

Ramos y Sanchez 
164. Ayn Rand Contra Human 

Nature 
165. BAYAN USA: Bagong 

Alyansang Makabayan (New 
Patriotic Alliance) 

166. BOVARD 
167. Balkinization 
168. Bay Buzz 
169. Bayou Renaissance Man 
170. Bearing Drift 
171. Beltway Confidential | 

Political News Blog | 
Washington Examiner 

172. Betsy's Page 
173. Between The Lines 
174. Bible News Today 
175. Big Dan's Big Blog 
176. Big Dogs House 
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177. Black Politics on the Web 
178. Blog Home | People For the 

American Way Blog 
179. Blog for Iowa :: Main Page 
180. Blog of Mass Destruction — 
181. Blog « Restore Fairness 
182. BlogCabin.net 
183. Blogger: Login to read 
184. Blogging Mothers Magazine 
185. Blogs For Victory 
186. Blogs | NDN 
187. Bloodthirsty Liberal 
188. Blue Collar Muse 
189. Blue Collar Philosophy 
190. Blue Hog Report: 

Arkansas's Source for 
Progressive Politics 

191. Blue Wave News 
192. BlueRidgeForum 
193. Bluegrass Pundit 
194. Bluestem Prairie 
195. Booman Tribune 
196. Boudica BPI Weblog | Pro 

Freedom, Pro American, 
Pro Troops 

197. Brain Shavings 
198. Brains and Eggs 
199. Brian Griffiths 
200. Britannica Blog 
201. Broward Politics | Sun 

Sentinel Blogs 
202. CALIFORNIA LIST - a 

political network to elect 
Democratic women to 
California state government 

203. CAUSA 
204. CNN Political Ticker: All 

politics, all the time - Blogs 
from CNN.com 

205. COACHEP 
206. Caffeinated Thoughts 
207. California Ripple Effect 
208. Camp Campaign - Politics 

from All Sides 
209. Campus Progress 
210. Capital Gains and Games | 

Washington, Wall Street 
and Everything in Between 

211. Capitol Watchblog 
212. Carolina Politics Online 
213. Carter's Second Term 
214. Cary Nickel's Worth 
215. Cassy Fiano 
216. Cato Unbound 
217. Censored Whig Letters 
218. Chicagoan's Conservative 

Chronicles | 
219. Citizen WElls 
220. Collins Report 
221. Commentary 
222. Commentary by David A. 

Love 
223. Comments from Left Field 
224. Committees of 

Correspondence 
225. Common Stock Not 
226. Connecticut Commentary: 

Red Notes from a Blue State 
227. Connor's Conundrums | 

Politics, Philosophy, 
Religion, and Other 
Conundrums 

228. Conscientious Equity 

229. Conservative Blog - 
Charlotte Conservative 
News CCN 

230. Conservative Dialysis 
231. Conservative News and 

Opinion | THE HOT 
JOINTS 

232. Conservative Outpost 
233. Constitutionalert 
234. Constitutionclub.org | - – 

Welcome to The 
Constitution Club – - A 
group blog… 

235. Contrarian Commentary 
236. County Fair | Media Matters 

for America 
237. Covering Florida 
238. Cracker Squire 
239. Creating Orwellian World-

view by Machiavellianism a 
blog by Alaphiah 

240. Criminal Justice | 
Change.org 

241. Crosblog 
242. Crush Liberalism 
243. Cup O' Joel 
244. DREAMActivist.org | Home 
245. Daily Kos: State of the 

Nation 
246. DaytonOS 
247. Dead Fish Swimming 
248. Dead Lawyer 
249. Deafening Silence 
250. Deanna’s Ramblings 
251. Deceived World 
252. Defend Rights Now 
253. Defense Mechanism 
254. Defining the Moderate Arab 

Voice 
255. Democracy for Delaware 
256. Democratic Underground 
257. Democrats.com | The 

Aggressive Progressives! 
258. Desert Conservative 
259. Desertpeace 
260. Deus Ex Machina -- God 

from the Machine 
261. DickMorris.com 
262. Dissecting Leftism 
263. Doctor Bulldog & Ronin 
264. Don Emmerich's Peace Blog 
265. Don Vandergriff 
266. Don’t Get Me Started… 
267. Doug Wead The Blog 
268. Doug's Views 
269. DownWithTyranny! 
270. Dre's Opinion 
271. Dream a little dream . . . 
272. DreamsDontFade 
273. Dump Michele Bachmann 
274. Dyneslines 
275. EMILY's List: Newsroom 
276. EarthFrisk Blog 
277. Elephants in the Blue Grass 
278. Encounter Books 
279. Enduring America 
280. EnviroKnow 
281. Error Theory 
282. Est Quod Est 
283. FASCISM -- "9-11" -- MIND 

CONTROL The Mother Of 
All Black Operations 

284. FairPolitics USA | 

285. Fairness & Accuracy In 
Reporting (FAIR) 

286. Faultline USA 
287. Feet in 2 Worlds · 

Immigration news · 
Immigration reform · 
Immigrant communities | 

288. Filipino Voices 
289. First Door on the Left 
290. FiveThirtyEight: Politics 

Done Right 
291. Flopping Aces 
292. Fort Wayne Observed 
293. Free Citizen 
294. Free Democracy 
295. Free Israel Now! 
296. Freedom Ain’t Free & Take 

Our Country Back 
297. Freedom's Lighthouse 
298. From the Left 
299. Future Majority | - blogging 

progressive youth politics 
300. G-L-O-R-I-A 
301. Gateway Pundit 
302. Gay Rights | Change.org 
303. Gene’s Blog: Problems in 

America — Solutions for 
America! 

304. Glen Meakem | 
Conservative Talk Show 
Host 

305. Glenn Greenwald - 
Salon.com 

306. Global Paradigms 
307. Good Politics Radio 
308. Goodtimepolitics 
309. Gospel of Jesus Christ, The 

Gift of Eternal Life 
310. Grand Divisions: News and 

Comment on TN Politics 
311. Grasping Reality with Both 

Hands 
312. Greenline: The AFSCME 

Blog 
313. Greenwich Roundup 
314. Greg Siskind on 

Immigration Law and Policy 
315. H4CBlog 
316. HISTORY MUSINGS… 

Bonnie K. Goodman 
317. HOWIEINSEATTLE 
318. HYSTERICAL RAISINS 
319. Half Empty 
320. Hard Astarboard 
321. Hard Starboard 
322. Health Care Reform Center 

| From the Publishers of the 
New England Journal of 
Medicine 

323. Heartfeldt Politics Blog - 
Politics Gets Personal - 
GloriaFeldt.com - Speaking 
Up 

324. Heat City - Hard news in the 
public interest from metro 
Phoenix 

325. Hennessy's View 
326. Hey Miller 
327. Hillary Is 44 
328. History Unfolding 
329. Hominid Views 
330. HoosierAccess 
331. Hope is Not a Foreign Policy 
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332. Hot Air 
333. Hotline On Call 
334. Houston Blogs: Prof13 
335. How Appealing 
336. How Conservatives Drove 

Me Away 
337. Hoystory 
338. Hummers & Cigarettes 
339. Hyscience 
340. Illegal Illegals | Home 
341. Illinois Reason 
342. Immigrant Rights | 

Change.org 
343. Immigration Impact 
344. Immigration Talk with a 

Mexican American 
345. Immigration: It's Our 

Community 
346. In General Counsel 
347. Independent Gay Forum - 

CultureWatch 
348. Independent Political 

Report 
349. Independent Research 

Network 
350. Independent Women's 

Forum - Inkwell 
351. Info Ink 
352. Inner 88 by Jason Clark 
353. Instant Runoff Voting in the 

United States 
354. Intercepts: Education 

Intelligence Agency 
355. Investigating Obama 
356. Invictus: A blog on U.S. 

Politics and the Fight 
Against Torture 

357. Iowa Political Alert 
358. Islam in Europe - 

Commentary by Snouck 
359. J O S H U A P U N D I T 
360. JG, Caesarea 
361. Jay Bookman Blog | ajc.com 
362. Jeff Poor's blog | 

NewsBusters.org 
363. Jeffrey A. Setaro — Political 

& Cultural Commentary 
with a Libertarian 
Conservative View. 

364. Jeh15′s Weblog 
365. Jo's Cafe 
366. Joe Scott: The Body Politic 
367. John Deeth Blog 
368. Journal - The Balance of 

Terror 
369. Judges on Merit 
370. Judicial Watch | Fighting 

corruption & promoting 
transparency in government 
through public education 
and use of the Freedom of I 

371. Jules Crittenden 
372. Just Above Sunset 
373. Just Average American» 

Discussing today's political 
and cultural issues 

374. Just a Random Thought. 
375. Justice Watch 
376. KICKIN' AND 

SCREAMIN'........... 
377. Katablog, a political kat, 

politics, life, liberty & 
pursuit of mice 

378. KeithHennessey.com | Your 
guide to American economic 
policy 

379. Kentucky Political Review 
380. Kevin Hoffberg's Blog 
381. Kevin Tracy 
382. Kicking the Anthill – Blog 
383. KnowThyNeighbor.org 
384. Konfusing Kancer 
385. LATICONOMICS 
386. Labour's biggest 

independent grassroots e-
network | LabourList.org 
2.0.2 | LabourList.org 

387. Lady Cincinnatus 
388. Lady Liberty Defended 
389. Lame Cherry 
390. LaurenceJarvikOnline 
391. Law of the Bad Premise 
392. Layabouting 
393. Lee Eldridge Blog | 

Commentary on Kansas City 
Chiefs, Kansas Jayhawks, 
Royals, Sports, NFL, 
Politics, Economics and 
Music. 

394. Lee Hernly 
395. Lefty Begone 
396. Lefty's Last Cry: Notre 

Dame Progressive 
Headquarters 

397. Let Freedom Ring 
398. Liberal Media Bias Exposed 

by IHateTheMedia.com 
399. Libertarian Leanings 
400. Libertarian Peacenik 
401. Libertarian Republican 
402. Liberty For All 
403. Liberty Juice — political 

news and commentary, 
current events, and 
common sense 

404. Liberty Maven: For Liberty, 
One Individual At A Time 

405. Liberty Pundits Blog 
406. Liberty Works 
407. Liberty’s Apothecary 
408. Life's Good Green 
409. LinknZona 
410. Lizas Welt 
411. Lost in the Ozone... 
412. LowDownCentral.com - 

Feature Article 
413. Lubbock Left 
414. LuisTeodoro.com 
415. Lynch at Large 
416. Lynn Sweet 
417. MASON CONSERVATIVE 
418. MUCKRAKER 
419. Machetera 
420. Mad Mad World 
421. Maine Owl 
422. Majority In Mississippi 
423. Malik Siraj Akbar writes 
424. Maloy Krishna Dhar 
425. Manifesto Joe's Texas Blues 
426. Marathon Pundit 
427. Mark Levin Fan 
428. Mark W. Rutherford's 

Electing Libertarians 
429. Marriage And Family 
430. Massachusetts Conservative 

Feminist | Ordinary: 

Degrees of Moderation and 
Sanity 

431. Matrix Rebellion: It's time 
to rebel 

432. Matt Zeitlin: Impetuous 
Young Whippersnapper 

433. Mazin’s Blog 
434. McClatchy blog: Nukes & 

Spooks 
435. McClatchy blog: Suits & 

Sentences 
436. Media Bias, Unreported 

News Stories, Media 
Hypocrisy 

437. Media Matters 
438. Mellon's Musings 
439. Merle Widmer's PEORIA 

WATCH 
440. Mexico Today 
441. MichaelFauntroy.com 
442. Michelle Malkin 
443. Michigan Truth Squad 
444. Middle East Perspectives by 

Rick Francona 
445. Middle East and Other 

Musings 
446. Middle East and Terrorism 
447. Mikey Likes It! 
448. Mike’s Meandering Mind 
449. Mind-Numbed Robot 
450. Mirror On America 
451. Moderate Moyer 
452. Moderate Observer 
453. Modern warfare and conflict 
454. Monicamemo.com 
455. Morbid Optimism Articles | 

Articles 
456. Mount Virtus 
457. Musings of a Vast Right-

Winger 
458. Muslims Against Sharia 

Blog 
459. My Humble Opinion 
460. My Personal Introspections 
461. NATIONALHOOSIER.COM 
462. NH INSIDER- Your Source 

for NH Politics - Press 
Releases 

463. Nakba, the Palestinian 
catastrophe (1948) 

464. Nan Hayworth for 
Congress: Official Campaign 
Blog 

465. Nancy's Niche 
466. National Coalition for 

History 
467. NeoMugwump 
468. New Age Deception - The 

Final Conflict 
469. New Appeal to Reason 
470. New Zeal 
471. News Copy, New York 
472. Nexium Online Cheap - We 

Always Offer Lowest Prices 
on Internet 

473. NextGenGOP.com | The 
Future of the Republican 
Party 

474. Nice Deb 
475. No More Mister Nice Blog 
476. NoelBagwell.com 
477. North Carolina and the Civil 

War 
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478. North Star Liberty 
479. NorthCoastBlog.com 
480. Northern BC Dipper 
481. Nuestra Vida, Nuestra Voz 
482. OPINION Blog | The Dallas 

Morning News (formerly 
DMN Daily) 

483. OPNTALK 
484. OSI Gazette 
485. Obsidian Wings 
486. Of Peace And Politics 
487. Oh Crap, I Have A Crush on 

Sarah Palin 
488. Ohio 15th District 
489. Ohio River, Left Bank, MP 

606 
490. Okie Funk: Notes From The 

Outback 
491. Old Atlantic Lighthouse 
492. Old Hickory's Weblog 
493. On The Hill 
494. On the Campaign Trail with 

Ed Tibbetts 
495. Once Upon a Time... 
496. One Citizen Speaking... 
497. Op-Toons 
498. Operation Reach B.L.A.C.K. 
499. Opinion Articles | Columns 

| OpEds | - Editorials on 
Top News Stories | 
Washington Examiner 

500. Opinione 
501. Out on a Lim 
502. Outside The Beltway | OTB 
503. PC Free Zone 
504. PERRspectives: Blog 
505. PG-Politics 
506. POLITICAL CAPITAL 
507. POLITICAL POLICY 
508. POLITICAL TRUTH-THE 

BLOG THAT ROCKS 
509. POLITICO MAFIOSO 
510. POOR PEOPLES 

CAMPAIGN | Internet 
Radio | Blog Talk Radio 

511. POPULAR PROGRESSIVE 
512. PUKHTUNKHWA TIMES 
513. Pajamas Media 
514. Pakistan Politics 

Entertainment Blogger 
Interviews Urdu Section 
Technology - The Pakistani 
Spectator 

515. Palin Twibe 
516. Part-Time Pundit by John 

Bambenek 
517. Passport - a blog by the 

editors of Foreign Policy 
518. Pax Parabellum 
519. Peace Action Blog 
520. Pejman Yousefzadeh | The 

New Ledger 
521. Pen and Sword 
522. Pensito Review 
523. Petrelis Files 
524. Philadelphia Freedom Blog 
525. Photon Torpedo Tube's Blog 
526. Piece Of Mind 
527. Pine Tree Politics 
528. Pitbull Patriots 
529. PoliLaw 
530. PoliPundit.com 
531. Policy Daddy Blog 

532. Political Byline 
533. Political Disgust: Are You 

Disgusted With Politics 
534. Political Irony › Humor and 

Hypocrisy from the World 
of Politics 

535. Political Junkie : NPR 
536. Political News - Local, 

National & World Politics | 
Washington Examiner 

537. Political Punch 
538. Political Truth and Fact 
539. Political Wonk, Charity 

Ronin & Oracle Hack 
540. PoliticalDerby 
541. Politicker NJ 
542. Politics K-12 - Education 

Week 
543. Politics on the Hudson 
544. Politik Ditto 
545. Pollster.com – Award 

Winning Analysis of Polls 
and Surveys 

546. Poly Ticks by Cyberian 
547. Pondering Penguin 
548. Popgun's World 
549. Porcupine Rim 
550. Post-Times-Sun-Dispatch 
551. PostPartisan - Quick takes 

by The Post's opinion 
writers 

552. Potomac Flacks 
553. PrawfsBlawg 
554. Principalities And Powers 
555. Progressive Pantheon 
556. Pronk Palisades 
557. Propaganda Buster 
558. Protect North Carolina 

Elections - Stop Instant 
Runoff Voting 

559. Public Policy Polling 
560. Public Reason · a blog for 

political philosophers 
561. Pundant.com 
562. REPUBLIKID | Libertarian 

Conservative Blog | News 
and Opinion 

563. RIREPUBLICAN.COM - 
Individual Liberty, Fiscal 
Conservatism, and Self-
Reliance 

564. RUTHLESS ROUNDUP 
565. Rabble Rouser Ruminations 
566. Rajmohandas's Blog 
567. Random Musings 
568. Raw Replay - Revisiting 

History 
569. Reaganite Republican 
570. RealClearPolitics - Politics 

Nation 
571. Reasoned Audacity 
572. Recursive Public 
573. Red Dog Report 
574. Red State Progressive 
575. Red, Green, and Blue - 

Environmental Politics from 
Across the Spectrum 

576. Redneck Liberal 
577. Redstate 
578. Reform Immigration For 

America 
579. Renaissance Ruminations 

580. Repairing the Healthcare 
System 

581. Republican Liberty Caucus 
Home 

582. Resurgence | Big Think 
583. Right From Left 
584. Right Wing Dog 
585. Right in a Left World 
586. Right on the Left Coast 
587. Right, Wing-Nut! 
588. Riley « Blogs | Political 

Blogs, Political Satire | 
Letters From Us 

589. Rock The Truth 
590. Rod 2.0:Beta 
591. Rogue Columnist 
592. Ron Paul .com 
593. Rossputin.com Rational 

Thinking About Our World 
594. RovinsWorld 
595. Rupee News 
596. Ruth's Report 
597. Ryan S. Walters 
598. S E N A T U S 
599. S.C. Politics Today 
600. SC Prog Blog 
601. SCOTUSblog 
602. SUNLIT UPLANDS 
603. SWJ Blog 
604. Samaritans Scalawags 

Scoundrels Fleecing the 
Sheep 

605. Sanity Sentinel 
606. ScaredMonkeys.Com 
607. Scragged 
608. ScrappleFace — News Fairly 

Unbalanced. We Report. 
You Decipher. 

609. Seeing Red AZ 
610. Self Evident Truths 
611. Sensen No Sen 
612. Sensico 
613. Shad Plank: The blog for 

Virginia politics 
614. Shada Kalo 
615. Shadow Government | 

FOREIGN POLICY 
616. Shallow Nation 
617. Shepherd’s Pi 
618. Shiro-Khorshid Forever - 

يد ش يروخور ش ا  د ت  اب
619. Shisaku 
620. Sister Toldjah 
621. Sixteen Small Stones 
622. Skepticians 
623. Slavens Says 
624. Smart v. Stupid 
625. Social Sense 
626. Some Things Just Need to 

be Said 
627. Some of Patrice Ayme’s 

Thoughts 
628. Sonoran Alliance: Arizona 

Politics for Conservatives 
629. South Dakota War College 
630. St. Louis Oracle 
631. Start Thinking Right 
632. State News Shot 
633. State of the Day 
634. Stephen Kruiser 
635. SteveHartFlorida...Down 

Yonder, FL. 
636. Stubborn Liberal 
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637. Sublime Bloviations 
638. Surf Putah 
639. TEA PARTY PLEDGE - 

Your clearing house for Tea 
Party Hypocrisy – and host 
of the pledge for Tea 
Partiers! 

640. THE CURRENT 
641. THE MILITANT 

JEFFERSONIAN 
642. THE PEOPLE OF 

PAKISTAN 
643. THE TYGRRRR EXPRESS 
644. THE iLLINOIS OBSERVER 
645. TPMCafe 
646. TRAIL BLAZERS Blog | 

dallasnews.com 
647. Taegan Goddard's Political 

Wire 
648. Take Down The Flag 
649. Take Our Country Back 
650. Taking the Initiative: Carl 

Pope's Blog - Sierra Club 
651. Talk Wisdom 
652. Talking Points Memo 
653. TargetRichEnvironment 
654. Taylor Marsh 
655. Teacher Beat - Education 

Week 
656. Team America's 10th 

District Blog 
657. Texas for Sarah Palin 
658. Text & History 
659. The 'Skeeter Bites Report 
660. The ActBlue Blog 
661. The AfPak Channel | 

FOREIGN POLICY 
662. The Agonist | thoughtful, 

global, timely 
663. The American Conservative 
664. The American Sector 
665. The Anglican Communion 

Institute, Inc. 
666. The Audacious Epigone 
667. The Belgravia Dispatch 
668. The Black Iris of Jordan 
669. The Blago Blog 
670. The Bleeding Heart Show 
671. The Blogland of Earl Capps 
672. The Blue Voice 
673. The COFFEE SHOP 
674. The Cable | FOREIGN 

POLICY 
675. The Campaign Manager 
676. The Campaign Spot - 

National Review Online 
677. The Conservative Reform 

Network Blog 
678. The Constitutionalist Today 
679. The Cool Hot Center 
680. The Cranky Conservative 
681. The Cynical Libertarian 
682. The Democratic Daily 
683. The Democratic Party 
684. The Democratic Strategist 
685. The Distant Ocean 
686. The E. SAN JUAN, Jr. 

Archive 
687. The Fix - Chris Cillizza’s 

politics blog on 
washingtonpost.com 

688. The Fold Blog: Political, 
Social & Sometimes Sports 
Commentary 

689. The Freedom Fighter's 
Journal 

690. The Gavel 
691. The Hankster 
692. The Hedgehog Report 
693. The Huffington Riposte 
694. The Immoral Minority 
695. The Left Shue 
696. The Liberal Curmudgeon 
697. The Liberal Doomsayer 
698. The Liberal Lie, The 

Conservative Truth 
699. The Liberty Tree Lantern 
700. The Locust Fork News-

Journal 
701. The Long Goodbye 
702. The Long War Journal 
703. The Looking Spoon: A 

Conservative Humor, Satire 
and Commentary Blog 

704. The Marc Chamot Report 
705. The Maritime Sentry 
706. The Matrix: For Real 
707. The Monkey Cage 
708. The New Replublic 
709. The Note 
710. The Oakland Press Blogs: 

Skoop's Blog 
711. The Observer 
712. The Open House Project 
713. The Opinion Blog 
714. The Ostroy Report 
715. The Other Club 
716. The Otter Limits 
717. The Pace | The YDA Blog 
718. The Pajama Pundit | 

Liberal. Conservative. 
Pajamas. 

719. The Piping Shrike 
720. The Political Panorama 
721. The Political Spectrum 
722. The Recliner Commentaries 
723. The Reid Report 
724. The Republic of Dave 
725. The Right Standard 
726. The Rose Report | The Rose 

Institute of State and Local 
Government 

727. The Rutherford Lawson 
Blog 

728. The Shark Tank 
729. The Situation Report 
730. The Source 
731. The South Chicagoan 
732. The Swamp 
733. The Swine Line 
734. The THINK 3 INSTITUTE 
735. The Texas Blue 
736. The TexasFred Blog 
737. The Third Way: Finding 

Balance In Mideast Analysis 
738. The Trench 
739. The Two-Fisted Quorum 
740. The UFO Iconoclast(s) 
741. The US Report - The US 

Report 
742. The Virginian 
743. The Water is Poison 
744. The White Rabbit 

Cult...Drink The Kool-Aid :: 

The Best 2010 Political 
Humor and Satire on 
President Obama, Vice 
President Biden, 

745. The iPINIONS Journal 
746. The musings of a libertarian 

newspaper columnist 
747. Think Progress 
748. Thinklets 
749. Third Base Politics 
750. This Old State 
751. Thomas Jefferson Club Blog 
752. Though Cowards Flinch 
753. Thoughts Of A Conservative 

Christian 
754. Three Wise Men 
755. TomKnighton.com 
756. Total Buzz 
757. TrishAndHalli.com 
758. True News from 

ChangeNYC.Org 
759. Try 2 Focus 
760. Tx Capitol Report 
761. US for Palin 
762. Under the Mountain Bunker 

& Coffee Shop 
763. United We Stand 

(Kentucky's Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual, and Transgender 
News) 

764. Uptown Politics 
765. Valentine Bonnaire 
766. Valley Free Radio » WXOJ-

LP 103.3 FM | 
Northampton, 
Massachusetts 

767. Veritas Rex 
768. Villainous Company 
769. Virginia Politics Blog - 

Virginia Political News & 
Notes 

770. Virginia Shooting Sports 
Association 

771. Virtual Jungle 
772. Voice For Liberty in Wichita 

— Individual liberty, limited 
government, and free 
markets in Wichita and 
Kansas 

773. Voting Matters Blog 
774. WORLDWIDE LIBERTY 
775. Wake up America 
776. Washblog || Reality-based 

discourse on Washington's 
state 

777. Washington Labor & 
Employment Wire 

778. Washington Post Magazine 
779. Washington Wire - WSJ 
780. Waterbury Thoughts 
781. Weapons of Mass 

Discussion 
782. Welcome to Pottersville 2 
783. Welcome | Project on 

Middle East Democracy 
784. Western Journalism Center 
785. WesternFront America 
786. WhirledView 
787. Wolf Howling 
788. Wonk Room » Home Page 
789. Works and Days 
790. World Views 
791. Writings of Ryu 
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792. Yalla Peace/Yalla Salam 
793. You Are Dumb | Post-

Millennial Judgment and 
Retribution for the 
Information Age 

794. Young Democrats of 
Georgia 

795. Your Barack Obama News, 
College Grants & 
Scholarship Site 

796. Your Free Press 
797. ZERO ANTHROPOLOGY 
798. Zeal For Truth 
799. Zero Sheep 
800. Zippidy Doo Da 
801. blue oklahoma 
802. brianlee 
803. by Erik Soderstrom — 

SODERSTROME.COM 
804. democracyarsenal.org 
805. eXrai 
806. ecopolitology 

807. http://blogs.reuters.com/gl
obal/ 

808. http://blogs.reuters.com/pa
kistan/ 

809. http://doraville.org 
810. http://effinunsound.com 
811. http://nitpicker.blogspot.co

m/ 
812. http://therealrevo.com/blo

g/ 
813. http://toosmalltosucceed.w

ordpress.com/ 
814. http://world-o-

crap.com/blog/ 
815. http://www.noiraqwar-

chicago.org 
816. http://www.thehollywoodli

beral.com 
817. hunter of justice 
818. illiterate Electorate 
819. international 
820. iowahawk 

821. jobsanger 
822. latinopoliticsblog.com   
823. mangrumsNet | Welcome to 

our world. 
824. media girl | progressive, 

feminist, empowered 
825. media lizzy & friends 
826. politicalbetting.com 
827. rawlinson – us 
828. reflectivepundit 
829. shouting loudly 
830. slothropia.com 
831. swimming freestyle 
832. the cman blog 
833. the intersection 
834. thetorydiary 
835. unbrainwashed 
836. united colours of vruz 
837. workingimmigrants.com 

838. …gettingpaidtowatch
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Appendix 2: Network analysis top 20 values  
Download the full dataset with 1363 entries here: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6giozcmtd30cuci/Appendixe%20media%20links.xlsx?dl=0 

Site name In-
links 

indegr
ee 

outde
gree 

closnes
scentral
ity 

harmoni
cclosne
sscentr

ality 

betweenesscentralit
y 

modula
rity_cla
ss 

reddit 281 123 153 0,42 0,58 7.267.130.179.489.090 0 
Techdirt 337 117 64 0,49 0,47 13.308.923.605.633.000 10 
CNET 274 114 82 0,41 0,45 55.576.700.600.737.600 14 
americancensorship.org 192 108 1 0,24 0,36 16.206.451.574.380.400 18 
eff.org 277 106 43 0,41 0,47 624.606.198.255.598 10 
en.wikipedia.org 275 95 12 0,34 0,47 40.894.671.376.324.500 12 
Ars Technica 216 85 71 0,41 0,25 3.963.860.415.115.940 2 
judiciary.house.gov 130 64 0 0,00 0,33  -       2 
thehill.com 146 61 7 0,31 0,00 7.985.516.046.590.060 6 
Washington Post 144 57 61 0,41 0,46 24.741.597.279.093.500 10 
Politics 39 57 9 0,31 0,34 8.012.072.773.277.970 6 
opencongress.org 19 55 4 0,34 0,36 10.487.548.199.840.100 4 
Forbes 216 54 95 0,46 0,51 4.064.855.501.794.640 10 
torrentfreak.com 114 52 15 0,36 0,39 12.334.224.603.707.900 0 
New York Times 74 51 22 0,34 0,38 12.571.094.385.928.100 8 
Boing Boing 169 48 53 0,40 0,45 18.607.515.735.643.200 10 
Wired Top Stories 75 48 62 0,40 0,45 172.503.813.782.098 2 
Mashable! 178 47 63 0,38 0,43 14.996.060.665.903.800 18 
The White House 4 47 0 00,00,00 0,00 00.00 3 
TechCrunch 88 44 49 0,40 0,45 32.351.785.835.248.200 9 
fightforthefuture.org 5 39 0 00,00,00 0,00 00.00 9 
White House.gov Blog 
Feed 

9 38 0 00,00,00 0,00 00.00 7 

thomas.loc.gov 1 37 0 00,00,00 0,00 00.00 8 
The Huffington Post 71 35 72 0,44 0,49 3.325.405.693.412.280 0 
Gizmodo 29 33 13 0,35 0,38 6.261.051.325.814.100 5 
publicknowledge.org 26 33 5 0,34 0,36 882.050.781.968.576 14 

        

 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6giozcmtd30cuci/Appendixe%20media%20links.xlsx?dl=0
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Appendix 3: Reddit submissions and media articles 
This table is sorted by week. For a full insight on day-to-day, download our dataset here: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/p9b46o4vntucqrb/Congressional%20action.xlsx?dl=0 

WEEK Sentences in U.S. Media reddit submissions 

01/ 05/ 11  0  

08/05/11 18 7 

15/05/11 30 5 

22/05/11 29 6 

29/05/11 18 44 

05/06/11 8 12 

12/06/11 7 24 

19/06/11 42 17 

26/06/11 4 7 

03/07/11 10 10 

10/07/11 7 23 

17/07/11 5 5 

24/07/11 6 3 

31/07/11 16 4 

07/08/11 3 6 

14/08/11 4 5 

21/08/11 27 14 

28/08/11 1 6 

04/09/11 5 5 

11/09/11 3 4 

18/09/11 3 2 

25/09/11 2 5 

02/10/11 8 2 

09/10/11 9 6 

16/10/11 8 10 

23/10/11 67 61 

30/10/11 121 66 

06/11/11 51 56 

13/11/11 629 761 

20/11/11 268 347 

27/11/11 183 286 

04/12/11 197 264 

11/12/11 922 3594 

18/12/11 640 4371 

25/12/11 636 2412 

01/01/12 626 1592 

08/01/12 1284 4436 

15/01/12 8409 11879 

22/01/12 1415 2597 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/p9b46o4vntucqrb/Congressional%20action.xlsx?dl=0
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29/01/12 642 964 

05/02/12 360 523 

12/02/12 130 353 

19/02/12 125 239 

26/02/12 126 218 

04/03/12 110 168 

11/03/12 90 121 

18/03/12 58 132 

25/03/12 100 122 

01/04/12 177 401 

08/04/12 262 401 

15/04/12 341 150 

22/04/12 311 263 

29/04/12 152 42 
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Appendix 4: Congressional Action 

Date Action Status 

12/05/2011 PIPA is introduced Neutral 

12/05/2011 PIPA referred to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary Neutral 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Hatch (R-UT) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Franken (D-MN) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Klobuchar (D-MN) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Blumenthal (D-CT) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Coons (D-DE) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Kohl (D-WI) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Graham (R-SC) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Whitehouse (D-RI) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Feinstein (D-CA) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Schumer (D-NY) Support 

12/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Grassley (R-IA) Support 

12/05/2011 Senator Coons Issues Press Release in Support of PIPA Support 

12/05/2011 Senator Grassley Issues Press Release in Support of PIPA Support 

12/05/2011 Senator Hatch Issues Press Release in Support of PIPA Support 

23/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Blunt (R-MO) Support 

25/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Alexander (R-TN) Support 

26/05/2011 Senate Judiciary committee votes to move PIPA forward Neutral 

26/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Rubio (R-FL) Support 

26/05/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Gillibrand (D-NY) Support 

26/05/2011 Senator Leahy Issues Press Release in Support of PIPA Support 

09/06/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Corker (R-TN) Support 

15/06/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Boozman (R-AR) Support 

23/06/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Cochran (R-MS Support 

23/06/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Moran (R-KS) Support 

27/06/2011 PIPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Moran (R-KS) Opposition 

27/06/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Ayotte (R-NH) Support 

30/06/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Shaheen (D-NH) Support 

30/06/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Durbin (D-IL) Support 

05/07/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Hagan (D-NC) Support 

07/07/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Udall (D-NM) Support 

07/07/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Lieberman (I-CT) Support 

11/07/2011 Senator Durbin issues letter to constituent in support of PIPA Support 

13/07/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Cardin (D-MD) Support 

22/07/2011 Report filed by Senate Committee on the Judiciary Neutral 

25/07/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Bennet (D-CO) Support 

26/07/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: McCain (R-AZ) Support 

07/09/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Casey, Jr. (D-PA) Support 
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07/09/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Enzi (R-WY) Support 

23/09/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Nelson (D-FL) Support 

03/10/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Johnson (D-SD) Support 

17/10/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Landrieu (D-LA) Support 

19/10/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Bingaman (D-NM) Support 

20/10/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Brown (D-OH) Support 

26/10/2011 SOPA is Introduced Neutral 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Conyers, Jr. (D-MI) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Schiff (D-CA) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Terry (R-NE) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Bono Mack (R-CA) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Blackburn (R-TN) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Ross (R-FL) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Chabot (R-OH) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Deutch (D-FL) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Gallegly (R-CA) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Griffin (R-AR) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Berman (D-CA) Support 

26/10/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Goodlatte (R-VA) Support 

27/10/2011 Rep. Watt Issues Press Release in Support of SOPA Support 

27/10/2011 Rep. Goodlatte Issues Press Release in Support of SOPA Support 

31/10/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Menendez (D-NJ) Support 

02/11/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Isakson (R-GA) Support 

02/11/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Chambliss (R-GA) Support 

03/11/2011 Senator Hutchison issues letter to constituent regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

03/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Nunnelee (R-MS) Support 

03/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Marino (R-PA) Support 

03/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Amodei (R-NV) Support 

03/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: King (R-NY) Support 

03/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Wasserman Schultz (D-FL) Support 

03/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Bass (D-CA) Support 

03/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Carter (R-TX) Support 

03/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Watt (D-NC) Support 

04/11/2011 Rep. Sarbanes issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

07/11/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Vitter (R-LA) Support 

07/11/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Risch (R-ID) Support 

14/11/2011 Rep. Lofgren speaks out in opposition of SOPA during interview Opposition 

14/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Owens (D-NY) Support 

14/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Lujan (D-NM) Support 

14/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Scalise (R-LA) Support 

14/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Barrow (D-GA) Support 

15/11/2011 Senator Mikulski issues letter to constituent regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

17/11/2011 Rep. Ellison tweets opposition to SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

17/11/2011 Rep. Pelosi tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 
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17/11/2011 Rep. Stark issues letter to constituent opposing SOPA Opposition 

17/11/2011 Rep. Pelosi gives statement to The Wrap opposing SOPA Opposition 

17/11/2011 Rep. Issa gives statement to The Wrap opposing SOPA Opposition 

18/11/2011 Senator Nelson issues letter to constituent regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

21/11/2011 Rep. Hahn issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

28/11/2011 Rep. Schakowsky issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

30/11/2011 Rep. Rehberg issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA and PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

30/11/2011 Rep. Inslee issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

30/11/2011 Rep. Issa gives quote to Politico opposing SOPA Opposition 

30/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Chu (D-CA) Support 

30/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Holden (D-PA) Support 

30/11/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Larson (D-CT) Support 

01/12/2011 Rep. Smith Op-ed in National Review in support of SOPA Support 

02/12/2011 Rep. Polis issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

02/12/2011 Rep. Lofgren issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

02/12/2011 Rep. Eshoo issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

07/12/2011 Rep. Chaffetz opposes SOPA Opposition 

07/12/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Sherman (D-CA) Support 

07/12/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Baca (D-CA) Support 

12/12/2011 Rep. Schock issues statement to blogger Adam Bockler in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

12/12/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Cooper (D-TN) Support 

12/12/2011 New PIPA Co-Sponsor: Boxer (D-CA) Support 

12/12/2011 Senator Boxer issues statement to Hollywood Reporter supporting PIPA Support 

12/12/2011 Rep. Gingrey issues letter to constituent in support of SOPA Support 

13/12/2011 New SOPA Co-Sponsor: Quayle (R-AZ) Support 

14/12/2011 Senator Wyden gives quote to Wired in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

14/12/2011 Senator Paul creates http://dontcensorthenet.com and "Kill SOPA" online petition Opposition 

14/12/2011 Rep. Smith Op-ed in The Hill supporting SOPA and PIPA Support 

14/12/2011 Rep. Blackburn Op-ed in Roll Call supporting SOPA and PIPA Support 

14/12/2011 Senator Watt gives quote to Huffington Post in support of PIPA Support 

14/12/2011 Senator Lieberman gives quote to Huffington Post in support of PIPA Support 

14/12/2011 Senator Feinstein gives quote to Huffington Post in support of PIPA Support 

15/12/2011 Rep. Chaffetz tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

15/12/2011 Rep. Moran tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

15/12/2011 Rep. Jackson-Lee makes statement during House Judiciary committee markup of SOPA opposing SOPA Opposition 

15/12/2011 Rep. Deutch makes statement during House Judiciary committee markup of SOPA in support of SOPA Support 

15/12/2011 Rep. Smith makes statement during House Judiciary committee markup of SOPA in support of SOPA Support 

15/12/2011 Rep. Chu gives quote to SCPR in support of SOPA Support 

16/12/2011 Rep. Chaffetz makes Statement during House Judiciary committee markup of SOPA in opposition of 

SOPA 

Opposition 

16/12/2011 Rep. Sensenbrenner states opposition to SOPA Opposition 

16/12/2011 Senator Franken issues letter to constituent in support of PIPA Support 

16/12/2011 Senator McCain issues letter to constituent in support of PIPA Support 

17/12/2011 Senator Reid Motions for a cloture vote to proceed on a full vote for PIPA Neutral 
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17/12/2011 SOPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Quayle (R-AZ) Opposition 

17/12/2011 Senator Cantwell issues press release opposing PIPA Opposition 

17/12/2011 Senator Leahy issues press release in support of PIPA Support 

19/12/2011 Senator Moran issues press release in opposition of SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

20/12/2011 Rep. Thornberry responds to constituent in video chat regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

23/12/2011 Senator Paul issues letter to constituent in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

28/12/2011 Rep. Paul gives speech during campaign rally in Des Moines opposing SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

29/12/2011 Rep. Amash states opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

29/12/2011 Rep. Smith issues letter to Politico reaffirming support for SOPA and PIPA Support 

02/01/2012 Rep. Emerson posts a neutral tweet about SOPA Neutral 

03/01/2012 Rep. Larson reaffirms support for SOPA Support 

04/01/2012 Rep. LaTourette issues neutral letter to constituent regarding SOPA Neutral 

06/01/2012 Rep. Langevin issues statement to Politico in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

09/01/2012 Rep. Ryan issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

09/01/2012 Senator Lee issues press release in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

09/01/2012 Rep. Issa issues announcement in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

09/01/2012 Senator Kohl issues letter to constituent in support of PIPA Support 

11/01/2012 Rep. Westmoreland issues letter to constituent in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

11/01/2012 Rep. Polis issues letter to Riot Games CEO in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

12/01/2012 Rep. Farr issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

12/01/2012 Senator Murray issues letter to constituent regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

12/01/2012 Rep. McCollum issues letter to constituent in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

12/01/2012 Rep. Himes tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

12/01/2012 Senator Feinstein issues letter to constituent in support of PIPA Support 

13/01/2012 Senator Toomey opposes PIPA in interview Opposition 

14/01/2012 Senator Udall issues press release opposes PIPA Opposition 

15/01/2012 Rep. Griffith gives quote to Roanoke Times regarding his stance on SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

15/01/2012 Senator Reid supports PIPA in interview Support 

17/01/2012 Rep. Lowey issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

17/01/2012 Senator Lautenberg letter to constituent regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

17/01/2012 Rep. Pelosi gives quote to Politico regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

17/01/2012 Rep. Lewis gives quote to Politico regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

17/01/2012 Rep. Lungren gives quote to Politico regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

17/01/2012 Senator Menendez posts on Facebook regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

17/01/2012 Rep. Guinta states reservations about SOPA Neutral 

17/01/2012 Rep. Smith Announces SOPA markup is expected to resume Neutral 

17/01/2012 Rep. Ellison tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

17/01/2012 Senator Brown posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

17/01/2012 Senator Bennet posts opposition to PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

17/01/2012 Rep. McDermott posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

17/01/2012 Rep. Ryan posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

17/01/2012 PIPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Quayle (R-AZ) Opposition 

17/01/2012 Rep. Honda gives quote to Politico opposing SOPA Opposition 

17/01/2012 Rep. Speier states intention to co-sponsor OPEN Act as alternative to SOPA Opposition 
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17/01/2012 Rep. Courtney issues press release opposing SOPA Opposition 

17/01/2012 Rep. Hanabusa gives quote to CivilBeat stating concerns about SOPA Opposition 

17/01/2012 Senator Grassley supports PIPA in interview Support 

17/01/2012 Rep. Schiff gives quote to Politico supporting SOPA Support 

18/01/2012 Senator Lautenberg posts statement on Facebook regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Senator Collins posts statement on Facebook regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Senator Akaka posts statement on Facebook regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Quigley issues press release regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Stutzman posts on Facebook regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Napolitano posts on Facebook regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Senator McCaskill issues statement regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Noem tweets regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Senator Nelson speaks regarding SOPA in interview (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Smith speaks regarding SOPA in interview (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Senator Blumenthal speaks regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Womack posts regarding SOPA on Facebook (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Senator Udall posts regarding SOPA on Facebook (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Senator Murray tweets regarding SOPA and PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Meehan tweets regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Boehner gives quote to Reuters regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Gerlach issues press release regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Gerlach tweets regarding SOAP (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Meehan issues statement regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Duncan Jr. issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Inouye retweeted article regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

18/01/2012 Rep. Flake posts opposition SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Yoder posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Walsh tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. McCotter tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Rogers posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Marchant posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Pingree posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Gosar tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Inhofe posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Grijalva posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Clarke tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Coffman states opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Cravaack posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Kline states opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Paulsen posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Walz posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Senator Murkowski tweets opposition to PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Southerland tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Tsongas tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. McNerney states opposition to SOPA Opposition 
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18/01/2012 Rep. Biggert states opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Johnson states opposition to PIPA and SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Manzullo posts opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Thornberry posts opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Heinrich posts opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Turner tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Israel tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator DeMint posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Graves posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Connolly posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Rubio posts opposition to PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Hatch tweets opposition to PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Holt tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Miller issues press release reaffirming opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Moran tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Latta issues press release in opposition of SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Michaud tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Latham tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Gardner tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Rascrell Jr. posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Schrader issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Fortenberry tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Smith issues press release in opposition to SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Nugent issues press release in opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Merkley tweets opposition to SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Boozman posts opposition to PIPA and withdraws sponsorship on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Kirk issues press release in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Schakowsky tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Hultgren tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Baldwin issues press release in opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Price issues press release in opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Yarmuth tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Lee tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Lewis tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Kinzinger posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Holden posts opposition to PIPA and withdraws co-sponsorship on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. DeFazio posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012  Rep. Matheson issues press release in opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Begich posts opposition to PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Akin tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Degette posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Cornyn issues press release in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Ayotte posts opposition to PIPA on Facebook and withdrawal of co-sponsorship Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Vitter posts opposition to PIPA and SOPA on Facebook Opposition 
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18/01/2012 Rep. Bishop issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Sullivan posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Capuano posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. McGovern posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Flores posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Olver posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Bishop issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Labrador issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Dold issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Rokita posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Dent issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Lance issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Scott posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. McHenry tweets opposition of SOPA Rep. Opposition 

18/01/2012 Shimkus tweets opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Schilling tweets opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Renacci posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. LoBiondo tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Sarbanes issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Slaughter issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Dicks tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Scott tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Duncan tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Broun issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Jones tweets opposition to SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Jenkins posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Higgins issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Andrews tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. McCollum issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Alexander issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. DesJarlais issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Lamborn posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Frelinghuysen issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Gibson posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Rothman issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Huelskamp issues statement in opposition of SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Roberts tweets opposition to PIPA and SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Toomey issues press release in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Udall tweets opposition of SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Pompeo tweets opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Crawford issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Stivers tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Lankford posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Graves posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 
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18/01/2012 Rep. Scalise posts opposition to SOPA and withdrawal of co-sponsorship on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Griffin issues press release in opposition of SOPA and announcing withdrawal of cosponsor-ship Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Larsen posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Pryor issues press release in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Bachus posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Grassley issues press release in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Ross tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Landry tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Murphy tweets opposition to SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Bass issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Cuellar posts opposition to SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Reyes issues press release in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Lee issues press release in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Himes posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Price gives quote to Reuters in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Grimm issues statement in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Sanders gives quote to Burlington Free Press in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Welch gives quote to Burlington Free Press in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Calvert issues press release in opposition to SOPA and PIPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Kildee posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Schweikert posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

18/01/2012 SOPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Terry (R-NE) Opposition 

18/01/2012 SOPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Holden (D-PA) Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Braley issues press release opposing SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Blumenauer joins anti-SOPA Internet blackout Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Sessions opposes PIPA in Email to ProPublica Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Johanns opposes PIPA in interview Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Blunt issues press release opposing PIPA and withdrawal of co-sponsorship Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Cicilline issues statement opposing SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Rep. Tonko issues statement opposing SOPA Opposition 

18/01/2012 Senator Lieberman reaffirms support for PIPA Support 

18/01/2012 Senator Chambliss issues press release explaining and supporting co-sponsorship of PIPA Support 

18/01/2012 Rep. Chu posts support for SOPA on Facebook Support 

18/01/2012 Rep. Smith gives the New York Times a quote in support of SOPA Support 

18/01/2012 Senator Vitter gives quote supporting PIPA to New Orleans Times Support 

18/01/2012 Senator Landrieu gives quote supporting PIPA to New Orleans Times Support 

19/01/2012 Rep. Forbes issues statement regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

19/01/2012 Rep. Poe issues email to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

19/01/2012 Rep. Bono Mack issues statement regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

19/01/2012 Rep. Lankford issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

19/01/2012 Senator Brown issues letter to constituent regarding SOPA (Neutral) Neutral 

19/01/2012 Senator Udall tweets victory over reported PIPA procedural setback Neutral 

19/01/2012 Rep. McKeon posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Guinta states issues video response in opposition of SOPA Opposition 
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19/01/2012 Senator Burr issues statement in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Denham posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

19/01/2012 Senator Bennet tweets opposition to PIPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Capps tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Blackburn posts opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Engel issues email to constituent in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Miller issues press release reaffirming opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Senator Bennet posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Altmire tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Johnson tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. DeLauro issues statement in opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Roskam issues statement in opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Benishek issues statement in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Levin posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Schwartz issues letter to constituent in opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Senator McCaskill tweets opposition to PIPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Culberson tweets opposition to SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Carter posts opposition to SOPA and announces withdrawal of co-sponsorship on Facebook Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Carson issues statement in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Herger posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Woodall issues statement in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Rep. Rivera issues statement opposing SOPA Opposition 

19/01/2012 Senator Graham issues statement in support of PIPA Support 

20/01/2012 Senator Schumer issues letter to constituent regarding PIPA (Neutral) Neutral 

20/01/2012 Senator Menendez discusses PIPA in radio interview (Neutral) Neutral 

20/01/2012 Senator Reid issues statement regarding PIPA postponement (Neutral) Neutral 

20/01/2012 Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid announced that PIPA would be postponed indefinitely Neutral 

20/01/2012 House Judiciary Committee Chairman, Lamar Smith, announces that SOPA will be postponed Neutral 

20/01/2012 Rep. Tiberi issues letter to constituent in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

20/01/2012 Senator Mikulski issues letter to constituent in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

20/01/2012 Rep. Keating posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

20/01/2012 Rep. McKeon issues statement in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

20/01/2012 Rep. Poe issues statement to constituent in opposition of SOPA  Opposition 

20/01/2012 Senator Menendez issues statement in opposition to PIPA Opposition 

20/01/2012 Rep. Maloney posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

20/01/2012 Rep. Buchanan issues statement in opposition of SOPA Opposition 

20/01/2012 Senator Gillibrand posts opposition to SOPA and PIPA on Facebook Opposition 

20/01/2012 Senator Wyden gives quote to the New York Times in opposition of PIPA Opposition 

20/01/2012 Senator Chamliss issues statement withdrawing co-sponsorship of PIPA Opposition 

20/01/2012 Senator Franken issues blog post in support of PIPA Support 

20/01/2012 Senator Leahy issues statement in support of PIPA in reaction to the postponement of the vote on 

cloture 

Support 

21/01/2012 Rep. Lujan posts opposition to SOPA on Facebook Opposition 

23/01/2012 Rep. Black issues letter to constituent in opposition of SOPA Opposition 
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23/01/2012 SOPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Scalise (R-LA) Opposition 

23/01/2012 SOPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Lujan (D-NM) Opposition 

23/01/2012 SOPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Griffin (R-AR) Opposition 

23/01/2012 SOPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Ross (R-FL) Opposition 

24/01/2012 SOPA Co-Sponsor Withdraws: Carter (R-TX) Opposition 
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Appendix 5: Reddit front page posts from crawl 

Date Title of post subreddit 
26/10/11 PROTECT IP Renamed E-PARASITES Act technology 

02/11/11 So I emailed my House Representative about the E-PARASITES (formerly PROTECT IP) Act. Here is his 
reply. 

technology 

04/11/11 Google fights against PROTECT IP, threatens to slam the door on Chamber of Commerce technology 

08/11/11 EFF on Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA): A Blacklist by Any Other Name Is Still a Blacklist: The new law 
would allow the AG to cut off sites from the Internet, essentially 'blacklisting'companies from doing 
business on the web. 

technology 

11/11/11  technology 

12/11/11 EFF on SOPA: Hollywood's New War on Software Freedom and Internet Innovation: This new bill 
"allows the AG to go after anyone who provides or offers a product or service that could be used to 
get around DNS blacklisting orders." 

technology 

15/11/11 Companies against the SOPA bill are being denied the right to testify this Wednesday, with all of the 
available spots being taken by people who support the bill. Please sign this petition, something similar 
from the same organisation was successful last week! 

technology 

16/11/11 Ron Paul Comes Out Against SOPA technology 

16/11/11 Google, Facebook, Zynga oppose new SOPA copyright bill. This thing could kill Reddit. Why is it not at 
the top? 

politics 

16/11/11 I'm hoping to testify before Congress on Thursday against SOPA - help me with my testimony? technology 

16/11/11 Sopa condemned by web giants as 'internet blacklist bill' | Technology | guardian.co.uk worldnews 

17/11/11 Wow. My White house Petition to Stop SOPA got 30,000 signatures in less than 17 days, A Thanks. technology 

17/11/11 "The Stop Online Piracy Act, a nutty, delusional and shortsighted bill created by people who could be 
construed as idiots, is hitting a buzzsaw of Internet opposition..." 

technology 

17/11/11 And so it begins, my school has conveniently blocked Wikipedia's article about SOPA... this is just 
ridiculous 

technology 

17/11/11 Just so you Americans know, your protests aginst SOPA is gaining some international traction.  technology 

18/11/11 Nancy Pelosi and Ron Paul join SOPA opposition. technology 

18/11/11 Make the Internet an unalienable right. Kill SOPA and future, similar Acts. technology 

20/11/11 Outrageous: The House opens hearings on SOPA this week. It has rejected all submissions and 
testimony from public interest groups and others who oppose the bill. The bill is backed by 
Hollywood, Big Pharma, and the Chamber of Commerce, and all of them are going to get to testify at 
the hearing.  

technology 

20/11/11 Tumblr did an amazing thing: they helped train their users on important talking points on SOPA and 
then connected them to their Representatives in Congress,  generating 87,834 calls in one day to help 
fight SOPA 

politics 

22/11/11 As Congress discusses SOPA and the fate of the Open Internet, Senator Wyden asks to read your name 
during his filibuster  

technology 

22/11/11 Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Oregon) has promised to filibuster SOPA if it reaches the senate floor, and he will 
be reading the list of all the people who have signed the petition on stopcensorship.org 

politics 

23/11/11  technology 

23/11/11 Al Franken is co-sponsoring SOPA why doesn't he get the rage for his hypocritical activities? AskReddit 

23/11/11 Wary Of SOPA, Reddit Users Aim To Build A New, Censorship-Free Internet - Forbes politics 

23/11/11 Meet Lamar Smith, Founder of SOPA, the Biggest Douche Bag in Washington.   technology 

25/11/11 Stop Online Piracy Act - Best check this out, the more people that know the better. While it's title 
sounds fine, what it will enable corporations to do is not. 

gaming 

26/11/11 Wary Of SOPA, Reddit Users Aim To Build A New, Censorship-Free Internet - Forbes technology 

27/11/11 Microsoft recognizes that SOPA goes way too far, and apparently had a little discussion with the BSA 
about backing down 

technology 

27/11/11 SOPA - How The Taliban Do It technology 

28/11/11 NY Times And LA Times have both officially come out against SOPA and PIPA politics 

29/11/11 NBC Universal Threatens Partners That They Need To Sign 'Grassroots' Support Of SOPA/PIPA Or It 
Might Have To Drop Them 

technology 

30/11/11 Reddit, I am able to directly talk with US Senator Ben Cardin, as well as some members of the House. 
Help me out with Protect IP and SOPA.  

AskReddit 

30/11/11 The PROTECT IP Act Is Very Real and Very Bad - Call Now to Block It: PIPA is the evil step-sister of SOPA technology 

04/12/11 Under SOPA, you could get 5 years for uploading a Michael Jackson song, one year more than the 
doctor who killed him. 

technology 

05/12/11 Kaspersky Dumps Anti-Piracy Group in SOPA Protest technology 

06/12/11  technology 

12/12/11 Megaupload to sue Universal for wrongfully taking down its content from YouTube politics 

12/12/11 Megaupload to Sue Universal over Youtube Video Takedown, Joins Fight Against SOPA technology 

12/12/11 Wikipedia mulls total blackout to oppose SOPA technology 
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12/12/11 Harvard Law: SOPA is unconstitutional politics 

13/12/11 SOPA in a nutshell: If a criminal hid counterfeit goods in a bank safe deposit box, SOPA would allow 
the legitimate IP owner to shut down the entire bank and all other branches without any notice, 
search warrant, or due process. 

technology 

14/12/11 Kill SOPA, save America's Internet and American jobs: ACT NOW, bill goes to the House TOMORROW technology 

14/12/11 The problem isn't that we have too many Ron Paul article--the problem is we have too few 
presidential candidates who are pro wikileaks, pro OWS, pro legalization, anti war, anti SOPA, and anti 
fascist state bullshit 

politics 

15/12/11 Dear online porn industry:  Please shut down the tubes for 6 hours tonight in protest of the SOPA.  
You're our only hope now. 

politics 

15/12/11 Why not black out REDDIT in protest of SOPA? Worst comes to worse people are more productive and 
angry for a day? 

technology 

15/12/11 Missed the link in the reddit sidebar? Click here to sign the petition and join redditors in fighting back 
against SOPA! 

politics 

15/12/11 If SOPA passes, Bender has a plan! funny 

15/12/11 To show my support for opposition to SOPA and Protect IP, I have taken my company's website 
offline. I run a data center and hosting company. 

technology 

15/12/11 Let's establish a list right now: Whoever votes for SOPA loses our support in the elections. Starting 
with these people... 

politics 

15/12/11 I am at the SOPA House Judiciary Committee hearing. AMA IAmA 

15/12/11 Stop SOPA/PIPA politics 

15/12/11 Sid Meier could see SOPA coming before the rest of us. gaming 

16/12/11 As Requested: I am willing to run against Lamar Smith [R-TX], the House Representative responsible 
for SOPA. 

politics 

16/12/11 Team Meat (Super Meat Boy, The Binding of Isaac) on SOPA gaming 

16/12/11 If wiki goes on a SOPA strike, I'm dusting off this baby pics 

16/12/11 SOPA Vote cancelled and adjourned til 2012. technology 

16/12/11 VICTORY! House committee cancels vote on SOPA (Internet censorship bill) and adjourns for the year. 
Join the petition and keep up the pressure so we can kill this bill dead next year. 

politics 

16/12/11 SOPA has NOT been postponed to 2012! The Committee members who support SOPA quietly changed 
the hearing date to the 21st, trying to trick the American people into thinking it was over for the year. 
This is dirty politics and should be illegal. Fight back. Let them know this is not over. 

technology 

17/12/11 SOPA has NOT been postponed to 2012! The Committee members who support SOPA quietly changed 
the hearing date to the 21st, trying to trick the American people into thinking it was over for the year. 
This is dirty politics and should be illegal. Fight back. Let them know this is not over. 

politics 

17/12/11 SOPA has NOT been postponed to 2012! The Committee members who support SOPA quietly changed 
the hearing date to the 21st, trying to trick the American people into thinking it was over for the year. 
This is dirty politics and should be illegal. Fight back. Let them know this is not over. 

WTF 

17/12/11 Petition to Google: Please put information about SOPA on your main page, the homepage of millions 
upon millions of Americans, to inform the average web user about what may happen to their internet 
on December 21 

technology 

17/12/11 Anonymous hackers target US government - In fight against SOPA, hackers tell Congress: "You will 
pay." 

worldnews 

17/12/11 I'm european. How will SOPA affect me? AskReddit 

17/12/11 TotalBiscuit explaining SOPA gaming 

17/12/11 Why is everyone so up in arms about SOPA, but we are not having the same amount of discussion for 
NDAA?  

AskReddit 

17/12/11 If SOPA passes... funny 

17/12/11 FIXED: SOPA has NOT been postponed to 2012! The Committee members who support SOPA quietly 
changed the hearing date to the 21st, trying to trick the American people into thinking it was over for 
the year. This is dirty politics and should be illegal. Fight back. Let them know this is not over. 

politics 

17/12/11 I work in News. This is how you stop SOPA. technology 

18/12/11 Whitehouse petition to veto SOPA - oh my! Did I leave link info to copyright material that could lead 
to an ISP blocking the entire domain for whitehouse.gov if SOPA goes active? Woops, my bad.. Silly 
me! 

technology 

18/12/11 So, if SOPA passes this week what kind of retaliation are we talking? I say we post copyrighted links on 
FOX and CNN's sites for lack of coverage on the issue. 

AskReddit 

18/12/11 Reddit where do I put a post begging Jon Stewart to mention SOPA on his show?   AskReddit 

18/12/11 Life after SOPA funny 

19/12/11 SOPA Will Mean The End of Reddit, Says General Manager technology 

21/12/11 MythBuster Adam Savage: "SOPA Could Destroy the Internet as We Know It" technology 

21/12/11 Here are 27 pro-SOPA major tech companies. Who has the names of other business supporters?  AskReddit 

22/12/11 GoDaddy supports SOPA, I'm transferring 51 domains & suggesting a move your domain day politics 
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23/12/11 Reddit, OccupyWallStreet has not died down. Numerous subreddits are actively moving OWS stories 
to the OWS subreddit, which stifles reddit's awareness of OWS news. Isn't this the wrong thing to do 
considering the NDAA and SOPA (and Protect IP) may pass? 

politics 

22/12/11 GoDaddy supports SOPA technology 

22/12/11 Thanks to Reddit, GoDaddy faces "Move Your Domain Day" boycott over SOPA support technology 

01/01/70  1001 

23/12/11  politics 

23/12/11 GoDaddy's Response to the Boycott: "Go Daddy has received some emails that appear to stem from 
the boycott prompt, but we have not seen any impact to our business." Reddit, Lets make them feel 
the impact and move your domains! Spread the word!  

politics 

01/01/70  131 

23/12/11 Wikipedia.org is with GoDaddy - Jimmy if you're listening please transfer wikimedia domains away 
from GoDaddy to show you're serious about opposing SOPA 

technology 

23/12/11 TIL Wikipedia.org is registered at SOPA supporter GoDaddy todayilearned 

23/12/11 Imgur.com is with GoDaddy - Alan Schaaf, the founder of Imgur is a Redditor (MrGrim), can we 
convince him to transfer his domains? 

technology 

01/01/70  741 

24/12/11 It sounds obvious, but technology 

23/12/11 Victory! Boycott forces GoDaddy to drop its support for SOPA politics 

01/01/70  3162 

23/12/11 Jimmy Wales: I am proud to announce that the Wikipedia domain names will move away from 
GoDaddy. Their position on #sopa is unacceptable to us. 

politics 

23/12/11 Reddit, if one wants to switch domains from GoDaddy, what are the best alternative domain hosting 
sites? 

AskReddit 

24/12/11 If Hollywood is one of the biggest supporters of SOPA, why don't we (the internet) boycott going to 
the movie theater? 

AskReddit 

23/12/11 Next SOPA boycott (we'll do one at a time) "Until Time Warner drops all financial support for SOPA 
voting congressmen we will buy no music nor any film ticket from their subsidiaries - We'll just choose 
any another label" 

politics 

23/12/11 GoDaddy mass migration day STILL ON for December 29th - do NOT stop now! politics 

24/12/11 SOPA in a nutshell AdviceAnimals 

24/12/11 Jimmy Wales decides to move Wikipedia.org from Godaddy today, in response against SOPA. worldnews 

24/12/11 While we are focusing on SOPA, we are being distracted from the Senate version of the bill: the 
PROTECT IP Act. 

technology 

24/12/11 GoDaddy has NOT withdrawn its official congressional support for SOPA technology 

24/12/11  politics 

24/12/11 GoDaddy lost 72,354 domains this week. It's not enough. technology 

25/12/11 Hypothetically, If Conde Nast supported SOPA, would you boycott reddit? AskReddit 

25/12/11 Google is using GoDaddy as a domain registration partner. This needs to end. technology 

25/12/11 Why is everyone trying so hard only to boycott Go Daddy, when there are boatloads of other 
companies supporting SOPA? 

AskReddit 

25/12/11 GoDaddy now requires written authorization to move domains. Report this to ICANN! technology 

25/12/11 BUSINESS INSIDER: Why is the US media ignoring NDAA & SOPA outrage? politics 

26/12/11 How can reddit take itself seriously if we only boycott websites that we don't use, or don't have good 
replacements for(like GoDaddy). EA also supports SOPA. Stop playing BF3 and let's boycott it. 

technology 

26/12/11 Boycott Nintendo. I noticed the rant about EA's support of SOPA, but they are only supporting it 
indirectly through the ESA. Here's a bigger culprit: Nintendo. Nintendo of America is a direct sponsor 
of SOPA. 

technology 

26/12/11 GoDaddy not only helped write #SOPA they are also exempt from it. Scumbags. politics 

26/12/11 GoDaddy not only helped write #SOPA they are also exempt from it. Scumbags. technology 

27/12/11 IAmA (real) GoDaddy Employee. AMAA. IAmA 

26/12/11 Hey Reddit, I'm 15 and have an appointment with an assemblyman to talk about SOPA. Help? AskReddit 

26/12/11 According to NameCheap, GoDaddy is obstructing domain transfers out by supplying incomplete 
WHOIS data. 

technology 

27/12/11 Here's a full list of companies that support SOPA and those who oppose it. technology 

28/12/11 Let's pick ONE Senator of voted for NDAA/SOPA and destroy him like we're doing for GoDaddy.  
Relentlessly investigate and find skeletons in his closet, money bomb is opponents, etc. 

politics 

28/12/11 Imgur to Boycott GoDaddy Over SOPA Support technology 

28/12/11 I e-mailed Rob Zerban, the opponent of Paul Ryan (R-WI) asking him for his stance on SOPA. This was 
his reply. 

politics 

29/12/11 It's vital to pick TWO pro-SOPA congressional targets, one Dem and one Rep. Otherwise we can kiss 
credibility goodbye. 

politics 

29/12/11 TIL: GoDaddy CEO got his start selling Bible software, a far cry from GoDaddy's sexy advertising todayilearned 

29/12/11 Tell Reddit: It's Dec-29. Transfer your GoDaddy domains!  technology 
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29/12/11 Save Tom's Hardware, Stop SOPA technology 

29/12/11 Congress is downloading pirated material while trying to pass SOPA. politics 

29/12/11 Burned By Fleeing Customers, Godaddy No Longer Just Doesn't Support But Actually 'OPPOSES'Â• 
SOPA 

politics 

01/01/70  225 

29/12/11  politics 

29/12/11  technology 

30/12/11 Nintendo, Sony and EA drop SOPA support. gaming 

30/12/11 Anonymous threatens to take down PSN due to Sony's support for SOPA technology 

30/12/11 Nintendo, EA Sports and Sony Electronics all drop support for SOPA politics 

31/12/11 XKCD considering leaving GoDaddy. Help suggest a good replacement! (Requires IPv6 and DNSSEC) technology 

01/01/12 The Hill: Online Community Reddit driving opposition to SOPA technology 

18/01/12 Google has a SOPA awareness doodle up!! politics 

18/01/12 Reddit, lets decide on a single Facebook picture. If Facebook does not go dark, let us at least brand 
ourselves for the cause. Most upvotes=chosen picture. 

AskReddit 

18/01/12 All of my FB friends right now... AdviceAnimals 

17/01/12  technology 

17/01/12 A technical examination of SOPA and PROTECT IP blog 

03/01/12 No, Sony Electronics, Nintendo And EA Have NOT Publicly Changed Their Position On SOPA politics 

02/01/12 The Boston Globe (owned by The New York Times) Supports SOPA technology 

03/01/12 Google, Amazon, Facebook and Twitter consider blacking out their sites in protest of SOPA technology 

05/01/12 MLG drops all domains, over 100, from GoDaddy for their support for SOPA gaming 

05/01/12  technology 

06/01/12 Al Gore has come out strongly against SOPA and PIPA, angrily denouncing the bill and its supporters politics 

06/01/12 Rep. Lamar Smith Decides Lying About, Insulting And Dismissing Opposition To SOPA Is A Winning 
Strategy  

technology 

05/01/12 Al Gore says SOPA threatens "the vibrancy and freedom of the Internet." technology 

07/01/12 Reddit users, how would you feel if the site went dark along with Google, Facebook, and Twitter to 
protest SOPA? 

AskReddit 

06/01/12 Google, Facebook, and Twitter are in discussions to coordinate a blackout in opposition to Sopa. technology 

08/01/12 SOPA sponsor Rep. Lamar Smith to SOPA opponents: You don't matter technology 

09/01/12 Reddit successfully pressures Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI) to back off support of SOPA. politics 

10/01/12 Stopped they must be blog 

10/01/12 Study Confirms: News Networks Owned By SOPA Supporters... Are Ignoring SOPA/PIPA politics 

10/01/12 John Stewart and Stephen Colbert have been silent about SOPA. Any chance for the Reddit 
community to influence a show guest to bring it up? 

politics 

09/01/12 Reddit founder Alexis Ohanian invited to address Congress on SOPA in a January 18th hearing politics 

11/01/12 MPAA now writing the speeches of the Attorney General for Pro-SOPA support technology 

11/01/12 I have VIP passes to The Daily Show tonight. What should I ask Jon Stewart about SOPA/PIPA? politics 

11/01/12 IAmA attorney for Riot Games directing our opposition against SOPA/PIPA.  AMAA IAmA 

11/01/12 Reddit going dark Jan. 18th in protest of SOPA. worldnews 

12/01/12 These 61 Senators are refusing to meet with their constituents before the critical Jan 24 vote on 
PIPA/SOPA. Oh Reddit, can you call them? 

politics 

11/01/12 WTF! Internet-savvy Senator Al Franken is a *SPONSOR* of the SOPA bill?!   technology 

13/01/12 Make Sure EA gets the Message about SOPA. Petitions are great but this will send a message they will 
care about. 

gaming 

13/01/12 Under voter pressure, members of Congress  technology 

12/01/12 The entire Cheezburger network is going dark on Jan. 18 in protest of SOPA/PIPA technology 

14/01/12 Remain Diligent: SOPA and PIPA Must Be Squashed, Not Changed politics 

14/01/12 Obama Administration Comes Out Against SOPA And Protect IP politics 

15/01/12 Craigslist Opposes SOPA on their front page. Bravo! politics 

15/01/12 Razer has joined against SOPA gaming 

15/01/12 Google could make a HUGE impact if it joined Reddit on a blackout protesting SOPA/PIPA politics 

16/01/12 Wikipedia to join the Wednesday January 18 SOPA/PIPA blackout! technology 

16/01/12 Now that SOPA has been shelved, is Reddit still going to participate in the blackout on the 18th? AskReddit 

16/01/12 Wikipedia to Shut Down in Protest of SOPA politics 

03/01/12 Lamar Smith Out Of Touch With The Internet: Still Thinks It's Just Google That Opposes SOPA technology 

03/01/12 In case SOPA win's - hereâ€™s how to access your favorite sites in the event of a DNS takedown bestof 

04/01/12 Cato Institute Digs Into MPAA's Own Research To Show That SOPA Wouldn't Save A Single Net Job movies 

04/01/12 I was on BloombergTV talking SOPA today - how'd I do? technology 

04/01/12 Smith Says Reddit SOPA Protestors are 'Not Legitimate or Large in Number' technology 
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06/01/12 Why 2012 is starting to look like 1984. Between SOPA, NDAA, telecommunications surveillance, and 
people's willingness to share endlessly via social networking, will 2012 mark the year consumers 
irreversibly surrender their privacy and freedoms? 

technology 

08/01/12 Let's discuss SOPA, Askreddit. AskReddit 

09/01/12 "Bring in the nerds" - I'm testifying before the House Oversight & Government Reform Committee 
about SOPA/PIPA on Jan 18. 

technology 

11/01/12 Reddit's SOPA Blackout Admirable, but Google and Facebook Must Follow technology 

12/01/12 Insane Entitlement: EMI Sues Irish Gov't For Not Passing SOPA-Like Censorship Law worldnews 

14/01/12 I am very happy that Obama has 'come out against SOPA and PIPA'. I was also very happy when 
Obama was against the NDAA, Guantanamo Bay, prosecuting Medical Marijuana, and escalating 
conflicts in the Persian Gulf.  

politics 

15/01/12 I am (SOPA-opponent) Congressman Jared Polis, ask anything you'd like to know! IAmA 

15/01/12 Rupert Murdoch's pro-SOPA tweets visualised funny 

15/01/12 Al Jazeera's show The Stream sits down with Reddit co-founder Alexis Ohanian on Wednesday, 
January 18th at 19:30 GMT (2:30 PM EST) to discuss SOPA and the blackout protest. Leave your 
comments and questions here, we will curate them starting now -- until the end of the show. 

IAmA 

16/01/12 So we got Paul Ryan to step back from SOPA. Why not go after Al Franken too, since he's a co-sponser 
of PIPA and supports SOPA? He's the perfect liberal target to balance things out. 

politics 

07/01/12 My friend and I wrote an application to boycott SOPA. Scan product barcodes and see if they're made 
by a SOPA supporter. Enjoy. 

technology 

12/01/12 I asked Jon Stewart about SOPA. He said he'd look into it, and mentioned it in the intro! politics 

12/01/12 Lamar Smith (SOPA Author) violates copyright on own website, VICE reports.  technology 

11/01/12 Tell Facebook to go dark on January 18 to spread awareness of SOPA/PROTECT IP technology 

16/01/12 SOPA was just shelved! Now to defeat PIPA  technology 

28/10/11 For those upset at the E-PARASITE (aka Blacklist Bill aka PROTECT-IP), Ron Wyden (D-OR) is holding up 
the bill. Let's show him we support his action. Write him, donate, do what you can. his website is 
http://www.standtallforamerica.com/ 

technology 

01/11/11 Stop the E-PARASITE Act. technology 

12/11/11 Don't Censor the Net: Hollywood lobbyists are pushing a new bill -- the "E-PARASITE Act" -- that ends 
the Internet as we know it. They've had their say. Now it's our turn. 

technology 

29/12/11 I am Rob Zerban, challenger to Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI) in 2012. AMA IAmA 

31/12/11 Update from Rob Zerban: $15,000 in the last 48 hours and counting...  politics 

29/12/11 Rep. Paul Ryan: The highest ranking member of Congress that can be defeated in 2012.  politics 

30/12/11 Reddit Forces Paul Ryan to Play Defense on SOPA politics 

31/12/11 THANK YOU REDDIT! You've helped me raised over $5,000 in the last 36 hours for my campaign to 
defeat Rep. Paul Ryan in 2012. 

politics 

31/12/11 Politician running against Paul Ryan takes time to thank every single supporter on thread. Wow.  bestof 

18/01/12 TheOatmeal.com's take on SOPA funny 

18/01/12 Google logo blacked out for SOPA/PIPA technology 

18/01/12 reddit is offline in protest of PROTECT IP and SOPA blog 

19/01/12 PIPA support collapses, with 13 new Senators opposed politics 

19/01/12 SOPA blackouts lead to at least 10 senators withdrawing support! technology 

19/01/12 MPAA: SOPA, PIPA Blackouts Are 'Abuse of Power' WTF 

19/01/12 Merry Mexican On SOPA\PIPA AdviceAnimals 

19/01/12 If Sopa passes, and we post Pirate Bay links on senate.gov ... AdviceAnimals 

19/01/12 I didn't expect such insight on SOPA from /b/  WTF 

19/01/12 Scumbag SOPA Author WTF 

19/01/12 What I think every time I hear about SOPA. AdviceAnimals 

19/01/12 Reddit mods, can we see some traffic stats after the blackout ended? AskReddit 

19/01/12 The PirateBay PRESS RELEASE concerning SOPA... -and The mass media in general. You've got to give it 
to them : They couldnt be more right on this one. 

politics 

19/01/12 My recent thoughts on SOPA AdviceAnimals 

19/01/12 While the movements to destroy SOPA and PIPA are honourable, I think Maddox's view on these 
online protests have some merit 

technology 

19/01/12 In the past 24 hours, Congressional attitude about SOPA/PIPA swung from 80/30 (for/against) to 
65/102.  One day of organized protest turned Congress completely on its head. 

technology 

19/01/12 So I went to Gawker during the blackout... funny 

19/01/12 If the government has the ability to shut down websites like Megaupload at whim, what did they even 
need SOPA for?  

AskReddit 

20/01/12 How the Internet blackout affected congressional support for PIPA/SOPA. pics 

20/01/12 BLACK MARCH (x-post from r/sopa) gaming 
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20/01/12 Anonymous' Megaupload Revenge Shows Copyright Compromise Isn't Possible -- "the shutdown 
inadvertently proved that the U.S. government already has all the power it needs to take down its 
copyright villains, even those that aren't based in the United States. No SOPA or PIPA required." 

politics 

20/01/12 SOPA Is Dead: Smith Pulls Bill politics 

20/01/12 Threatening New Bill - Worse Than SOPA/PIPA (Make This Our Next Target Reddit) politics 

20/01/12 H.R.1981, the real bill by lamar smith that will cripple the internet regardless of our efforts. SOPA and 
PIPA were a smoke screen. 

technology 

20/01/12 IAmA Candidate for Congress running against SOPA co-sponsor John Conyers, AMA IAmA 

21/01/12 TIL Reddit is #1 on the 'List of 12 websites screwed if SOPA went up tomorrow' todayilearned 

21/01/12 Americans, we helped you and spread awareness about SOPA. Now it's time to help us. Europe has 
their own SOPA, called ACTA. 

politics 

21/01/12 What is Wrong With SOPA? (Got this from The Pirate Bay) WTF 

21/01/12 Sopa dies, two more bills appear. I'm just too tired now. Why do they wish to take our freedom away 
so badly? 

AskReddit 

21/01/12 ACTA: An international trade agreement to introduce privacy-invading measures to curb piracy and 
enable more patent system abuse - has recently been signed by the US 

worldnews 

21/01/12 European Redditors: What is ACTA, and what can U.S. Redditors do about it?  AskReddit 

21/01/12 Princess Leia has something to say to ACTA,SOPA and PIPA AdviceAnimals 

22/01/12 Internet, listen up. ACTA is scarier than both PIPA and SOPA, and it will be signed soon. Do your part politics 

   

22/01/12 CNN just ran a commercial urging viewers to tell congress to stop online piracy. Could we air our own 
commercial telling viewers to do the opposite? 

AskReddit 

22/01/12  videos 

22/01/12 Lamarr Smith gaming 

22/01/12 This is why SOPA might be the best thing ever... politics 

22/01/12 Anonymous attack polish government sites, Poles getting mad over ACTA passing. worldnews 

23/01/12 SOPA-like law to be unveiled in the next 10 days in Ireland worldnews 

23/01/12 Hey Reddit, we're the activism team at EFF. Thanks for all you did to defeat SOPA! - AMA. IAmA 

23/01/12 Hi, I'm Al Franken. I Took Over $88,000 From The Entertainment Industry For My Senate Campaign, 
And In Return, I Support PIPA & SOPA. 

politics 

24/01/12 Why Congress made SOPA and PIPA funny 

25/01/12 All EU member states to sign ACTA treaty on Thursday worldnews 

26/01/12 Poland Signs ACTA! 10's of Thousands March! worldnews 

26/01/12 Why are we not seeing nearly as much protest against ACTA like we did with SOPA/PIPA? AskReddit 

27/01/12 Lamar Smith, the scumbag behind SOPA, is up for re-election this year. Let's make sure his opponent 
wins! 

politics 

27/01/12 SOPA would send this guy to the electric chair in 10 seconds. Music 

27/01/12 ACTA - the latest threat to internet freedom technology 

27/01/12 "Ireland's Sopa" to pass without parliamentary vote. worldnews 

29/01/12 How I imagine the creators of ACTA AdviceAnimals 

29/01/12 The next ACTA, the Trans-Pacific Partnership, is under negotiation NOW and is even more restrictive. 
(x-post from r/SOPA) 

technology 

30/01/12 With the recent emergance of the Canadian C-11 internet censorship bill, how would US redditors feel 
about another blackout to protest it? 

AskReddit 

30/01/12 Thought SOPA Was Bad? 10 Reasons to Oppose ACTA technology 

31/01/12 SOPA Protest Day: the largest digital protest ever  technology 
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01/02/12 Poland 'may not ratify ACTA' (xpost R/evolutionReddit) worldnews 

01/02/12 Acta goes too far, says MEP-Kader Arif, the lead Acta negotiator in the European Parliament, says Acta 
potentially cuts access to lifesaving generic drugs and restricts online freedom 

worldnews 

01/02/12 Rep. Lamar Smith, author of SOPA, is at it again with "Protecting Children From Internet 
Pornographers Act" or PCIP. The PCIP Act would require Internet providers to retain archives of 
everyone's online activity for up to 18 months, including phone records, websites visited and bank-
account data. 

politics 

01/02/12 This is a calling for ALL pornographic sites to BLACKOUT on February 20th in protest of Lamar Smith's 
newest offense: PCIP, or The Protecting Children from Internet Pornography Act. Please, upvote this 
so it can gain steam! 

politics 

02/02/12 Bulgarian ISPs Rise against ACTA (xpost r/evolutionreddit) worldnews 

03/02/12 Operation: Impeach Lamar Smith launched in Congressman's District - San Antonio! politics 

03/02/12 Europeans to protest ACTA on Feb 11 (xpost r/evolutionreddit) worldnews 

03/02/12 Slovenia's ambassador apologizes to her children and her nation for signing ACTA, calls for mass 
demonstrations in Ljubljana tomorrow (xpost R/evolutionReddit) 

worldnews 

 


